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Colby and Vietnam

I think it is unfortunate that in his other
wise fine Commencement speech-por
tions of which were excerpted in the Oc
tober 1 98 7 A lumn us- Mike Barnicle
d eveloped the impression t hat some
elitist "privilege" protected Colby people
from the tragedy of Vietna m .
H e said: "Privilege played i t s own
role . . . . If you don't believe me about
that distant time, let me tell you some
thing. I called to ask how many Colby
graduates died in the war, and the an
swer was not surprising - none, zero:'
I suppose Barnicle is technically cor
rect, but he does no service to the mem
ories of two men I particularly recall Les Dickinson '67 and "Mike" Ransom
'66. Each, for his own reasons, had left
Colby as undergraduates and each, un
protected by any "privilege;' was killed
while on active duty in Vietna m . Mike,
in fact, had written home eloquently ex
pressing his personal anguish about the
war, in letters which were reprinted in
the New Yorker magazine.
W hile not "graduates," these men
were part of our community and their
loss diminishes the entire alumni body.
To imply that they and others scarred by
that war were protected by "privilege"
atop Mayflower Hill is to ignore the real
ity of their deaths and the meaning they
had for us as classmates.

Irving B. Faunce '67
Gardiner, Maine

I write to note what appears to be a deep
l y troubling lapse in Colby's institutional
m emory. M y letter concerns the help
that Boston Globe columnist Mike Barni
cle received in preparation for his Com
mencement address to the Class of 1 987
(Colby A l um n us , October 1 987, p. 1 4 ) .
Barnicle m a y have gotten the correct
answer to his question about the number
of Colby graduates who were killed in
the Vietnam War. But it is disconcerting
to see that no one at Colby knew enough
to suggest that at least he rephrase his
question to more accurate l y assess the
war's impact on men who attended the
College. I t is even more disturbing that
2
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his statement stood through an entire
com m encement address and publication
four months later.
At least three m en from Colby - Les
Dickinson '67, Dave Barnes '68, and
Mike Ransom '66 - died in the Vietnam
War. None of them received a Colby
degree so Barnicle's phrase is painfully
accu rate, if it's quoted correctly. Yet
within a little more than thre e months in
early 1 968, all three were gone -just like
the 26 South Boston natives that the
newspaperman cites and the 5 8 , 000
others from everywhere else.
I can't provide all of the d etails about
the lives and d eaths of these men from
Colby. But a full page of The Colby Echo
in February 1 968 tells about Marine
Lieutenant Dickinson's death aboard a
hospital ship from combat wounds. The
Colby A lumn us of June 1 968 notes the
loss of Army Specialist Barnes on April
28 and Second Lieutenant Ransom two
weeks later. Journalist Myra McPherson,
in her celebrated book on the Vietnam
generation, Long Time Passing ( Double
day, 1 984) . spends more than nine pages
d etailing Ransom's passage from Alpha
Tau O mega and the Colby Eight to
Quang Ngai Province. Words from his
letters home appear on the N ew York
Vietnam Veterans Memorial at the tip of
Manhattan.
T hese casualties were hardly invisi
ble . So why did a columnist who wanted
to make a point about who gave their
fair share in the late 1 960s get to do it by
alleging a marked lack of sacrifice by
Colby students? A better question,
though, is why was the connection these
men had to Colby so easily overlooked
by the person from the College who
responded to Mr. Barnicle, by all who sat
through his glib address, and by those
who let it be published by the alumni
magazine.
It is common practice for visitors to
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial here in
Washington to take rubbings of the
names they know from the black granite
walls. Under separate cover I am send
ing rubbings of the names of the men
from Colby. I suggest that the College
display these in a place where it will be
more easily remembered that, 20 years
or so ago, a significant number of people

left the abstractions of Mayflower Hill
for the realities of war. To that end, I will
gladly offer to contribute the cost of ap
propriate mounting, framing, and iden
tification.

Robert M. Lloyd '68
Washington, DC.
Mr. Lloyd, a Vietnam veteran, volunteered
to obtain service records and to inform the
College about the Colby alumni who lost
their lives in the war. His article appears
on page 14.

Geology Remem bered

Professor Donaldson Koons's account of
the role of geology at Colby from 1 83 3 to
the present is extraordinarily interesting
to me for it reopened the science of
glaciation, soils, rocks and erosion. Pro
fessor Edward Perkins's "Introduction to
Geology" was an exciting course, not the
least of which were the field trips. What
a revelation was the trip to a desertified
farm where the plowing of a small tract
opened to the winds the blowing of the
light sand just under t he sod and soon
ruined a wide extent of farm land. Most
rewarding was the weekend trip to
Mount Desert Island to study its many
unusual geological formations, including
t he sea caves high on the mountain.
Glaciation was one of Perkins's major in
terests that I was later to treat for other
parts of the United States, and Perkins's
discussions came back to me. It is my
regret that I did not inform him later
how much I had benefited from his
course and built on in my own writing.

Paul W Gates '24
Ithaca, N.Y

On Nicaragua

Eric Zolov's rationalizations and apolo
gies for the abuses of the Nicaraguan
government in his Jan Plan report (The
Colby Alum n us , June 1 987) are shameless
exercises in sophistry and disinfor
mation.

Eight years ago the Sandinistas were
helped into power by the U.S. , promising
free elections, pluralism, economic free
dom, etc. Today, the government has in
flated the currency to the point where
prices rise 600 percent a year, t rue oppo
sition parties are suppressed, the press is
controlled by the State, Catholic priests
not sympathetic to "Liberation Theology"
have been isolated and persecuted, and
the Jewish comm unity has been terror
ized and driven out.
These transgressions are excused by
Mr. Zolov (the country is "at war") and he
attempts to posit a n absurd moral eguiv
alency between the U.S. and Nicaragua
(German newspapers were closed by the
U.S. government in the 1 9 3 0s; a nti
subversive hearings were conducted a
decade later). The difference, evidently
overlooked or ignored by M r. Zolov, is
that abuses of individual rights are inex
tricable from , and fundamental to, so
cialist revolutions (Lenin's, Hitler's,
Mao's, Castro's, Ortega's) , while in West
ern democracies they are transitory ab
berations. Abuses are a way of life in any
country ruled by a junta animated by
Marxism-Leninism - they mean that the
system is working. I n free and open
democracies, abuses mean that the sys
tem has faltered.
The inherently repressive nature of so
cialist revolution s renders ungermane
Mr. Zolov's complain t : "Will the U n ited
States government continu e to refuse
recognition of the fact that not every so
cialist movement is inherently Soviet in
spired?"- a s if Soviet inspiration would be
the only grounds for disapproval of the
Ortega regime. Besides, Soviet aid , in 
fluence, and inspiration are well
documented.
Mr. Zolov says that his Nicaraguan
trip made him question "the accuracy
and origin of information that we receive
in the United States;· and he urges us to
"question authority'.' And, before we con
clude that the Sandinistas are intrinsical
ly evil, he says that we should visit
Nicaragua. This is all good advice. But
how much of an ascendancy over those
who have not visited Nicaragua has M r.
Zolov achieved by taking a State-man
aged political tour? A former ministry
official, Jose Baldizon , now a defector,
has written in the "Newsletter for the
Council for Democracy in the Americas"
(December 5, 1 98 5 ) on the pitfalls of
Nicaraguan political tourism: "Security
agents pretending to be photographers,
journalists or relatives of people in the
region visited frequently join the dele-

gates .. . on their trips. They report to
the ministry on the group's intinerary.
U sing advance notice . . . [Minister of the
I nterior Tomas] Borge sends teams of
people to be on the routes used and in
the localities visited. These are called
'casual encounter' teams . . . pretending
to be local residents. They describe al
leged contra atrocities and the benefits of
the Sandinista revolution:· The principle
behind the campaign for visitors was
enunciated in Th e Miami Herald on De
cember 14, 1 98 3 , by Tomas Borge . . . as
follows: "Nicaragua's most important war
is the one tought inside the U nited
States . . . . The battlefield will be on the
American conscience . . . . When they
[the visitors] return to the U nited States,
they have a multiplier effect on the pub
lic opinion of your country'.' Mr. Zolov
concludes his report by urging us to
"take a hard critical look at the accuracy
and source of information.The truth,
more than just being heard and read
about, needs to be seen:·
As an exercise in disinformation, Mr.
Zolov's Jan Plan performance deserves
an "A."

Russell E. Cleary
Concord, Mass.

'72

In response to the above letter and to the
many letters in the October 198 7 Alumnus
about Eric Zolov's "Don't Believe Everything
You Hear and Only Half of What You
Read" (The Colby Alumnus, June 1987),
the editor offered both Eric Zolov and
Professor of Governm ent Roger Bowen,
faculty sponsor of the trip, the opportunity
to comment. Zolov is currently in Central
America pursuing his investigations. Profes
sor Bowen's reply follows.
What strikes me most about two of the
many letters written in response to Eric
Zolov's article about our Nicaraguan trip
is their personal invective and closed
mindedness. Howard F. Hill ' 1 8 and Stan
ley R . Black '2 1 seem indifferent or una
ware of why such a Jan Plan might be
appealing, educational, and even valua
ble. I n stead they rely on bitter, hateful
language in denouncing the fact that it
happened at all. What happened , I have
to ask, to their appreciation for the
broad , liberal, expansive values that
characterize the Colby mission?
I feel no need to defend Eric Zolov he's a thoughtful person who is capable
of defending himself. Nor do I feel
obliged to defend my role in organizing

and leading the tour. Instead, I feel it
necessary to speak for the concept of
leaving the safe and comfortable en
vironment of Colby for first-hand ex
perience of radically different cultures
and political systems.
I write this on the evening that Gor
bachev and Reagan shake hands at the
White House in a mutually congratulato
ry mood. Thro ideologues applaud one
another's willingness to talk, to listen,
and to u nderstand.
Going to icaragua or Vietnam ('''e
left on January 1 1 ) is little more than do
ing in a modest way what the antagonis
tic world leaders have done in a grand
way - creating an opportunity to reach
over the walls of hate and misunder
standing, to clasp hands, and to agree
that mutual understanding, even toler
ance, is definitely better than the alter
native.
This is a simple concept, really, that
does not even require the abandonment
of all prejudice or the acceptance of ideo
logical difference. I t requires only a will
ingness, in Mama Bell's words, "to reach
out and touch someone [different]:'
Learning what the other has to teach
this does not require uspension of dis
belief.
Colby students are curious - why
should we fear Nicaragua (the U.S.S. R . ,
Vietnam, etc. )? Who a r e t h e people
whom our leaders love to hate? W hat
kind of society, economy, polity do these
people have? Do they hate us? Or just
our governme nt? And so o n .
Simple questions, really, o n e s that
frighten those who would rather they
never be asked, let alone answered. Such
folk are, lamentably, anti-intellectual,
and it surprises me that they, whatever
their age or ideology, would have gradu
ated from Colby. As an educator, how
ever, I will forever hope that their minds
a re not permanently sealed .

Roger Bowen
Chair and Professor of Government

Cover Story

Just a short note to let you know that I
thought that both front and back covers
for the October 1 987 A lumnus were su
per. Keep up the new ideas.

Emanuel Fruman '42
Perth Amboy, NJ.
COLBY
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Colby and Vietnam

I think it is unfortunate that in his other
wise fine Comme ncement speech - por
tions of which were excerpted in the Oc
tober 1 987 Alumnus - Mike Barnicle
developed the impression that some
elitist "privilege" protected Colby people
from the tragedy of Vietnam.
He said: "Privilege played its own
role . . . . If you don't believe me about
that distant time, let me tel l you some
thing. I called to ask how many Colby
graduates died in the war, and the an
swer was not surprising - none, zero:'
I suppose Barnicle is technically cor
rect, but he does no service to the mem
ories of two men I particularly recall Les Dickinson '67 and "Mike" Ran som
'66. Each , for his own reasons, had left
Colby as undergraduates and each, un
protected by any "privilege," was killed
while on active duty in Vietnam. Mike,
in fact, had written home eloquently ex
pressing his personal anguish about the
war, in letters which were reprinted in
the New Yorker magazine.
While not "graduates;' these men
were part of our community and their
loss diminishes the entire alumni body.
To imply that they and others scarred by
that war were protected by "privilege"
atop Mayflower Hill is to ignore the real
ity of their deaths and the meaning they
had for us as classmates.

Irving B. Faunce '67
Gardiner, Maine

I write to note what appears to be a deep
ly troubling lapse in Colby's institutional
memory. My letter concerns the help
that Boston Globe columnist Mike Barni
cle received in preparation for his Com
m encement address to the Class of 1 987
(Colby Alumnus, October 1 987, p. 14).
Barnicle may have gotten the correct
answer to his question about the number
of Colby graduates who were killed in
the Vietnam War. But it is disconcerting
to see that no one at Colby knew e nough
to suggest that at least he rephrase his
question to more accurately assess the
war's impact on men who attended the
College. I t is even more disturbing that
2
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his statement stood through an entire
commencement address and publication
four months later.
At least three men from Colby - Les
Dickinson '67, Dave Barnes '68, and
Mike Ransom '66 - died in the Vietnam
War. None of them received a Colby
degree so Barnicle's phrase is painfully
accurate, if it's quoted correctly. Yet
within a little more than three months in
early 1 968, all three were gone - j ust like
the 26 South Boston natives that the
newspaperman cites and the 5 8 , 000
others from everywhere else.
I can't provide all of the details about
the lives and deaths of these men from
Colby. But a full page of The Colby Echo
in February 1 968 tells about Marine
Lieutenant Dickinson's death aboard a
hospital ship from combat wounds. The
Colby A lumnus of June 1 968 notes the
loss of Army Specialist Barnes on April
28 and Second Lieutenant Ransom two
weeks later. Journalist Myra McPherson,
in her celebrated book on the Vietnam
generation, Long Time Passing ( Double
day, 1 984), spends more than nine pages
detailing Ransom's passage from Alpha
Tau Omega and the Colby Eight to
Quang Ngai Province. Words from his
letters home appear on the New York
Vietnam Veterans Memorial at the tip of
Manhatta n .
These casualties were hardly invisi
ble. So why did a columnist who wanted
to make a point about who gave their
fair share in the late 1 960s get to do it by
alleging a marked lack of sacrifice by
Colby students? A better question,
though, is why was the connection these
men had to Colby so easily overlooked
by the person from the College who
responded to Mr. Barnicle, by all who sat
through his glib address, and by those
who let it be published by the alumni
magazine.
It is common practice for visitors to
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial here in
Washington to take rubbings of the
names they know from the black granite
walls. U nder separate cover I am send
ing rubbings of the names of the men
from Colby. I suggest that the College
display these in a place where it will be
more easily remembered that, 20 years
or so ago, a significant number of people

left the abstractions of Mayflower Hill
for the realities of war. To that end, I will
gladly offer to contribute the cost of ap
propriate mounting, framing, and iden
tification.

Robert M. Lloyd '68
Washington, DC.
Mr. Lloyd, a Vietnam veteran , volunteered
to obtain service records and to inform the
College about the Colby alumni wh o lost
their lives in the war. His article appears
on page 14.

Geology Remembered

Professor Donaldson Koons's account of
the role of geology at Colby from 1 83 3 to
the present is extraordinarily interesting
to me for it reopened the science of
glaciation, soils, rocks and erosion. Pro
fessor Edward Perkins's "Introduction to
Geology" was an exciting course, not the
least of which were the field trips. What
a revelation was the trip to a desertified
farm where the plowing of a small tract
opened to the winds the blowing of the
light sand just under the sod and soon
ruined a wide extent of farm land. Most
rewarding was the weekend trip to
Mount Desert Island to study its many
unusual geological formations, including
the sea caves high on the mountain.
Glaciation was one of Perkins's major in
terests that I was later to treat for other
parts of the United States, and Perkins's
discussions came back to me. It is my
regret that I did not inform him later
how much I had benefited from his
course and built on in my own writing.

Paul W Gates '24
Ithaca, NY

On Nicaragua

Eric Zolov's rationalizations and apolo
gies for the abuses of the Nicaraguan
government in his Jan Plan report (The
Colby Alumnus, June 1987) are shameless
exercises in sophistry and disinfor
mation.

Eight years ago the Sandinistas were
helped into power by the U.S. , promising
free elections, pluralism , economic free
dom, etc. Today, the government has in
flated the currency to the point where
prices rise 600 percent a year, true oppo
sition parties are suppressed, the press is
controlled by the State, Catholic priests
not sympathetic to "Liberation Theology"
have been isolated and persecuted, and
the Jewish community has been terror
ized and driven out.
These transgressions are excused by
Mr. Zolov (the country is "at war") and he
attempts to posit an absurd moral equiv
alency between the U.S. and Nicaragua
(German newspapers were closed by the
U.S. government in the 1930s; anti
subversive hearings were conducted a
decade later). The difference, evidently
overlooked or ignored by Mr. Zolov, is
that abuses of individual rights are inex
tricable from, and fundamental to, so
cialist revolutions (Lenin's, Hitler's,
Mao's, Castro's, Ortega's). while i n West
ern democracies they are transitory ab
berations. Abuses are a way of life in any
country ruled by a junta animated by
Marxism-Leninism - they mean that the
system is working. In free and open
democracies, abuses mean that the sys
tem has faltered.
The inherently repressive nature of so
cialist revolutions renders ungermane
Mr. Zolov's complaint: "Will the United
States government continue to refuse
recognition of the fact that not every so
cialist movement is inherently Soviet in
spired?"-as if Soviet inspiration would be
the only grounds for disapproval of the
Ortega regime. Besides, Soviet aid , in
fluence, and inspiration are well
documented.
Mr. Zolov says that his Nicaraguan
trip made him question "the accuracy
and origin of information that we receive
in the U n ited States;' and he urges us to
"question authority:' And, before we con
clude that the Sandinistas are intrinsical
ly evil, he says that we should visit
Nicaragua. This is all good advice. But
how much of a n ascendancy over those
who have not visited Nicaragua has Mr.
Zolov achieved by taking a State-man
aged political tour? A former ministry
official, Jose Baldizon , now a defector,
has written in the "Newsletter for the
Council for Democracy i n the Americas"
(December 5, 1 985) on the pitfalls of
Nicaraguan political tourism: "Security
agents pretending to be photographers,
journalists or relatives of people in the
region visited frequently join the dele-

gates . . . on their trips. They report to
the ministry on the group's intinerary.
Using advance notice . . . (Minister of the
I nterior Tomas] Borge sends teams of
people to be on the routes used and in
the localities visited. These are called
'casual encounter' teams . . . pretending
to be local residents. They describe al
leged contra atrocities and the benefits of
the Sandinista revolution." The principle
behind the campaign for visitors was
enunciated in The Miami Herald on De
cember 14, 1 98 3 , by Tomas Borge . . . as
follows: "Nicaragua's most important war
is the one fought inside the United
States . . . . The battlefield will be on the
American conscience . . . . When they
[the visitors] return to the U nited States,
they have a multiplier effect on the pub
lic opinion of your country:' Mr. Zolov
concludes his report by urging us to
"take a hard critical look at the accuracy
and source of information. The truth,
more than just being heard and read
about, needs to be seen:·
As an exercise in disinformation, Mr.
Zolov's Jan Plan performance deserves
an "A:'

Russell E. Cleary '72
Concord, Mass.

In response to the above letter and to the
many letters in the October 1987 Alumnus
about Eric Zolov's "Don't Believe Everything
You Hear and Only Half of What You
Read" (The Colby Alumnus, June 1987),
the editor offered both Eric Zolov a nd
Professor of Government Roger Bowen,
faculty sponsor of the trip, the opportunity
to comment. Zolov is currently in Central
America pursuing his investigations. Profes
sor Bowen's reply follows.
What strikes me most about two of the
many letters written in response to Eric
Zolov's article about our Nicaraguan trip
is their personal invective and closed
mindedness. Howard F. Hill ' 1 8 and Stan
ley R Black '2 1 seem indifferent or una
ware of why such a Jan Plan might be
appealing, educational, and even valua
ble. Instead they rely on bitter, hateful
language in denouncing the fact that it
happened at all. What happened, I have
to ask, to their appreciation for the
broad, liberal, expansive values that
characterize the Colby mission?
I feel no need to defend Eric Zolov
he's a thoughtful person who is capable
of defending himself. Nor do I feel
obliged to defend my role in organizing

a nd leading the tour. Instead, I feel it
necessary to speak for the concept of
leaving the safe and comfortable en
vironment of Colby for first-hand ex
perience of radically different cultures
a nd political systems.
I write this on the evening that Gor
bachev and Reagan shake hands at the
White House in a mutually congratulato
ry mood. 1\vo ideologues applaud one
another's willingness to talk, to listen
and to understand.
Going to icaragua or Vietnam (v·:e
left on January 1 1 ) is little more than do
ing in a modest way what the antagonis
tic world leaders have done in a grand
way - creating an opportunity to reach
over the walls of hate and misunder
standing, to clasp hands, and to agree
that mutual understanding, even toler
ance, is definitely better than the alter
native.
This is a simple concept, really, that
does not even require the abandonment
of all prejudice or the acceptance of ideo
logical difference. I t requires only a will
ingness, in Mama Bell's words, "to reach
out and touch someone (different]:'
Learning what the other has to teach
this does not require suspension of dis
belief.
Colby students are curious - why
should we fear Nicaragua (the U.S.S. R . ,
Vietnam, etc. )? W h o a r e t h e people
whom our leaders love to hate? What
kind of society, economy, polity do these
people have? Do they hate us? Or just
our government? And so o n .
Simple questions, really, o n e s that
frighten those who would rather they
never be asked, let alone answered. Such
fol k are, lamentably, anti-intellectual,
and it surprises me that they, whatever
their age or ideology, would have gradu
ated from Colby. As a n educator, how
ever, I will forever hope that their minds
are not permanently sealed.

Roger Bowen
Chair a nd Professor of Government

Cover Story

Just a short note to let you know that I
thought that both front and back covers
for the October 1 9 8 7 Alumnus were su
per. Keep up the new ideas.

Emanuel Fruman '42
Perth Amboy, N.J.
COLBY
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Name

Change

Oh for heaven's sake! Are you women
that threatened that your alumni maga
zine reads Alumnus? It bas read that way
for generations. And since Colby has ad
mitted women for an even lo nger time,
why accuse people of being "bla tantly
sexist?" Most coll ege magazines, in those
days, used the word "a lumn us." It sounds
better than the Colby alumni or alum nae!
In those days and today they were
incorrect, perhaps, but I hardly think
they were trying to disparage wome n . I ,
for o n e , am n o t so insecure as t o l e t a
name upset me. The College's actions are
far more important than a few "targeted"
words.
I also am a little upset that the letters
use so much of the same phraseology_
Who assigned it? At least be original in
your thinking when you are in a school
that prides itself on just that.
I don't object to a change in the mag
azine's name. I do object to your turning
it into a sexist cause.
A longtime fan of the Colby Alum
nus .

Doris Knight Leete
Wakefield, R. I.

'50

If those concerned about the sexist tone
of the Alumnus ever want to c hange its
name, may I suggest The Colby Alum,
which appears in my Websters New World
Dictionary . I realize that the general
meaning of "alum" refers to something
with a bitter taste, but maybe the pres
ent name of the publication has a bitter
taste for some feminists.

]. W Bishop '35
Falmouth , Maine

Against Divestment

It is with great regret that I have read in
t h e October issue of the Alumnus that the
trustees have voted to divest from the en
dowment fund investments in companies
doing business with South Africa in the
belief that this action will be an effective
step towards achieving greater freedom
and better living conditions for blacks in
that country.
Insight magazine .. . in its November
2 issue advises that as United States cor
porations and businesses withdraw from
their operations in South Africa, Europe4
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an and Asian businessmen are hur rying
to fill the gaps. French banks have re
newed trade credits. West Germany, Brit
ain, and Japan are increasing their trade
with South Africa; and the economy of
that nation continues to grow al three
percent a year, whic h is better than our
own.
American companies in South Africa
were providing better training programs
for black workers, hiring a greater per
centage of blacks in their work forces,
providing better educational facilities for
workers' childre n , paying higher wages,
and providing better medical facilities
than were being accorded by comparable
competitors. These facts. according to
the London Economist, have been estab
lished .
The writer, over a recently terminat
ed career of just short of 60 years in the
planning and the management of estates
and trusts, was taught, and adhered to,
the principles that the duties of a trustee
are sacred; that in exercising them he
should always first determine the facts
as to each particular situation [and] exer
cise sound and prudent discretion in
making decisions and helping customers
solve their problems; and that solving
problems does not mean an unt hinking
and ruthless "get rid of the situation" ac
tion such as characterizes the Board of
Trustees' zealous approach to the South
African problem and its recent abolition
of fraternities and take-over of their
houses.
The trustees were in a position to de
stroy the fraternities, but in this world of
diverse national interests neither this
country nor its academic zealots can de
stroy the South African economy. The re
cently c hosen prime minister of Japan is
quoted as having said the United States
must realize that in view of its position
as a major debtor nation, its budget defi
cit , and its unfavourable trade balance, it
is no longer economically King of the
Hil l .
If w e visit t h e cemeteries i n many of
our old New England towns, we come on
headstones marking the burial place of
youths in their late teens and early twen
ties, sometimes brothers, who died on
Southern battlefields in the 1 860s. The
unwillingness of zealots on both sides to
gather the facts, to think, and to reason
brought on slaughter with results that
were a blight on a great part of the na
tion for three generations after the termi
nation of the conflict at Appomattox.
Communication is available now,
such as was not possible in that earlier

era, to achieve understanding and solu 
tions based on reason - i f we will but
avail of them. The trustees acting as zea
lots have indicated that they "have
learned nothing and forgotten nothing,"
as Professor Wilkinson in the 1 920s was
wont to characterize, with Mirabeau, a
line of French rulers in on e of his history
courses.
Jesus of Nazareth taught tolerance,
humility, and understanding, not venge
ful action without thought, such as the
trustees' action, which could result in
greater suffering for all South Africans
and in a worsening of our nation's trade
balances. So, as to the trustees, this epis
tle concludes with Christ's words: "For
give them, Father, for they know not
what they do:·

Conrad H. Hines ' 2 8
Marblehead, Mass.

The Value of Football

There has been a lot of discussion about
the Colby football program. Unfortunate
ly from what l have heard, the critics
have had the loudest voice. The question
of whether the program should continue
or not has come up. At a liberal arts, Di
vision III, NESCAC school, any activity
that promotes the education of the in
dividual always should be supported.
Colby athletics were very dear to me
while I attended the College and they
seem to grow closer to me now that I am
an alumnus. Football and track a nd field
were integral parts of my experience at
Colby. Sports taught me self-discipline,
cooperation, motivation, self-confidence,
and so on. Our record while I played at
Colby was six wins, 24 losses, yet Colby
football was one of the most positive ex
periences in my life and an invaluable
educator.
My feelings are not unique. Any stu
dent who participates in athletics,
whether it be I-Play, junior varsity, or
varsity, benefits from the activity the
same ways I did. Some get more out of it
than others: the student gets out of it as
much as h e or she puts into it .
Colby is a liberal arts institution that
offers a wide range of academic disciplines
and activities. It is the responsibility of
the school to nurture and promote the
students' interests that contribute to the
overall education of the individual. Foot
ball, as is the case with any sport at Col
by, is there for its educational value, not
for its win/loss record. Vince Lombardi,

though often misquoted, said it best:
"Winning isn't everything, wanting to
win is:· If there are students who wish to
play the game, spectators in the stands,
and alumni who support it, there should
be no question that the program
conti nue.
Colby is presently o n the verge of
shaping a tradition in football. I have
been close to the program for more t han
five years as player, alumnus, and fan ,
a n d I have never s e e n a better comple
ment of players and coaching staff. Next
year and the years to come will be very
positive for the team. Yet even though
their win/loss record will improve, the
value of the education offered by the
game will remain the same .

students, in this case a view that depicts
a liberal faculty and entirely conserva
tive student body that doesn't exist in
reality. What kind of message is Colby
sending out when students have to spend
more time fighting the system than the
substantive issues that face them? The
students are more concerned about their
freedoms, ones that they should already
have, than the issues. The faculty and
administration have failed to create a
working relationship with Colby students
and as a result are being just as "illiberal"
as the CIA they deem to condemn.

James]. Pietro '86
Worcester, Mass.

I have read i n the New York Times .
that you voted 49-22 to ban the CIA from
the Colby campus for recruitment. Good
for you!
I graduated from the old campus i n
1 938. While that campus i s still clear in
my mind's eye, I often find it hard to be
at home with the Colby I see i n the is
sues of the Alumnus that come to me.
But a faculty upholding some moral ob
jective, I can delight i n remembering.
Such faculty as I was growing up under if you can bear the image -Wilkins, Breck
enri dge, Perkins. and Mary Marshall certainly would have had no room for to
day's doublespeak. So - now I feel at
home and quite proud to say that I grad
uated from Colby.
A copy of my letter to the Board of
Trustees is enclosed. However their vote
comes out, you are to be thanked for
starting the process.

The Faculty Vote

Colby's recent entry into the news was
disturbing, not because of the issues i n 
volved but rather the w a y it is being
handled. Judging from an article that ap
peared i n The Boston Globe, the problem
clearly is not the CIA'.s ability to recruit
on campus nor i s it a question of morals
but rather a reflection of a poor faculty
student relationship.
Although the controversy was de
scribed as being transformed into a unique
"learning experience," two opinions in the
article seem to reflect more serious prob
lems that have been and will continue to
exist at Colby. First was Professor Moss's
observation that the real issue was "the
assumption of a parental role by u niver
sity administration" dictating policy to a
student body t hat is supposed to have a
hand in campus policy. The second and
maybe the most revealing comment came
from a student, Scott Parks '88, who
claimed that the issue is not the CIA but
the ban because the best learning experi
ence could have come from a faculty who
"urged the students to protest the C I A:'
In a college of 1 , 700 students, why is it
that the faculty must go behind closed
doors and mandate a "learning experi
ence"? Colby is a unique place because of
its size, teacher-student ratio, and sur
roundings. But because of its awkward
hierarchy, a very different i mage is pre
sented.
What has developed out of the facul
ty's vote to "ban" a ny group from campus
is a d istorted view of Colby and Colby

Gregory]. Dwnark '87
Charlestown, Mass.

I wish to express my d eepest apprecia
tion for [the faculty's] continuing efforts
to protect the student body from exposure
to controversial views.
After all, as students they are not yet
prepared to e\'aluate real world situations
and will have plenty of time to do so af
ter they are "educated:'

David Friedrich '78
Raymond, Maine

Congratulations upon your unprecedent
ed courage (unprecedented among col
leges ). It has come to our attention that
your faculty has voted to ban CIA recruit
ment on campus but that some of your
students do not understand your posi
tion. What an opportunity for them to
learn the anti-democratic maneuvering
of a U.S. agency out -of-hand, denying
even freedom of existence to poverty
stricken peasant nations.
The Arias Peace Plan has e nough
going to evolve into whatever else is
necessary to bring about peaceful con
flict-resolution in Latin American coun
tries. Your students deserve to know.
We feel sure there are millions of
American citizens who do not approve of
the covert/overt/KGB tactics i n the name
of U.S. democracy. CIA bullets and ter
rorism, j ust as lethal as KGB, are an utter
disgrace!

Mr and Mrs. W B. Newby
Selma, Oreg.

Martha Wa kefield Falcone '38
Hartford, Conn.

Letters Policy

The editor i nvites concise letters for publication on topics that pertain
to the content of Colby or the College at large. The editor reserves the
right to edit letters or to publish excerpts as spatial constraints de
mand. Signatures may be withheld from publication o n request.
Letters should be addressed to the Editor, Colby, Colby College,
Waterville, Maine 0490 1 -4799.
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Freshman Fresh Air

Col lege freshmen, by character a bewi l
dered company trying to define them
selves, are receiving some high-energy
assistance in the form of freshman semi
nars at Colby. An experimental program
begun in 1 986 and supported by grants
until 1 99 1 , the seminars are designed to
bring faculty and students into the kind
of c lose contact usually reserved for up
perclassmen in specialized courses.
Although most seminars rely on re
quired texts as a basis for discussion, one
choice cal led '' A rt and Music: Concepts,
Perceptions, Responses" does not . Profes
sor of Music Paul Machlin and Jette Pro
fessor of Art David Simon, respective
chairs of the music and art departments,
created their course with "non-verbal
kinds of texts" such as paintings and mu
sical compositions. Examples are paired
specifically for comparison and contrast.
Frank Lloyd Wright and Charles Ives,
Claude Debussy and Claude Monet,
Michelangelo and Franz Joseph Haydn
are some of the "couples" chosen to illus
trate similarities and differences in the
c reative process. The era of art deco and
jazz is another topic of exploration.
Machlin and Simon designed their
seminar, which was first given in the fall
of 1 986, to expose students immediately
to the arts. According to a Central Maine
Morning Sentinel article last fal l , "Both
men admit that for most of the students
the course was 'clearly a major commit
ment, a struggle . . . work that involved
perspiration."' Simon is now of the opin 
i o n that t h e original format w a s "too lofty
i n what we expected from first semester
freshmen." For that reason they offered
the course second semester this year and
fine tuned the opening bars to be more
specific in defining "art," with more lead
ing questions at the beginning. But, Simon
points out, "there are still no lectures:' In
addition to short papers, the course led
d uring the fi nal weeks to the develop
ment of student "conceptual projects''....
works of art and music using everyday
items.
Colby offered seven other freshman
seminars this spring and others may fol
low next fall. "In Search of a Soul" ex
plores the human spirit through the ex6
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ploration of self, using readings from Job,
Plato's Apology, J u ng's Memories, the Di
ary of Anne Prank, and others. "Conflict
and Creativity: East and West" looks at
historical , cultural, and political ideas in
the literature and philosophy of America,
Europe, and Asia. "Turning Points in Hu
man Understanding" examines human
progress during eras when people's basic
values and assumptions change. Focus
ing on examples from the Middle Ages to
the present, the course considers literary
and scientific classics and the visionary
works of today's "new age" theorists. "Re
sponse and Counter-response in the West
ern Tradition" aims to illuminate through
the paradoxes of our experience what it
means to be "human:· An examination of
the themes of great books of Western
literature and philosophy - Homer's
Odyssey, Plato's The Last Days of Socrates,
Shakespeare's Hamlet, Ellison's Invisible
Man, and Sophocles' Oedipus Rex- helps
students form criteria for critical assess
ments of human behavior.
Another seminar studies "The United
States Constitution: A Living Document:'

The course considers the background,
writing, adoption, and evolution of our
manifesto as viewed by scholars in Amer
ican studies, government , history, and
philosophy. "Global Perspectives on Gen
der, Race, and Class" explores themes of
nature, love, and power and their impor
tance in the beliefs of both Western and
non-Western cultures. How these forces
influence gender, race, and class is traced
through time and different cultures in
classic and contemporary texts, films, and
works of art. And "Science and Society,"
which studies A.N. Whitehead's Science
in the Modern World, Bertrand Russell's
Impa ct of Science on Society, Rachel Car
son's Silent Spring, and Richard Barke's
Science, Technology and Public Policy, traces
the history and philosophy of science
from earliest times to the present and the
effect of science on our world.
The College hopes that the stimulus
of these seminars, ideally a kind of pure,
intellectual experience, will help to lessen
the fog and frustration of all too many
freshmen. Beginning in the fall of 1987,
the seminars are a first-year requirement.

Jette Professor of Art David Simon (left} and Professor of Music Paul Machlin design and
compose their freshman seminar.

Stepfa m i l y Stress

The Fort Halifax blockhouse on the ban k of the Kennebec River before the flood of 1987.

Mathieu Lands the Blockhouse

The historic Fort Halifax blockhouse,
swept downriver by massive flooding
last spring, is due for reconstruction in
June. Stanley Mathieu '57 was awarded a
contract by the state last December to
begin a painstaking restoration that will
use both original and new timbers and
anchor the structure to the ledge below
with cement pilings. The blockhouse, all
that remains of a British garrison built in
1 754, is the oldest surviving wooden
blockhouse in North America.
Before work actually begins, a group
of archaeologists will continue a dig be
gun last August under the original struc
ture. Samples of stone tools and other ar
tifacts that could be 4,000 years old have
been sent to a Florida laboratory for car
bon dating.
A history major at Colby, Mathieu
later submitted a paper o n Fort Halifax

as part of his master's degree at the
University of Maine at Orono. The Wins
low native, having lived virtually in the
shadow of the structure all his life, is
particularly concerned that the recon
struction be done right. Mathieu is by
profession a guidance counselor at
Waterville Junior High School but he
owns the Stan Mathieu Construction
Company as well, and his bid was
awarded the contract by the state partly
because his extensive experience work
ing with hand-hewn logs enables him to
approximate the techniques used in the
original blockhouse constructio n .
Mathieu i s a l s o filming a video of the
entire job, from the cutting of the timber
(donated by Scott Paper Company of
Winslow), through the shaping of logs
with authentic tools, to the actual build
ing and a nchoring of the structure. Cop
ies of the video will be presented to the
Maine State M u seum in Augusta, Scott
Paper Company, and Colby.

If you have a stepmother, hovv do you
address her? And if your stepmother has
a brother, is he your "stepuncle"?
David Jacobson '62 , chair of Brandeis
U niversity's department of anthropology
believes that the absence of rules for
structuring stepfamily life - terms for
relatives and how we address them,
rules for children's behavior to a spouse
and so on - is a major cause of stress in
stepfamilies. The more people involved.
the greater the demands o n individual
family members and how they perceive
obligations.
Jacobson made his comments on
" Stress, Support, and Cult ure" in the a n 
n ua l Kingsley Birge lecture l a s t ovem
ber. 'IWenty percen t of American house
holds today comprise remarried adults,
he said, but the 55 percent divorce rate
of remarried couples is higher than the
divorce rate for first marriages. Because
couples with stepchildren break up more
frequently than do those without them,
the likelihood of divorce i n a remarriage
with stepchildren is 1 00 percent greater
than it is in a first marriage. When chil
dren without rules or guidelines are
troubled by complex n ew emotional rela
tionships, their problems often cause
conflict for the entire family.
In the absence of the usual n uclear
family patterns, Jacobson's research sug
gests, stress also occurs because of cer
tain assumptions - for instance, that the
husband-wife relationship is the primary
relationship. Other cultures with differ
ent ideas and different ways of organiz
ing stepfamilies value their relationships
with children differently. It's not t he chil
dren , Jacobson said, but "what you make
of the children and what the children
mean to the parents" that most affect
stepfamily life.
Stepfamilies may experience stress
because of cultural differences, too.
Different ideas on dinnertime and bed
time are one thing; different ideas about
inheritance are something else. And
since all marriages build a new belief
system , which may u ndermine a n in
dividual's assumptions about the world,
the development of common family tra
ditions often requires painful alterations.
I f families can manage their conflicts for
four years, however, the chance of an en
d uring marriage and a successful step
family dramatically increases.
Other cultures' values and kinship
structures ought to be examined for the
example and support they can offer
COLBY
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American step fa milies. Researchers also
need to study the parent-child and
spouse relations in su bgroups in Ameri
can culture, Jacobson said , and should
gi\'e particular attention to the 45 per
cent of American stepfamil ies that do
make it through the di fficult transition .
What in their social networks, cultural
traditions, and world -views enables them
to succeed? Researchers should query
the children, too, because a rema rriage is
"his marriage" and "her marriage" and a
"different marriage" for each child.
Such q uestions affirm the influence
of Ki ngsley Birge. the long-time Colby
professor of sociology, who, Jacobson
said, hel ped students to examine the
values that shaped their lives, to expe
rience culture shock, and to th ink differ
ently about the world by examining the
cultural bases of social l ife.

RG

S m a l l Receives MAA Award

Associate Professor of Mathematics
Donald B. Small was recently honored
by the Mathematical Association of
America for his service on several vital
committees, i ncluding a study group that
questioned the place of calculus in the
senior h igh school curriculum.
I n recognition of Small as "a sensible,
committed proponent of quality mathe
matics educatio n ," the MAA named him
as the first recipient of its Certificate of
Meritorious Service for the Northeastern
Section . I ncluded in that section are 1 76
colleges and u niversities in New England
and Canada and over 2,000 teaching
members of the MAA.
Small participated in the calculus
study with three other college mathe
matics professors and four h igh school
inst ructors chosen from around the
country. The group concluded that
mathematically accelerated high school
seniors would benefit more from ad
vanced courses i n algebra, solid geome
try, trigonometry, or a combi nation of
the three than from calculus. Only six
percent of high school seniors who take
advanced placement courses in calculus
pass the examination for exemption from
college-level freshman calcu l us. The re
maining 94 percent often fail their first
semester of college calculus because they
assume - incorrectly - that they know the
subject well despite their examination
results.
8
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Small's committee noted that the
"prestige factor" of calcu lus may lead
high schools to offer the subject without
su fficient regard for the qualifications of
teachers or students. They traced the
roots of the problem to the j u nior-high
level, where mathematically gifted stu
dents are taught algebra in the eighth
grade, moving their schedule of mathe
matics ahead by a year and freeing their
senior year for calculus. Small sai d, "col
leges must adjust their first-year math
programs to help incoming freshmen
who have been exposed to ca lculus in
h igh school:'
In presenting Small with his Certifi
cate of Meritorious Service, the MAA cit
ed his long record of leadership in the
organization, incl uding terms as vice
chair, chair, and governor of the orth
east Section and his service to the na
tional organization on a "mind-boggling
list of committees:· I n Maine he set up
and obtai ned fu nding for a highly suc
cessful secondary school lecture program
in mathematics and developed and
directed a tutori ng program staffed by
Colby students.

Mayflower Hil l Recruits

The generally h igh caliber of the Colby
student body is often the deciding factor
in the College's ability to recruit top
notch professors, said Dean of Faculty
Douglas Archibald in a recent interview
with the Central Maine Morning Sentinel.
Whether a faculty candidate is particu
larly attracted to small New England col
leges or is considering Colby i n a larger
search , Archibald said, a visit to May
flower Hill to meet with students and ad
ministrators helps the recruitment cause.
"Our experience has been that if we can
get them to come to campus, our chances
of getting that person are good:'
Dean Archibald noted that the kind
and q uality of educators Colby seeks
would be welcome additions to any col
lege faculty. Colby, he said, offers a com
petitive salary structure, but in the long
run many other considerations affect a
person's decision to build a career at the
College. Deeply committed both philo
sophically and fi nancially to supporting
the research and professional develop
ment of its faculty members, Colby regu-

With his wife, Hala, Crary Brownell '13 of Moodus, Conn., cuts his 98th birthday
cake. Former president of Brownell and Company, Brownell was one of five family
members over four generations to manage the company's twine manufacturing mills
in Moodus, where he worked even before entering the College in the fall of 1909.
Brownell was awarded a Colby Brick in 1 9 79 for his "quiet and steadfast devotion to
the College," and his loyalty and support continue undiminished to this day. The
Brownells were married on June 21, 1 916.

larly budgets in excess of $250,000 annu
ally in these areas. Additionally, the
library and computer facilities are com
parable to those at much larger insti
tutions.
The classical elegance of the May
flower Hill campus and the natural beau
ty of Maine's forests and famous coast
line are further powerful allies i n Colby's
recruiting campaign. Even people who
come to Colby from more cosmopolitan
situations find that Maine and Colby
grow on them to the point that they
could not imagine working and living
anywhere else.
The College is successful i n attract
ing and retaining some of the country's
best and brightest minds. Each chooses
Colby for very individual reasons. But
whatever else they may come to Colby
for, the challenge of contributing to the
education of capable, motivated students
may top the list.
"Nothing is permanent but change"

In his History of Colby College, Ernest
Marriner ' 1 3 wrote of The Colby A lumnus:
"Nothing more clearly reveals the atti
tude toward Colby women . . . than do
those early issues of the A lumnus. The
girls were simply ignored. A reader not
acquainted with Colby would never sus
pect that women were enrolled:' As
Colby, the magazine reaffirms the com
mitment of its recent editors to all of the
College.
The next issue of Colby will appear in
the fall and will combine the president's
annual report and a special section
celebrating the 1 75th anniversary of the
College.

Homecoming Weekend
and
Alumni Volunteer
Leadership Weekend

September 23-25, 1 988
Football game vs. Trinity
Women's Field Hockey
Varsity/Alumnae Game
Women's Tennis vs.
University of Vermont and MIT
Women's Soccer vs. Curry
M u sical Entertainment

Visiting professor of history and Irish senator john A . Murphy feels "a complex rela
tion" with Ireland. At Colby last fall, he said he left behind his "sense of doom and
gloom about 'the troubles' in Northern Ireland as measured against a utopian vision
of a free and independent Ireland." Member of a parliament in which the university
system is represented, the controversial senator feels that appearing on radio an d tel
evision and writing in newspapers on current affairs are his most important work.
On "!he troubles," he proposes acceptance of 'a difficult situation," maintaining
that the Irish Republic should disavow its aspirations toward physical unity with
Northern Ireland. Murphy supports the A nglo-Irish agreement of 1985, a power
sharing by the governments of London and Dublin that gives Dublin an effective role
in administering the affairs of Northern Ireland. While some are mistrustful of the
British presence, Murphy believes the British must remain in Northern Irelan d to
reconcile the conf/.ict between the Protestants and Catholics. The Irish Republican
Army, which claims to be acting in the interests of Ireland, Murphy says, actually
prolongs and intensifies the civil war.
With the Colby-in-Cork program in its third year, Murphy is the first exchange
professor from University College Cork to teach a t Colby. He welcomed the interac
tion of small classes that let him get to know his students and he hopes that every
fall will see visitors from Cork at the College. It is, he said, "a very satisfying idea."

Friends and Fun!
COLBY
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I B R I S
The special collections st aff of Miller
Library catalogues and keeps any books
written by alumni and faculty of which they
are aware. For this reason, and for the pur
pose of this book review section, all Colby
authors are encouraged to send boohs to the
College Edito1; Colby College, Waterville,
Maine 04901.
American Mainline Religion

Wade Clark Roof and William
McKinney '68
Rutgers Universi ty Press, 1 987
$ 1 0 .00
Americans of the 1 980s have had lo
develop an increasing tolerance for reli
gion in the public spotligh t . Those who
had successfully avoided the glitzy evan
gelists Jim and Tam my Bakker on televi
sion discovered last spring that they had
to watch them on the nightly news and
read about their exploits i n The Boston
Globe and The New York Times. In- house
disagreements between the Vatican and
individual dissidents (for example, Cath
olic University professor Charles Curran
and Rhode Island Planned Parenthood
executive Mary Ann Sorrentino) likewise
quickly became media events in Ameri
ca. "Born-again" presidential hopeful Pat
Robertson felt the need to call a news
conference to explain that he was leaving
the min istry to enter the ring, j ust as the
Reverend Jerry Falwell alerted the na
tional press to explain that he would no
longer be alerting the national press and
would confine his remarks to the pulpi t .
T h e changing r o l e of organized religion
in American life is a ti mely topic, but to
address it effectively requi res extensive

research and a sense of historical per
spective. In American Mainline Religion,
Wade Clark Roof and William McKinney
rise to the challenge and trace the chang
ing shape of American religion from the
pivotal 1 960s into the presen t.
Roof, professor of sociology at the
Un iversity of Massachusetts, and McKin
ney, director of educational programs
and professor of religion and society at
Hartford Seminary, focus upon the trans
formation of "mai nline religion" in the
Uni ted States during the past quarter
centu ry. In the process they provide both
a provocative overview of the scholar
ship on religion and American society
that has appeared since Will Herberg's
groundbreaking Protestant-Catholicjew
( 1 955) and an engaging interpretation of
the changes wrought in the fabric of
American religious life during the ascen
dancy of the baby boom generation. They
illustrate how the same emphasis upon
individual choice, or vol untarism in
American religion that initially bolstered
the growth of American denominational
ism in the nineteenth century, became a
factor in what they call the "collapse of
t he middle" by the late 1 960s. Th e idea of
focusing upon "mainline'' (or "mrunstream")
religion , that is, the "dominant, culturally
established faiths held by the majority of
Americans," has been challenged in re
cent decades by those who wish to em
phasize American religious groups on the
fringes of our society. Roof and McKin
ney show how American mainline religion
itself has changed si nce 1 960 because of
the impact that six major religious "fami
lies" (Catholics, Jews, liberal Protestants,

moderate Protestants, black Protestants,
and conservative Protestants) have had
upon the val ues and priorities of the
American people.
Amencan Mainline Religion represents
a helpful guide through the data yielded
by demographic and religious surveys
and provides much food for t hought. It is
sobering to realize that "for every person
raised without religion who adopts a
church, three . . . forsake the churches
for no institutional affi liation:' It is even
more sobering when one realizes that
those switching out of organized religion
are most likely to be "young, predomi
nantly male, [and] well-educated:' It is
equally jolting to learn that those who
state no religious preference display
more support for black rights t han those
who have a religious affil iation. And for
those of us who associate the 1 960s with
religious doubt, secularism, and the
ascendancy of a counter-culture highly
critical of traditional values, it is enlight
ening to recall that as early as 1 967 the
Southern Baptist Convention overtook
the Methodists to become the largest
American Protestant denomination. Roof
and McKinney maintain that we are
awaiting "a new stage in the evolution of
religious p luralism . . . a stage that is in
herently unstable and impossible to
predict:' Given the impending uncertain
ties, it becomes all t he more important to
pay close attention to this balanced ac
count of American religion in t he very
recent past.

Debra Campbell
Assistant Professor of Religion

Other Noteworthy Books by
Alumni and Faculty

Roozen, David A., William McKinney '68,
and Jackson W. Carroll. Varieties of Reli
gious Presence: Mission in Public Life. New
York: The Pilgrim Press, 1 984.
Willett, Jincy '68. jenny and the jaws of
Life. St. Martin's Press, 1 987.
Zientara, Marguerite '72. Women, Tech
nology & Power: Ten Stars and the History
They Made. New York, Amacom, 1 987.
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South Africa, Japan,
Henry Kissinger, and Pomona
2 ;:x::: l
Last October President William R. Cotter
spoke at the centennial celebration of Po
mona College. The following remarks on the
international obligations of liberally educat
ed men and women, and Pom ona 's role as
one of the premier liberal arts colleges in
the United States in a ddressing foreign poli
cy challenges, are excerpted from that
speech. The full text is a vailable from the
College Editor.
As the United States emerged victori
ous from World War II, we had such a
concentration of industrial, economic,
and military might that we truly were a
hegemonic power. In the 1 950s our econo
my represented 52 percent of the world's
gross national product. However, that was
our high-water mark, and beginning in
that decade we witnessed the growth of
Soviet military power, including the de
velopment of atomic weapons, and a pi
oneering leap into space that caught us
politically, and to some extent, scientifi
cally, by surprise. And while Soviet pow
er was growing, Europe and Japan were
emerging from the devastation of the war,
and the exploding process of decoloniza
tion began to hit full stride . . . .
With the loss of hegemony, the U nit
ed States embarked upon a foreign policy
which was preoccupied with an i nterna
tional balance of power [in which] it be
came imperative, so it was said, to resist
the spread of Communism and Soviet in
fluence and to roll it back wherever pos
sible. Perhaps the most articulate propo
nent of this policy is Henry Kissinger,
who had the greatest single influence on
U.S. foreign policy from the time of the
end of the Vietnam War, i n the late
1 960s, through the Reagan administ ra
tion's decision to give military support to
the contras in icaragua. Even though he
has no official role in this administration,
it is clear that the Reagan foreign policies
essentially track the main elements advo
cated by Kissinger. Thus, I believe it is
fair to say that the foreign policy of the
United States, during the lifetime of near-

ly every stude;1t at Pomona, has, with the
exception of the four years of the Carter
administration, been Kissingerian-inspired
and, on balance, a tragic mistake.
. . . The primary goal for American
foreign policy, according to Kissinger, is
to be sure that we maximize the number
of countries aligned with the U nited
States, regardless of their internal poli
cies, even if we have to match Soviet
moves with our own arms, our own
proxy troops, our own friendship trea
ties, and our own outright intervention.
This is what we did in Grenada and
what we have been trying to do in Nica
ragua. We have clearly erased Grenada
from the Soviet column in the world
alignment contest and we seem deter·
mined to scuttle the Central American
Peace Plan for Nicaragua for fear that
the result will be the continuation in
power of the Sandinista government
aligned with the Soviet Union. Does all
of this increase our national security? I
think not.
My own view is that Kissinger's ap
proach to foreign affairs overemphasizes
the influence of the Soviet Union, relies
too much on military force, underesti
mates the power of nationalism, and has,
as a result, made our country a feared
rather than an admired actor in world
affairs. I believe that the much maligned
"human rights" approach of the Carter
administration provides a superior and
ultimately more effective touchstone for
American foreign policy than the cold
war approach . . . .
I do not believe that we need to rush
military aid to any government or insur·
gent force simply because their opponents
receive assistance from the Soviet Union.
Instead, we should support those forces
i n the world [that are] committed to pre
serve or enhance human rights and to
expand or preserve democratic institu
tions. This will mean that there will be
occasions when we will stay out of some
local disputes, even when the Soviets are
meddling, because there will be no clear-

ly preferable side in terms of human
rights and democratic values. On the
other hand, we should use our influence
and power to support friendly democratic
countries or to help bring about change
in truly repressive situations.
Which brings me to South Africa, the
second focus of this talk . . . . Nearly all
Americans agree that the system of apart
heid i s wrong and should be changed,
but we have major disagreements about
how to help bring about that change. The
policy of the Reagan administration has
been called "constructive engagement,"
which means working quietly with the
South African government while urging
them - but not pressuring them - to re
form. "Constructive engagement" is not a
new policy. It is the same policy which
Henry Kissinger formulated during the
ixon years, although then it was called
"communication."
[In late September] President Reagan
reported to Congress that the U.S. eco
nomic sanctions enacted last year, over
h is veto, have not helped to bring about
the end of apartheid and have only served
to damage black interests. I disagree with
that assessment and with the broader ar
gument which underlies it, namely, that
if we continue to expand our investments
and trade relations with South Africa this
w il l help somehow to bring about the end
of apartheid. The evidence i s to the con
trary. During the economic boom in
South Africa in the 1 960s and particular
ly the 1 970s, when trade and investment
grew every year, apartheid was only
strengthened. Our government's rhetori
cal condemnation of the South African
system has been consistent for decades,
but only in the last 10 years has there
been any hint of possible economic sanc
tions against South Africa if they refused
to change. It i s no coincidence, in my
view, that the first signs of potentially
meaningful change have come d uring
this recent period of threatened and ac
tual sanctions, whereas no such changes
occurred earlier.
COLBY
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Are the U.S. libe ral arts colleges . . . p re paring the next generation of American leaders
for the new inte rnational interdependence which we face?
College i s both the great e ngine for economic development
and the place where the most sophisticated u nderstanding
of foreign pol icy options should be gai ned .

I think there are additional steps
which the United States should take now.
First, we should give . . . financial and
humani tarian aid to the African National
Congress and should resu me the refugee
assistance programs which existed dur
i ng the Carter admi nistration . We hould
give special support to the front line
states neighboring South Africa so thal
South Africa will be less tempted to in
vade their territory as they have repeat
edly done in recent years. If [Nelson]
Mandela is not freed soon, we should in
crease the diplomatic isolation of South
Africa. We should downgrade our em
bassy to counselor status and restrict
South African diplomatic activity in this
country. We might wish to limit Ameri
can tourism to South Africa, curtail inter
national telephone and telecommunica
tions and air links with South Africa, and
greatly reduce the number of visas grant
ed to South African government support
ers who wish to come to this country.
I favor these kinds of additional sanc
tions and pressures, if necessary, because
I favor peaceful change. There will, some
day, be talks between blacks and whites
about power sharing in their country. .
The only question is whether talks will
begin in time to ward off revolutionary
violence.
Let me turn now to my third topic,
Japan. At the beginning of this century,
Secretary of State John Hay observed that
the Mediterranean was the ocean of the
past, that the Atlantic was the ocean of
the present, and the Pacific would surely
be the ocean of the future. The future is
now. Japan has led the way to a leadership
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position in global productivity and trade,
followed now by other Asian powers.
How will the Uni ted States respond
to the new power alignment which will
force us to focus more on Japan in the
future? The Japanese society differs fu n
damentally from ours and yet, as was not
ed in the May 1 986 conference in San
Francisco sponsored by the Council on
Foreign Relations, both societies are
changing. Both are beginning to recog
nize their profound interdependence . .
At the same time, while protectionist
rhetoric is growing in the United States,
many participants in the San Francisco
conference t hought that trade would
eventually fade as an issue, once we get
through the immediate period of econom
ic frictions, and that we are in for a tre
mendous new volume of cross-border
investment that will establish and per
petuate positive linkages between our
two societies.
For our part, the council report pre
dicts, we will continue to negotiate for
greater access to the Japanese market
and we will probably have to reach some
more permanent agreement on access to
each other's technology. . . . We will also
likely insist that the Japanese begin to
bear a larger portion of the international
military and economic burden as our con
strained budgets force us to focus increas
ingly on resolving domestic problems.
While Japan is growing more inter
national in its outlook, the United States,
currently, is showing increased xenopho
bia in the face of our staggering trade im
balance. Americans as a whole, the Coun
cil on Foreign Relations Conference was

told, have consistently favored protection
ism at least two or t hree to one, and re
cently the number of business executives
favoring import restrictions rose from 1 5
percent i n 1 980 t o more than 50 percent
in 1 985. How will we respond to the new
importance of Japan in our lives? Will
protectionism and isolation carry the day
or is there some other solution?
And this brings me to part four, Po
mona. Are the U.S. liberal arts colleges,
and Pomona in particular, preparing the
next generation of American leaders for
the new international interdependence
which we face? College is both the great
engine for economic development and
the place where the most sophisticated
understanding of foreign policy options
should be gained. In sheer quantity, our
system of 3 , 300 colleges and universities
outshines the world. Fifty-six percent of
American students go on to higher edu
cation compared with only 20 percent in
Great Britain and only 2 percent in the
developing countries. Nevertheless, de
spite our great number of students, the
San Francisco conference on Japanese/
American relations reported that "For the
United States, the single most obvious
societal deficiency was the educational
system'.' By this, they were referring pri
marily to our underproduction of mathe
maticians and scientists. Although the
United States has more Nobel laureates
t han any other nation, one major failure
of our educational system was seen in its
ranking at the bottom of the 15 countries
in the Organization for Economic Coop
eration and Development in math and
science while Japan ranked first. . . .
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It is regrettable that we have s pent so m any A m e rican res ourc e s
trying to c o m p ete with t h e S oviet U n i o n militarily
and s o few i n terms of e ducational and c ultural exch ange .
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I believe there are four areas in
which all of our colleges can - and in
deed must - do more. First, we must
strengthen our foreign language and area
study programs . . . . The 1 98 5 report of
the Association of American Colleges
calls American "foreign language incom
petence" a "national embarrassment" and
i ncluded "international and m ulti-cultur
al experience" as one area in its minimum
required program of study. Other recent
reports have similarly found that "our na
tion's indifference to foreign language and
cultures is unique among the advanced
industrial countries and our performance
in these areas lags behind that of many
developing countries:· Even a recent study
prepared for the Department of Defense
noted that "Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger chose language and area stud
ies along with mathematics and science
as one of the domains of higher educa
tion he felt was in greatest j eopardy of
decline and of greatest interest to the na
tion and the Department of Defense."
Both Pomona and Colby have re
tained our language requirements and
there has been some encouraging news
of late that several other colleges and uni
versities have reinstated the language re
quirements which they abandoned i n the
1 970s. A recent Modern Language Asso
ciation survey found that, in a reversal of
a 1 2 -year trend, enrollments in foreign
language courses at American colleges
and universities are now rising . . . .
There have been, I believe, impor
tant increases i n international student
exchanges, the second area which Pomo
na can emphasize. The percentage of stu-
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dents studying for a Junior Year Abroad ,
at least at Pomona and Colby, has been
increasing steadily and dramatically. And
exchanges are no longer confined to the
t raditional centers in England and West
ern Europe. China, which a few years ago
sent no undergraduates to the United
States, now has more than 20, 000 here,
and next fall we hope, as part of an East
ern Consortium of Liberal Arts Colleges,
to bring the first group of Soviet under
graduates to our campuses. It is regretta
ble that we have spent so many Ameri
can resources trying to compete with the
Soviet Union militarily and so few in
terms of educational and cultural ex
change. As [president of YU John]
Brademas points out, the U.S.S.R. out
spends the U.S. in scholarly exchanges
by a ratio of four to one. Those ratios ap
proach 12 to 1 with respect to African
students. During the last decade the Sovi
ets have doubled the nu mber of scholar
ships they offer for Latin American and
Caribbean students while U.S. govern
ment offers were cut in half. Whatever
our success is in the arms race, we are
losing the competition to expose future
leaders of other countries to a free socie
ty and democratic values.
The third step our colleges must take
in order to enhance our ability to func
tion internationally is to strengthen our
programs for American minorities on our
campuses . . . . Many blacks, Hispanics,
and Asian Americans have special foreign
policy and international concerns and
will exert an increasing influence on the
way we relate to other nations, particu
larly those in the developing world . Mi-

nority students can bring special insights
to class and campus discussions of for
eign policy issues such as South Africa,
Japan, and Central America, and thereby
enrich everyone's education . . . .
The fourth and final area for Pomona
to consider is whether it is possible to do
more to harness the natural idealism of
students and the generous spirit of the
academy in order to mount extracurricu
lar programs which might result in new
collegiate concern on such international
issues as South Africa, Nicaragua, nuclear
policy, famine, debt, and international
human rights.
I am constantly encouraged when I
see growing popular support for new
American policies on [these] matters . .
So often the movements which resulted
in these important foreign policy initia
tives started on college campuses like this
one, and it is my fervent hope and belief
that that will continue to be the case. Per
haps a future secretary of state, or a lead
er in Congress, or a president will have
been educated at Pomona or a sister lib
eral arts college. I f we do our j ob, she or
he will bring to the consideration of for
eign policy a perspective which has been
broadenE'd, and sensitized, and made
more humane. If so, we may finally be
able to leave behind the cold war and
"balance of power" perspective which has
dominated American policy and replace
it with an approach that supports the
spread of the fundamental values of our
own society without an accompanying
demand that other nations surrender to
us their right to national self-determi
nation.
COLBY
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Who Has Not Heard Them?
by Robert M. Lloyd '68

The young dead soldiers do not speak.
Nevertheless, t hey are heard in the still houses: who has not heard them?
They have a silence that speaks for them at night and when the clock counts.
They say: We were you ng. We have died. Remember us.

- A rchibald MacLeish

D

Leslie A. Dickinson, Jr. '67

David T Barnes '68
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uring the period of direct United
States involvement in the Vietnam War,
from August 5, 1 964, to January 2 7,
1 973, 8, 744,000 people served on active
duty with U.S. military forces. Of these,
3,403, 1 00 served in the Southeast Asia
theater, which included personnel in
Vietnam , Laos, and Cambodia, airmen in
Thailand, and naval crews in the South
China Sea . 1\vo million five hundred
ninety-four thousand Americans served
within the borders of Vietna m . Three
hundred three thousand were wounded
and 58, 1 56 were killed.
Some have likened military service
during the Vietnam era to a series of
concentric circles. Those on the outer
rings did not serve in the war zone. In
the war zone, some heard the shots fired
in anger and some did not. In the inner
circles of heavy combat, those who were
injured and those who were lost become
the major focus of attention. In the
center circle are the 58, 1 56 who paid
most heavily for the nation's involvement
in Southeast Asia. Arguments about the
chance and circumstance that brought
them to the center circle have raged
since the war started and show no signs
of abating. But within that circle, four
men who attended Colby are known.
Their names are included among those
on the panels of the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial in Washington.
Their four lives and our remem
brances of them should cause reflection
on the enormity of the war and what it
took from us.

The author made the rubbings of the names
of the Colby men from the Vietnam Veter
ans Memorial in Washington, D.C.

Robert C. Ransom, Jr. '66

James H. Shotwell '62

For most of January 1 968, Golf Com
pany, 2nd Battalion, 7th Marines, was
engaged in aggressive patrolling in
Quang Nam Province, saturating the
area from which 1 22 and 1 40 mm rocket
attacks were being launched on the U.S.
installation at Da Nang. Daily patrols
and security at the Nam 0 Bridge and in
the flatlands along Quan Long ( Highway)
One in Hoi An Pass were the routine. As
the month progressed, contact with
hostile forces intensified. On the 1 8th, a
firefight erupted when a squad from the
1 st Platoon encountered an enemy unit
of similar size while searching for a rice
cache. The squad killed two and sus
tained three wounded of their own. Two
contacts on the 26th resulted in two ene
my killed in action and some captured
Soviet-made weapons.
N o one from the 2nd of the 7th ap
peared to know what they were in for as
the month drew to a close. The Viet
namese holiday "Tet;' signifying the lunar
New Year, fell on the 30th. I n years past,
Tet had meant an increase in enemy ac
tivity. Tet '68 would take on a whole new
meaning, however, when practically eve
ry major city in Vietnam's 44 provinces
would be hit along with every American
installation of any size.
On the day Tet began, a squad-size
unit from Golf Company, under the
command of 2 d Lt. Leslie A . Dickinson,
Jr. '67, a 22-year-old from Patten, Maine,
was on a sweep near Highway One.
Dickinson had been in the marines a
little less than two years and in-country
about a month and a half. The patrol
made contact with an enemy unit appar
ently setting an ambush for traffic on
Highway One. I n t h e fight that followed,
five marines were wounded, as were
two Vietnamese civilians. Two other
civilians died. The marines killed three
of those setting the ambush and wound
ed and captured two others. Les Dickin
son, one of the marines hit, sustained
multiple shrapnel wounds from an anti
personnel mine that exploded d uring the
contact.
Following medical evacuation, Dick
inson was taken aboard the U.S.S. Repose,
a hospital ship anchored in the South
China Sea. Two days later, on his 2 3rd
birthday, Dickinson's parents received at

their home a Marine Corps sergeant who
informed them that their son had been
seriously wounded. The following morn 
ing, a confirming telegram from the com
mandant of the Marine Corps read: "He
sustained missile wounds to the left
flank and the abdomen with multiple
shrapnel wounds to the left leg and
lacerations to both legs with a spinal
cord injury. . . . H e was placed on the
serious list . . . with his prognosis poor:'
The day he was hit would prove to
be the watershed date of the Vietnam
War. As Americans witnessed the bold
ness of the Tet Offensive, public support
for the war, fragile as it was, shattered.
On February 3 , 1 968, with the Tet
Offensive raging on the mainland, Les
Dickinson died off the coast of Vietnam.
When word reached Colby, where Dick
inson had attended for two and a half
years, the shock reverberated across the
campus. Les Dickinson was the first man
of Colby to die in Vietnam combat.
He had withdrawn early in 1 966 "to
gain a new perspective'!._ a young man
from northern Maine wrestling with his
growing belief that it was impossible for
him to finish college without first deal
ing with certain questions that had been
raised in the course of his life. These
questions had to be approached, he be
lieved, in a non-academic COJ:?.text. An
American civilization major, his academ
ic pursuits had led him toward creative
writing and a writing workshop course.
A classmate from that course remembers
a nice guy "who recognized the artificial
environment he was in and felt that in
order to write about reality, he had to be
somewhere else!'
Dickinson was born in Boston on
February 1, 1 945, the son of Leslie A .
a n d Dorothy Dickinson. H e lived i n Pat
ten, Maine, most of his life and graduat
ed from Patten Academy in 1 963. H e was
co-editor of the academy's Mirror, a
member of Maine Boy's State, and a Na
tional Honor Society member. H e was
active in dramatics and public speaking
and participated in school sports.
At Colby he was a basketball team
member, fraternity secretary and second
vice president, and outdoorsman as well
as creative writer. A member of Kappa
Delta Rho, his maturity and interests

were such that he was readily accepted
by those older than he. A fraternity
brother remembers him as an unlikely
marine; not one of the brotherhood
most likely to seek out Parris Island, the
Marine Corps' training camp for recruits.
Nevertheless, upon enlistment in Febru
ary 1 966, that is where he went. He
took further training at E l Toro Air Sta
tion in California and was later ordered
to report to Quantico, Va. , for officer
training. In late May 1 967, he was
commissioned a second lieutenant (and
returned to Colby in uniform to witness
the awarding of the creative writing
prizes at the recognition assembly ) . Fol
lowing additional training at Quantico,
he received the orders he had requested
for Vietnam. On December 1 7, 1 967, he
arrived and was assigned to the 2nd
Batallion, 7th Marines, 1 st Marine Divi
sion, headquartered at Da Nang, where
the action reports for his unit show in
creased hostility d uring the two months
that he served as an infantry platoon
leader.
Les Dickinson's death was marked by
an outpouring of emotion on campus.
The Colby Echo of February 1 6, 1 968,
contained a full page on his loss. A com
bined chorus of Colby students attended
and sang at memorial services held in
Patten on Wednesday, February 14. On
the day that the Echo told o f his death,
2 d Lt. Leslie A . Dickinson, Jr., was bur
ied with full military honors at Arlington
National Cemetery.
His grave is located on the hill below
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldiers. When
the leaves are off the trees, the Washing
ton Monument and Lincoln Memorial
are plainly visible across the Potomac
River. U p the rise, closer to the sound of
the guard's cadence in front of the tombs,
are buried other people whose roles in
the Vietnam War were more noted by
Dickinson's countrymen . A few rows
away rests Gen. Lewis Blaine Hershey,
head of the Selective Service during the
war. Further on rests Gen. Maxwell D.
Taylor, U.S. ambassador to South Viet
nam in the war's early years.
But lying close is Army 1st Lt. Rob
ert Kellas, another 2 3 -year-old soldier
lost in Vietnam five days before Les
Dickinson.
COLBY
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Some of the heaviest main force
fighting of the Vietnam War took place
in Quang T'ri and Thua Thien provinces
in the northern-most sector of South
Vietnam during February, March, and
April of 1 968. For a little more than two
months of that time, David Thomas
Barnes '68 was in the center of that
fighting.
After training assignments in the
continental United States, Dave Barnes
was assigned to Vietnam and ordered to
join the Third Brigade of the First Caval
ry Division (Airmobile) fighting in the
area west of Hue in the aftermath of the
Tet Offensive.
The Third Brigade, known as the "Gary
Owens," traced its military roots to the
days of George Armstrong Custer. In late
February and early March, it was up
against the 325th North Vietnamese
Army Division, which had been laying
siege to the embattled U.S. marine base
at Khe Sanh. The base had become a
symbol of American military resolve
against the onslaught of North Viet
namese infiltration down the Ho Chi
Minh T'rail. During more than two
months of siege in late 1 967, the Ameri
can public had been made well aware of
the high stakes that the siege was exact
ing. In an operation the brass called
"Operation Pegasus" after the flying
horse, two brigades of the First Cavalry
were ordered to relieve the marines. The
operation was also intended to show the
viability of airmobile infantry operations
in highly contested territory. Through
most of March, the Third Brigade, in
cluding the 2nd Batallion, 7th Cavalry,
engaged in the fight, and on April 7,
1 968, men from Company C of the 2nd
of the 7th linked up with marines on the
perimeter of Khe Sanh. One of the mem
bers of C Company was David Barnes.
No sooner had they finished at Khe
Sanh than they were thrust back into ac
tion in a second major operation - this
time in Operation Delaware - in which
16
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the same units were inserted into the re
mote A Shau Valley a short distance from
the Laotian border. The forbidding ter
rain of the A Shau coupled with terrible
weather conditions made it one of the
most difficult that could have been at
tempted. The 2nd of the 7th occupied
Landing Zone Pepper and began opera
tions south and east of the Laotian bor
der. (The intensity of the fighting was
such that during the 10 days between
April 25 and May 4 alone, two Third
Brigade soldiers took actions that result
ed in Medal of Honor decorations. In the
entire war, the Medal of Honor, the na
tion's highest military award, was be
stowed only 1 55 times.)
On April 28, during a combat sweep,
Sp 4 Dave Barnes spotted an enemy am
bush force. A squad leader, he exposed
himself to the hostile fire as he led his
platoon to foil the ambush. While ad
vancing, Barnes was wounded but con
tinued on. He was hit a second time but
still continued to engage the enemy force
until he was wounded a third time, this
time mortally. He was one of 86 brigade
members killed during the operation.
Word of his death came as his family
was preparing for the wedding of his old
er sister, Mary Patricia, a graduate of Mt.
Holyoke College, the same school attend
ed by Barnes's twin sister, Nancy.
At the time of his death, Dave
Barnes had been in Vietnam only a short
while. Although he had not been able to
provide much information to his family
about his situation, probably because of
the intense action that surrounded him,
what he was willing to share in his let
ters had no bitter tone. The letters belied
the danger around him. He wrote of the
countryside, of lush greenery, of seeing
animal tracks in the jungle. Still, a few of
the moments of intense fear, such as
waiting in the dark for hours for a signal
to move forward to conduct a combat
operation, found their way into his let
ters home.

Following his death, more informa
tion filtered back to his family that
showed what he went through in Viet
nam. On August 6, 1 968, the adjutant
general of the army wrote his parents in
forming them that he had been posthu
mously awarded the Silver Star, the third
highest military decoration for valor in
action, for the engagement during which
he was killed . That decoration had fol
lowed two other decorations for valor
and several for service and achievement
under fire. In j ust over two months of
Vietnam combat, David Barnes had
taken part in more than 50 aerial assaults
and been decorated five times.
The military personnel who served
as liaison with his family knew of his ac
tions at the time of his death and at
tempted to comfort his family in the
knowledge that he had served so bravely
in combat. The family, however, pre
ferred to remember a handsome young
man who was gentle in nature and
whose real love was quiet woods and
fields. One Colby schoolmate who lived
a few doors down on the second floor of
Johnson Hall recalls "a young-looking
guy with a handsome face. He was quiet.
Just a nice guy."
David Barnes entered Colby in the
fall of 1 964 at the age of 1 7. A graduate
of William Allen High School in Allen
town, Pa., he had chosen Colby over
Bates and St. Lawrence in part because
of the physical beauty of the campus.
His love for the out-of-doors was well ex
pressed by his roamings in the South
Mountain area around Allentown on the
acreage owned by his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold S. Barnes. In high school, he
was a member of the wrestling team,
and during his years at Colby he or
ganized the Pickwick Club, a literary
group, and was a member of the debat
ing society.
Following his sophomore year, he en
listed in the army, the first of the steps
that led him to Vietnam.

Robert Crawford "Mike" Ransom, Jr.
'66 became one of the most noted casual
ties of the Vietnam War. On July 2 7 ,
1 968, t w o a n d a h a l f months after h i s
death as a result of wounds received in a
mine explosion while he was on patrol i n
Quang N g a i Province, the New Yorker
magazine published some of his letters
from Vietnam to his family. Because of
their graphic, intelligent, and clear state
ments about the attitudes of a young sol
dier thrust into a difficult situation, the
letters had a pronounced impact on
many comfortable, safe Americans. Any
one who reads the letters inspects the
bottom drawer of parents who have lost
a son i n war. I n the aftermath of his
death, Mike Ransom's parents became
activists of the first order i n trying to
bring the Vietnam War to a close.
Ransom was the oldest of six broth
ers from the New York City suburb of
Bronxville. His father, an attorney with
IBM Corporation, was a World War II
veteran. His mother, a graduate of Vas
sar, was engaged with his five siblings
when Ransom entered Colby i n 1 962.
A roommate remembers that fresh
man year as one of carefree enjoyment.
Many young men moved easily into
fraternity life. Mike Ransom pledged Al
pha Tau Omega and became a typical
"happy-go-lucky'' member with the desire
for a gentleman's "C" and a good time.
That time took its toll on him, as it did
on a number of his classmates. I n 1 964,
after his sophomore year, he left Colby
and entered New York University. He
returned i n t he fall of 1 965, but i n spring
1 966 he left school again .
Even as he entered t h e army i n Sep
tember 1 966, Ransom and his parents
were seriously questioning the conduct
of the war. H e told a friend to engage in
every anti-war demonstration she could
in order to end the war. Nevertheless, he
attended Officer Candidate School and
was commissioned a second lieutenant
of infantry. Like so many others with
those credentials, he received orders for
Vietnam, arriving in-country on March
7, 1 968, at Cam Ranh Bay.
He and fellow j unior officers had
heard that they would all be assigned to
the First Cavalry Division. Instead, he
was diverted a little further south to Chu

Lai. Ransom's letters traced his journey
through the army system to his final des
tination - Company A, 4th Batallion, 3rd
Infantry, 1 1 th Light Infantry Brigade,
America! Division.
The timing could not have been
worse. Nine days after Ransom arrived
in Vietnam, another unit of the 1 1th
Brigade, Company C, First Batallion,
20th Infantry, was operating i n an area
known as Song My. V illages in Vietnam
sometimes had two names. Song My was
also known as My Lai. A massacre there
on March 16 would be branded indelibly
into the history of the war.
Mike Ransom's letters, while typical
of those written by soldiers whose sen
ses were alert to all around them, are
striking in their completeness. He pro
vided clear descriptions with phonetic
spellings of his movement to Chu Lai,
Qui Nhon, and Due Pho. He chronicled
his progressive acceptance by the veter
ans of his unit. He showed the self-doubt
and growth that the responsibility of
command thrusts on an individual. Fi
nally, his reactions to his baptism of fire,
the loss of some of his men, and his own
slight wound in April completed his tran
sition from easy-going college student to
infantry platoon leader.
On May 3 , 1 968, Company A was
moving into a night ambush position
near Landing Zone Sue when a mine
detonated. Mike Ransom was hit. De
spite severe wounds, he urged his men
to remain calm, organizing t hem into a
tight defensive perimeter until they
could receive assistance. He refused
medical attention until other injured
men had been treated.
Subsequently, he was evacuated to a
field hospital where his condition deteri
orated. He died on Mother's Day, May
1 1 , 1 968, his death officially attributed to
pneumonia and peritonitis resulting from
his wounds.
News of his death came back to a
tight circle of friends. In the busy t ime of
final examinations and graduation facing
the Class of 1 968, some on campus did
not find out until later that summer.
At Ransom's funeral i n Bronxville,
where the more than 700 people in at
tendance included Colby friends, the
anti-war tone o f the ceremony was un-

mistakable. Excerpts from his letters
were read and a folk singer rendered
among other ballads, Pete Seeger's
"Where Have All The Flowers Gone:'
A final Vietnam letter from a nurse
who had treated Ransom while he lay
gravely wounded was read to those as·
sembled. Capt. Connie Schlosser wrote,
"Mike fought hard, terribly hard, to over·
come his body's wounded condition. But,
strong as he was, his body could only en·
dure so much. Mike was never afraid
and although I'm sure he realized what
was happening, he never, never lost his
smile or his courage. I guess I really
wanted you to k now that Mike did not
die alone, with no one caring. I cared ,
we all cared - we all share your sorrow.
Be ever so proud of Mike!"
Louise Ransom later published her
son's letters i n a book titled Letters Prom
Vietnam . She actively opposed the war in
demonstrations, including one at the
Whitehall Induction Center i n New York
in the summer of 1 968.
In time, she and her husband moved
to Vermont. I n 1 982, during the d edica
tion of the Vermont Vietnam Veterans
Memorial off Interstate 89, Louise Ran
som had not wavered in her belief that
the Vietnam War was wrong. A Vietnam
veteran remembers her comparison of
the burden borne by her family to that of
members of Congress and other high
officials. If the war had been so impor
tant, she reasoned , why had none of
their sons perished in its wake.
I n 1 984, Washington Post reporter
Myra McPherson published an extensive
book on experiences associated with the
Vietnam War. The title, Long Time Pass
ing, was drawn from the song heard at
Mike Ransom's funeral. One chapter
chronicles Ransom's journey from Colby
and ATO to the j ungles of Vietnam.
I n 1 985, the City of New York dedi
cated a massive Vietnam Veterans
Memorial in the Battery at the base of
Manhattan. The day of the dedication,
2 5,000 Vietnam veterans marched
through the "Valley of Heroes" along
Broadway. Etched i n the heavy glass
panels of the memorial they came to
consc:crate are phrases from the letters of
2nd Lt. Robert Crawford Ransom, Jr. ,
Colby College Class of 1 966.
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James Hunter Shotwell '62 never in
tended to graduate from Colby. The son
of Edward and Charlotte Drum Shotwell,
he entered in the fall of 1 958 from St.
Paul's School in Concord, N.H., after tak
ing the entrance examination for the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point. He had
passed the examination but could not
enter with the class of 1 962 because he
had not reached age 1 8. His decision to
enter West Point, made shortly after the
death of his father, was influenced by his
family's long military tradition. His great
great-grandfather, Capt. John Drum, was
killed during the Spanish American War
in the Battle at San Juan Hill. His great
uncle, Lt. Gen. Hugh A. Drum, served in
both world wars, and his uncle and
namesake, Col . James Hunter Drum,
graduated from West Point in 1 937 and
was wounded in World War I I . All were
career officers.
Sports were also an integral part of
Hunter Shotwell's life. At St. Paul's,
he played energetically on the hockey
team , and though never first string, he
received the school's Campbell Hockey
Medal for doing the most for the sport.
At Colby in the winter of 1 958-59, a
heady time for hockey because of the
abundance of talent, newcomers with
skill were plentiful on the freshman
team . A team member recalls that
people didn't come looking for Hunter
Shotwell to see ice time, but his team
mates nevertheless remember him as
an essential part of an excellent unit.
Despite his intention to leave at the end
of his freshman year, Shotwell pledged
Delta Kappa Epsilon, his father's frater
nity at Cornell University.
In July 1 959, he joined the Long
Gray Line at West Point. His strong drive
soon became more apparent, and his
achievements resulted in the following
summary in the 1 963 edition of the
Corps of Cadets' yearbook: "Out of Bos18
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ton came the 'dapper' J . Hunter Shotwell
to enter with the class of '63 . In one
hand he had a hockey stick, the other a
lacrosse stick, and with these he left his
mark on the athletic field at West Point:'
The mediocre player at Colby had
emerged to win major hockey letters at
the academy.
Commissioned a second lieutenant of
infantry on June 5, 1 963, Shotwell con
tinued his drive toward excellence. He
received his first assignment to the Fifth
Infantry Division at Fort Carson, Colo.
He became a parachutist and graduated
from the Army's Ranger School at Fort
Benning, Ga. After serving with two
Fifth Division infantry batallions, he
received his first orders for Vietnam on
August 14, 1 965, only six months after
he had married Jean Barker of Fairfield,
Conn., sister of Bruce Barker '66.
While in Vietnam with the Military
Assistance Command, Shotwell served as
an advisor in the III Corps area of South
Vietnam, where he assisted the 34th
Ranger Batallion of the 25th ARVN In
fantry Division. His tour ended in May,
following his promotion to the rank of
captain and decoration for valor for ac
tions associated with a medical evacua
tion of wounded South Vietnamese
troops. While he was in Vietnam, his
first son, James Hunter Shotwell, Jr., was
born .
His next assignment was with the
82nd Airborne Division at Fort Bragg,
N.C. For 15 months, he served with the
division's 3rd Brigade. The irony of his
assignments i n the states was that Hun
ter Shotwell served only with units that
subsequently were shipped to Vietnam.
According to family members, Shotwell
had decided to leave the army after the
obligation required by his service acade
my appointment had been satisfied.
Despite that decision, however, he be
lieved that it was his duty as a profes-

sional officer to return to Vietnam when
ordered for a second tour.
Captain Shotwell received those or
ders and arrived in February 6, 1 968.
While a batallion staff job was reported
ly available, he chose to seek command
of an infantry line company and was as
signed to Company D, First Batallion,
52nd Infantry, 1 98th Light Infantry
Brigade, America! Division, based at Chu
Lai.
On May 25, 1 968, three and a half
months into his tour, Shotwell was lead
ing his company into a blocking position
near the village of Chien Son in prepara
tion for combat sweep. As the company
occupied its position, lead elements
came under heavy automatic weapons
fire from an enemy force of undeter
mined size. Hunter Shotwell moved for
ward with his command group to try to
determine the situation and relieve pres
sure on the men. Despite the intensity of
the hostile assault, he pressed forward to
direct the first elements of his company,
but when he reached the beleaguered
line, his group came under direct fire
from enemy soldiers in a hedgerow. Du1ing the resulting contact, Capt. J . Hunter
Shotwell and three of his command
group were mortally wounded.
A professional soldier who was often
decorated, Shotwell apparently eschewed
the listing of his achievements. His
obituary in Assembly, the quarterly publi
cation of the Association of Graduates,
USMA, states, "He would not want his
decorations listed here. He said, 'every
soldier who performs his duty in the
face of the enemy deserves a medal.
They are all brave men and I do not be
lieve in singling out a few:"
At the age of 27, Capt. James Hunter
Shotwell was buried at West Point with
full military honors. His second son,
David Barker Shotwell, was born after
his death.

Robert M. Lloyd lives and works in Wash
ington, DC He served in Vietnam from
April 1 969 to April 1 9 70 and is current
president of the Washington, DC, chapter
of Vietnam Veterans of America. For their
help in obtaining information about military
assignments, the a u thor acknowledges Brig.
Gen. Joe Rigby, U S. Army, Office of the
joint Chiefs of Staff, and Col. (ret. ) Morris
Herbert, Association of Graduates, US.
Military Academy.
"Our Deaths . . . Will Mean What You
Make Them"

Men from Colby served in all aspects
of the Vietnam War and in all services.
Some took commissions with the Air
Force Reserve Officer Training Corps
that was sponsored by the College. Later,
some of those would fly F4D fighters in
support of ground troops in I Corps or
C 1 4 1 transports back and forth across
the Pacific. Some others became officer
candidates in the army, navy, or marines.
Still others were drafted for assignments
in Vietnam that stretched from the
Mekong Delta to the d emilitarized zone
and from "Leg" Infantry to staff j obs.
Men who attended Colby have
fought in every war that the nation has
undertaken since the College was found
ed. There i s no m e ntion in this remem
brance about those who may have been
lost at Chateau-Thierry or o n Guadal
canal or east of the Chosin Reservoir. It
may fall to someone else to provide their
stories. Neither are the stories told of
those men whose lives and deaths in
Vietnam touched the Colby community

in some other way. Sons, brothers,
boyfriends also were killed or wounded
in the Vietnam War. The news of their
loss or injury came back to the school
w ith the same shock. It touched stu
dents, faculty, and staff.
Like the four Colby men who lost
their lives in the war, those others
should not be forgotten. Some families,
such as that of 2d Lt. John Parker Holden
II, U.S. Marine Corps, intended that
remembrance to continue. The loss of
Lieutenant Holden, a native of Philadel
phia, Pa. , who was killed in Quang Tri
Province during a medical evacuation in
which his helicopter was shot down, was
felt by a cross-section of the Colby com
munity. His mother, Ann Macomber
Holden, graduated in 1 93 1 . His father,
John Parker Holden, was a 1 934 alum
nus. His uncle, William A. Macomber
'27, was director of adult education, and
his godfather, Walter Breckenridge,
taught economics. His aunt, Marguerite
Chase Macomber '27, his sister, Jane
Holden Huerta '60, and four cousins are
also Colby alumni.
After his death, his parents spon
sored the Lieutenant John Parker Holden
I I Prize intended for Colby students who
exemplify the same ideals of citizenship,
responsibility, integrity, and loyalty ex
hibited by their son.
"It Should Never Be Done Idly"

When one searches into the pasts of
young men lost in war, it should never
be done idly. Because of the national
trauma, real and perceived, associated

with the Vietnam War, that truism is am
plified. The biographical and anecdotal
information about the four men of Colby
whose loss i s cited here was gathered
carefully, painstakingly, and with all the
sensitivity that I could muster. Tele
phone calls to their and my college
friends and to other veterans who served
near them were made easily and often.
Those to family members were another
matter. Despite my own service in Viet
nam, I acknowledge only limited ability
to bridge the gap of sensitivity felt by
those who lost a son or brother in war.
I was one of the alumni who wrote
to point out the mistake that Cal Mac
kenzie has acknowledged for the College
in his Commentary to this issue of the
magazine. I wanted to write this article
because I believed I stood a better chance
than most of not opening old wounds
that may be healed in appearance only.
Still, these men did not pick me to look
closely at their lives and select what I
thought most significant.
Perhaps any shortcomings of this
remembrance will be forgiven if it is
clear that I am not t rying to make the
Vietnam War come out more heroically.
A convoy ambush outside a place called
Dong Tam on August 25, 1 969, con
vinced me of that futility. Instead , I in
tended to say that 2 0 years or so ago,
young men left the abstractions of May
flower H ill for the reality of war. What
ever quandaries they had about rightness
or wrongness of the war, they went.
Archibald MacLeish's poem 'The Young
Dead Soldiers" states that premise better:

The young dead soldiers do not speak.
Nevertheless, they are heard in the still houses: who has not heard them?
They have a silence that speaks for them at night and when the clock counts.
They say: We were young. We have died. Remember us.
They say: We have done what we could but until it is finished it is not done.
They say: We have given our lives but until it is finished no one can know what our lives gave.
They say: Our deaths are not ours; they are yours; they will mean what you make them.
They say: Whether our lives and our deaths were for peace and a new hope or for nothing we
cannot say; it is you who must say this.
They say: We leave you our deaths. Give them their meaning.
We were young, they say. We have died. Remember us.
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"A Progressive and a Kindly Light"

K

enneth A. Johnson '37 died on
October 14, 1 987, at age 73. His loss will
be deeply felt not only by the College but
by everyone who knew him - including
the privileged generations of students en·
lightened during the three decades of his
teaching career.
Ken Johnson was a man who set an
example of commitment and integrity
throughout his life, and Colby has long
been the beneficiary of his extraordinary
service and dedication . When he gradu
ated from Colby over 50 years ago, he
was the only black student in his class,
and the determination that h e exhibited
t hen characterized him ever after. As a
scholar, a teacher, and an individual, Ken
Johnson was a pioneer. When he was
awarded a Colby Brick, he was praised
as "a Colby ambassador plenipotentiary
and extraordinary to the entire world;'
words not often bestowed upon an alum
nus of any college. Former director of
alumni relations Frank P. Stephenson '62
wrote that the College was grateful for
"the men and women who go on from
here to make worthy contributions to the
lives of others and society as a whole.
You are one of those people, Ken:' Colby
is fortunate to have been a significant
part of the life of a man so widely ad
mired and so greatly respected.
At Colby, Ken Johnson began his
long and distinguished career of intellec
tual achievement and service to others as
treasurer of the student forum and as
president of the International Relations
Club. He earned his M.A. degree in his
tory from Harvard in 1 942 and later stud
ied at the University of Minnesota. After
being named a John Hay Fellow in Hu20
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Kenneth A. Johnson '37

manities at the University of Oregon in
1 962, he was named to the board of di
rectors of the John Hay Alumni Founda
tion. In 1 964 he was a Fulbright Scholar
at the University of Nigeria. In 1 969-70
he served as a lecturer in Afro-American
history at Boston State College, and from
1 968 to 1 972 he was a member of the
National Examining Committee for Ad
vanced Placement in European History.
In 1 965, after teaching at several
southern colleges and at English High
School, Ken Johnson began teaching his
tory at Boston Latin School. His papers
were published in various educational

journals, and he was later made co-head
of the history department, a position he
held until his retirement in 1 983. He was
cited in "Outstanding Secondary Educa
tors of America" in 1 975. Boston Latin
honored him in 1 978 with the establish
ment of a scholarship in his name.
Ken Johnson maintained strong ties
to Colby long after graduation. He spoke
at the College on numerous occasions, in
cluding the 1 977 Reunion Weekend at
which he was a Boardman Service speak
er. In 1 972 he was appointed to the
Colby Board of Trustees, and six years
later he was honored with the Colby
Brick. He also served the College as an
overseer.
The extent of Ken Johnson's service
to Colby is exemplified as much by his
dedication to its progress and improve
ment as by his appreciation of its past
achievements. Minority integration at
Colby was an issue of great importance
to him, and he worked hard to promote
an intensive recruitment program by the
College among urban high schools. "In
an age when ethnocentric Balkanization
is all too prevalent," he said in a 1 975
speech, "we are challenged to dispel the
encircling gloom of the times with a pro·
gressive and a kindly light'.' He was a man
who lived up to such a challenge by
helping his College to pursue that light.
Ken Johnson's death last fall ends a
lifetime of scholarly endeavor and com·
mitment to education. The entire Colby
community and many beyond are in
debted to the selfless contributions made
by this man throughout his life.
He is survived by his wife, Angela,
and by two cousins.

C

olby suffered a great loss when
Lucille Pinette Zukowski '37, a longtime
faculty member, died last Columbus Day
morning at age 70. "An intriguing chal
lenge would be to search for another per
son who i s as completely identified with
Colby as Lucille 'Kye' Pinette Zukowski,"
said her 1 9 75 Colby Brick Award. "She i s
an alumna, of course, b u t a l s o she has
been a member of the faculty since 1 943,
is a professor of mathematics and has
chaired the department since 1 970, i s a
faculty wife, and is the mother of a
[Colby student] ." Indeed, Kye Z u kowski
was an integral part of the College for 50
years.
A native of Millinocket, Maine, she
attended Stearns H igh School before en
tering Colby i n 1 93 3 . At Colby she was a
dedicated student, graduating with Phi
Beta Kappa and cum laude honors. She
was also an active participant i n numer
ous student activities, was editor of the
Echo and the Oracle, and was president
of her sorority, Phi Mu. After receiving
her M.A. i n mathematics from Syracuse
University, she studied at the U niversity
of Colorado, the U niversity of Michigan,
and Bryn Mawr College. Returning to
Colby in 1 943 as a professor of mathe
matics, she remained for 3 8 years.
Kye Pinette married Walter Z u kowski
(whom she met at Colby) in 1 955, and
both went on to chair academic depart
ments, she in mathematics, he in admin
istrative science. Their shared belief in
the integration of mathematics into the
liberal arts curriculum resulted i n two
new majors combining mathematics
with the social sciences - economics
mathematics and psychology-mathemat
ics. Although she referred to mathemat
ics as "the Queen of the Sciences" i n her
address conveying the greetings of the
faculty to President Cotter on his inaugu 
ration, she said, 'We have different ways
of making our subjects fit into the main
stream of society. However, we are unit
ed i n a common goal, a belief that these
differences make up that unified whole
which i s the liberal arts:•

A Great Loss

Lucille Pinette Zu kowski

'37

The Zukowskis' joint efforts and out
standing dedication to the College were
recognized in a speech honoring them at
their 1 982 retirement: 'When Walter and
Kye Zukowski left the Colby faculty at
the end of this academic year, Colby lost
more than two separate individuals whose
combined presence in Colby classrooms
spans 68 years. Colby has lost a matched
set, a pair of scholars whose combined
philosophies of education and concepts
of the liberal arts have left on this insti
tution an indelible mark which represents
more than the sum of the two separat e
parts:'

Their devotion to education was not
li mited to the classroom, however. Both
spoke and lectured extensively, and they
spent their 1 958-59 sabbatical year at Al
Hikma University i n Baghdad along with
their four-month-old daughter, J\1ary.
They were also visiting professors al col
leges in Turkey and Tehran, where they
greatly enjoyed the life and culture of the
Middle East.
Kye Zukowski's unflagging devotion
to Colby as an alumna was as significant
a part of her life at the College as her role
as a faculty member. During almost four
decades of teaching, she also served as a
faculty representative to the Board of
Trustees, was an active member of the
Alumni Association (serving as class pres
ident for five years ) . and chaired or or
ganized many class reunions, including
the 50th last June. She was included in
Whos Who of American Women. Among
her many accomplishments, the 1 9 75
Colby Brick Award recognized her regu
lar correspondence with alumni as well
as the demand for her as a speaker and
lecturer.
Kye Zukowski's life was one of match
less service to her College, exemplary
dedication to her career, and generosity
toward others. Her personality, however,
will make her long remembered by those
who were closest to her. As one who
knew her wrote, "Everyone who is ac
quainted with Professor Lucille Zukowski
has benefited from experiencing her wit,
humor, and penetrating observations." A
committed teacher, loyal alumna, and
warm person, she is sadly missed by the
entire College community.
She is survived by her husband and
by their daughter, Mary Zukowski Hurd
'79.

Colby is pleased to announce the formation
of the Lucille Pinette Zu kowski Endowment
Fund for Financial Aid. Contributions may
be sent to the director ofplanned giving,
Dave Roberts '55, Colby College, Waterville,
Maine 04901.
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The Rela y Sea

on

.
for the mile relay.
1 933 Oracle featured t he "famous fou r''..... and the correct time

Captain Harry Williams '33 says his origi
nal Colby letter sweater "still fits." A bner
Bevm '34 and Thelma Chase Bevin '31
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary.
George Hunt '34 continues his la w practice
in Augusta, Maine.

Colby's record holder until last spring
when a faculty member with experience
i n track and field decided to c heck the
mark posted on the wall of the Colby
fieldhouse. The slower time recorded in
the Echo was also listed in the 1 93 3 Ora
cle and is the same time George Hunt
remembers from that night.
" I think that's a unique length of time
for a track record . Most fall shortly after
they're made;· Hunt said recently. A mem
ber of the class of 1 937 at the Boston
University School of Law, Hunt last year
attended his 50th reunion, at which all
attendees were awarded an honorary J .D.
degree. He is a resident of Hallowell,
Maine, and served a term as state sena
tor in the Maine State House, where he
represented Kennebec County. At the
age of 76 he continues to practice law
with the firm of Southard, H unt, and He
bert, exhibiting the same stamina that
brought him success on the track . "I
knock off at four instead of five in the af
ternoon;' Hunt explained .
Track team captain Abner Bevin,
who held the Colby record in the 1 000yard run, is married to Thelma Chase
Bevin '3 1 , and they have two children
and seven grandchildren. After serving
as "a lowly marine" during World War I I ,
Bevin guided t h e Cape Cod Line Compa
ny and was treasurer of the Bevin-Wilcox
Line Company, manufacturers of fishing
lines, until his retirement in 1 978. By
1 984 Bevin's sports interest had become
golf, a game, he said, "I play with hope."
The Bevins live in East Hampton, Conn . ,
a n d spend time a t their summer home i n
Eastham, Mass.
Harrison Williams captained the re
lay team and points out that the record
was quite a feat, considering the way the
Colby track team trained winters before
i mprovements were made on the field
house at the old campus. "We did our
trai n i ng in the winter over on the train
platforms downtown;' recalled Williams,
who in addition to running the anchor
leg in the record-setting race also held
Colby records in the 300-. 400-, and 600yard dashes. A 1 95 1 letter to Williams
from former Alumni Secretary Bill Millett
hints at the farmer's track accomplish
ments (and reflects the distance women's
athletics had to come to reach its present

level of 13 interscholastic teams, one
fewer than the men's ) : ' Congratulations
on the birth of your daughter. I think it s
great . Too bad though Harry, it wasn t a
boy so you could start him running the
quarter mile on the trac k. Our teams
haven't been so hot here in recent year
Since his retirement in 1 975, after 22
years with the institutional foods di\·i 
s i o n of General Foods, Williams h a s con
tinued working with the Boy Scouts of
America, which he has done now for 65
years.
The team's leadoff man, Jack Locke ,
w h o also played football for t h e White
Mules, is retired and living in Glen Rock,
N.J., after a career with the British Petro
leum Company. Locke, like his teammate
Abner Bevin, saw duty in World War II
with the navy. The Locke family has since
sent other members to Mayflower Hill,
including Locke's daughter Mary Jean
'72 , her husband, Michael Ready '74, and
his granddaughter, Sheryl Reynold '87.
When the discrepancy in the old
mile-relay record was confirmed, Colby
cross-country and track and field coach
Jim Wescott went back to the files to de
termine when the mark actually bad fall
en. He found that the mile-relay record
now belongs to the team of Robert W.
Richardson '76, David H. Christophe '78,
Gregory M. Pfitzer '79, and William J .
Getchell '78, who ran the race in 3:26.3
in 1 976. Although their mark comes be
latedly, these four runners have the satis
faction of holding a Colby track record
that itself is now more than a decade old.
Other records surely will be surpassed
when construction is complete on Colby's
new outdoor track. The cinder track that
currently rings Seaverns Field, which by
last fall was not much of an improvement
over the old railroad platforms in Water
ville, is scheduled to be replaced by Sep
tember. A 2 00,000 challenge grant from
Harold Alfond, L.H .D. '80, a long-time
backer of Colby athletics, will make pos
sible the construction of Maine's only
collegiate eight-lane, all-weather outdoor
track. Coach Wescott expressed his hope
that the four men who set Colby's long
est enduring track record and inspired
generations of Colby runners could at
tend the dedication of the new track this
fall.
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From the Mayflower
to Mayflower Hill
by Chris Finlayson

I

n the largest sense of the word ,
Allyn Bradford '50 is a missionary. His
life is both driven and sustained by a
deep and abiding belief that all h uman
t hought and action, both i ndividual and
collective, if it is to be called "good," must
rest upon a solid spiritual , moral, and
ethical foundation. Bradford's personal
sense of mission was formed in the cru
cible of New England tradition. His fami
ly heritage - including five successive
generations of Congregational ministers
- reaches back directly to William Brad
ford, the Mayflower Pilgrim who through
his 37 years as governor of Plymouth
Plantation must be regarded as one of
the principal architects of the American
experience.
In recalling his earliest memories,
Allyn Bradford says that "being a Brad
ford was an important thing. I didn't
know why exactly, it j ust was:' Growing
up in Providence, R . I . , as the son of a
minister to a wealthy and socially promi
nent congregation fu rther shaped and re
fined his youthful sense of duty and
service, but it also held the seeds of his
later break with established tradition. In
1 944, however, duty called the 1 8-year
old Bradford to the U.S. Army.
"In the spring of '45 I was shipped to
Europe. The war was winding down.
Everywhere we went, France, Holland,
Belgium, and Germany, was just a horri
ble mess. But much worse than the phys
ical destruction was what I saw of the
effect of war on people. Before the war I
had been very serious about wanting to
be an actor even though my family was
not very encouraging. But my love for
the theater disappeared in the war and
didn't return for many years. It suddenly
seemed like such a tragic world:'
Returning to the States, Bradford
resolved to follow his forebears into the
ministry, and h e attended Colby in
preparation for Yale Divinity School. H is
choice of the College was greatly in
fluenced by President J. Seelye Bixler, a
good friend of Bradford's father. "Bixler's
presence at Colby was the big attraction
for me," Bradford remembers. ''.Addition24
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ally, I was interested in a small, non-Ivy
League, co-ed college, a college that
seemed to be doing something new and
different:' His was the first freshman
class on Mayflower Hill. They were stu
dents, Bradford said, "who, like Ulysses,
were coming home from war. Colby was
a good, solid, friendly community, like a
big family:'
Of his professors, historian Paul Ful
lam made the deepest and most lasting
impression. "His lectures made history
come alive in ways that were excitingly
new and relevant;' Bradford said. "His
discussions of the great figures in Ameri
can history, Washington, Jackson, Lin
coln, and so on, were based on his own
research and had the ring of authenticity.
These people were not cardboard figures
but were real human beings making
tough decisions:·
Those impressions lay fallow after
Bradford's graduation from Yale Divinity
School, when he embarked on what was
to be a 20-year career as a Congregation
al minister. "My decision to enter the
ministry was, of course, to some extent
due to my family tradition;· he said, "but
most important was my personal need
for a sense of hope and mission . How
ever, after many years of working night
and day seven days a week, trying to be
a good minister, I found myself burning
out . . . not able to produce the kinds of
changes I'd hoped for. Eventually, I real
ized that I had come to regard the
Church as an archaic, irrelevant insti
tution:'
At Bradford's suggestion, Synectics, a
Cambridge-based consulting group,
agreed to help his board of directors
reevaluate their church's place and pur
pose in the modern world. "They were
doing exciting, challenging, creative
work that actually produced change;'
Bradford said. "I saw a way to really
make the things I'd admired in my theo
logical studies work:' Bradford subse
quently accepted an invitation to join
Synectics' staff, where from 1 970 to 1 976
he labored with "a wonderfully strong
sense of mission; no cloth or rituals, I

was just out there doing it, like the
preacher in The Grapes of Wrath who
joi ned the workers:' When he found that
he had developed a personally distinct
mission, Bradford left Synectics to found
his own firm. But after "operating in the
fiery furnace of corporate culture teach
ing the basic principles of Christianity" at
Monsanto, Digital, Burger King, and
Honeywell, he said, "even though my
consulting work was greatly more satis
fying and paid much better than the
ministry, I still felt there was something
missing, a sense of my inner self:'
At this point Bradford's long-dormant
interest in the theater provided the final
piece of the puzzle he had been working
on for over 50 years. ''.All my life I had
been struggling to determine my own
personal truth about the meaning of be
ing a Bradford," he said . "There was so
much snobbish, blue-blood nonsense
surrounding the name that for a long
while I just tried to forget about it. And
yet the story of my famous ancestor con
tinued to haunt me. Finally I saw that
my obligation, my mission, was to use
my unique heritage and my name to
bring to as wide an audience as possible
the true story of this great man and his
considerable contributions to the founda
tions of this nation and culture we call
America:'
Drawing from his own extensive
research and William Bradford's pub
lished journal, Of Plimouth Plantation,
Bradford recreates the life and times of
the Plymouth colony in a one-man
theatrical presentation. In authentic
dress, he assumes the character and
speaks the words of Governor Bradford,
whose pilgrimage from the Old World to
the New he considers the archetypal
American experience. William Bradford
and his group saw themselves on a cos
mic stage acting out the two great events
that Christianity teaches determine all
lives, the fall and the resurrection. Each
Pilgrim soul in the New World sought to
become acceptable again to God and to
be worthy of salvation. Allyn Bradford
believes that we can all identify with key

•

elements in their story. "The Pilgrims,"
Bradford said , "were uprooted people
who left their native land as exiles and
went on a long and difficult voyage
across the sea to form a new community
in a strange land. That experience of ex·
ile is built into our national collective un ·
conscious because it has happened in
some way to us all."
Of course native Americans have not
shared this experience of immigration,
and the black community did not come
to this continent by choice. But all have
been migrants, Bradford notes, all have
been uprooted or exiled. The Pilgrims
provide a set of principles for succeeding
generations to use in achieving their
freedom. "The Pilgrims symbolize our·
selves," Bradford said, "for America is a
nation of immigrants." He has presented
his Pilgrim experience of exile and "com
ing home" at the Pilgrim Hall Museum in
Plymouth, the Museum of Our National
H eritage i n Lexington, the Essex Institute
in Salem, the Old South Meeting House
in Boston, and at Pine Manor College,
Andover Newton Theological School,
and scores of schools i n the Boston area.
Reflecting on this latest development
of his life, the missionary from Provi
dence said, "What I do works . . . be
cause it derives from my own authentic
roots. I think this roots thing is especially
important now because we seem to be
living in a moral and spiritual vacuum.
We all need some ties with our past, a
context for our present and future, a
sense of 'rootedness: And this is true for
all of us in this diverse land of immi
grants. What makes things work for good
here in America is the bringing together
of diverse elements, all of which have
their own authentic integrity:'
Bradford points out that "bringing
together diverse elements" is what the
Greek word "synectics" means. In a
world in which William Bradford's
values often seem to be forgotten, Allyn
Bradford acts out the hard work, j udg
ment, humility, risk-taking, and faith in
Providence of William Bradford not only
i n performance but i n his own life. That
is the essence of the Pilgrim story.
COLBY
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CO R R E S P O N D E N C E
Justice Harold C. Marden ' 2 9, Boothbay Har

hymn "A merica" were written by Colby Profes

bor, Maine; Lewis "Ludy" Levine '2 1 , Water·

sor of Modern Languages ( 1 834-1 84 1 ) Samuel F.

ville; N e lson W. Bailey '28, China, Maine; W.
Malcolm Wilson '33, Oakland, Maine; George

Smith, who had been pastor of the First Baptist

C. Putnam '34 , Oakland, Maine; and G. Cec i l

bor, Maine, has written a memorial to two of his

Church?

Dr. Gordon S. Young '37, Bar Har

•

My wife said our visit to the campus for the Fall

Goddard ' 2 9 , C h i n a , M a i n e

Volunteer Workshop became for me a sentimen·

ni office has a supply of photos of the 50th re

neth A. Johnson, who have died since the class

tal journey. I called it a routine inspection. Any·
way, I checked on the wrought-iron gates from

union of the Class of 1 936 that are available on

had the 50th reunion. His requiem: "Peace go with

the old campus that the Class of 1 929 installed

a first-come, first-served basis • Grace Syl ·
vester Ober '29, Woodland, Maine, published a

that his new address be listed as Pheasant Wood

on Mayflower Hill overlooking Johnson Pond on

nostalgic "Letter from Home" in the St. Croix Cou

Nursing Home, 66 Pheasant Road, Peterborough,

the occasion of their 50th reunion. They are in

rier, Calais, Maine

excellent condition, newly painted. Those gates

Wellesley, Mass., was awarded the Marriner Dis

N .H. • Given wider publicity than Paul Revere's
ride was that of M. Lucille Kidder '20, Fairfield,

•

•

Note: t h e alum·

N i ssie Grossman

'

32 ,

classmates, Luci l le "Kye" Zukowski and Ken

you"

Raymond Spinney '2 1 has requested

•

have a history: they were presented to the Col·

tinguished Service Award for his many services

Maine. Newspapers from Florida to Maine gave

lege on the old campus by the Class of 1 902 at

to the College

it graphic publicity. Within three days of her 90th

their 25th reunion. (That wa Dr. Herbert Carlyle

Maine, a former teacher and administrator of

birthday she rode the jump seat of a motorcycle

Libby's class.) Fifty-two years later the Class of 1929

Hebron Academy, has celebrated his 90th birth

around the Colby campus! Such a ride, arranged

brought them to the new campus as part of their

day

by the College, was her primary birthday wish

reunion gift

Edwin D. Merry '29, North Edge·

fraternity al Colby were registered in the ATO

comb, Maine, has recently traced his Merry an

"Phoenix" by C l i fford H . L i t t lefield '2 6, Ray

•

•

•

Harold E. Hall ' 1 7, Hebron,

Comments decrying the loss of the ATO

•

Alice Clark Anderson ' 2 1 , Wethersfield, Conn.,
attended the graduation of her granddaughter,

cestors to 1 770 when they were seafarers- no

mond, Maine; H enry W. Rollins '32, China.

H e a t h e r Sue

pirates'

Maine; Wayne B. Sanders ' 3 7 , Springfield,

Donovan '3 1 , Waterville, and Mrs. Donovan

ville, was awarded a Colby Brick at the awards

Mass.; and

celebrated the 50th anniversary of their wedding

banquet

Maine, has received the Jefferson Award for

Mass. • W i l liam M . Clark '36, "Logrolling"
contributor to Gannett newspapers, has moved

many year of service to the mentally ill

to Waterville from Caratunk, Maine

•

•

Tina Thompson Poulin ' 3 2 , Water
W. Malcolm Wi lson '33, Oakland,

Frank

Norvish '34, Needham,

Ande rson '87

•

Wa l l a c e

A.

in August. "Wally" is one of Colby's outstanding
athletes

•

The St. john Valley Times, Madawas

Arthur S.

ka, Maine, has named the late Waneta T. Blake

Wasgatt '30, Rockland, Maine, was honored on

O'Halloran '50, Waterville, has been elected chair

'24 as one of the "Noteworthy Women of the St .

her 80th birthday by her colleagues on the Co uri
er Gazette and at the Farnsworth Museum •

man of the board of the Waterville Savings and

John Valley"

Loan Association, replacing David R. Hilton '35,

of Fame has added Skip Alexander '2 5 to its

The late Augustine A. D'An1ico '28, Bangor, was

Southport, Maine

roster of PGA Golf Champions

made an honorary member of the Bangor Rotary

former dean of the College, is serving on the

•

Mary

•

•

George T. N i c kerson '24,

•

The North Carolina Sports Hall
•

The Harvard

Business School has presented its Distinguished

Club. Rotary International has honored as Paul

finance committee of the Waterville Hospice Or

Service Award to Dr. Robert N . Anthony '38,

Harris Fellows retired Maine Supreme Court

ganization

Did you know that the words to the

Waterville Valley, N . H . , who is professor emeri·

G I V I N G

Annie Merrick Gordon '29 reported that she is

•

tus of the school. He is also a recipient of Colby

A

M A N

N

E

R

0 F

honorary

Ervena Goodale Smith '24 has given in many ways to her alma mater. She and her
late husband, Joseph Coburn Smith '24, in 1 969 made the College the beneficiary
of a life income plan, from which they received income during their lifetimes. Joseph
Smith died in 1975 and Ervena Smith died in Portland on November 20, 1987. Fol·
lowing her death, the principal of their investment was added to the Joseph Coburn
Smith Fund, which provides unrestricted income to the College.
Ervena Smith was born September 12, 1 899, in White Sulphur Springs, Mont . ,
and moved to Troy, Maine, when s h e was n i n e years old. After attending Maine Cen
tral Institute, she enrolled at Colby in 1 920. Following the Smiths' marriage in 1 925,
Mrs. Smith studied history at Radcliffe College while her husband obtained his M.S.
degree in economics at Harvard. They returned to Colby, w here Joe Smith became
director of public relations for 18 years.
Mrs. Smith taught at various Maine schools, including Coburn Classical Insti
t ute. From 1 933 to 1 944 she was Colby's alumnae secretary and was responsible
for fund raising for the "women's union;· now Runnals Union, as well as organiz
ing, maintaining, and updating records. She traveled and visited alumni prospects
and organized local alumnae meetings to enhance giving to the College. She also
served as class correspondent at Colby, where she received an M.A. degree in 1 945.
She was a member of the Board of Trustees at M.C. I .
Following h e r husband's death, h e r determination, drive, a n d gumption saw her
through her own illness, and as recently as 1 986 she traveled to San Francisco for
Christmas with her family. Her attitude toward life can be summed up in her own
words: "If I want to do it, and my family wants me to do it, I'll do it:'
Colby is honored to claim a part in Ervena Smith's life of dedication to her fam
ily, her students, and her schools, and blessed in receiving her talents of giving of
herself to fund raising and friend raising.

master's

and doctorate

COLBY

•

living in Henderson, N.C., where she and her
husband, Robert, retired

•

Mira L. Dolley ' 1 9 ,

Raymond, M a i n e , a former French teacher a t
Deering H i g h School, Portland, M a i n e , has
celebrated her 90th birthday • R. Leon Wil
liams ' 3 3 , Clifton, Maine, has been honored by
the Maine legislature, which has named the road
from Clifton to East Eddington the R. Leon Wil
liams Highway

•

The title of professor emeritus

has been conferred by Unity College President
James L. Caplinger on these Colby graduates who
were teachers at Unity College: Nelson W. Bailey
'28, China, Maine; Robert W. Scott '29, Unity,
Maine; and Charles N. Pinkham '32, Unity,
Maine. Former Colby President Robert E . L .
Strider II w a s t h e guest speaker f o r the pro
gram

•

Maurice

Krasow

'

31

of Danbury,

Con n . , recently presented his works of art at the
Goldman Gallery in Rockville, Md.
Correspondent: ERNEST E . M I LLER '29,
2 1 8 Pickett District Rd., New Milford, Conn.
06776.

50th reunion: June 1 0- 1 2 , 1 988.
Class secretary: LAWRENCE W. DWYER,
286 Church St., Berli n , N . H . 03570.
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degrees

class meetings?

Evelyne Short Merrill and Buell '40 say the Whit
tier, Calif., earthquake was the most terrifying ex
perience of their lives. "With the dishes crashing,
furniture banging against the walls, and the house
straining at every seam, we both thought we
would find ourselves w i t h pieces of the house
around us, and can't believe i t took t h e beating
it did and held together . . .

"

•

Congratulations

to Nat and H e len C a r t e r G u p t i l l on their gold
en wedding celebration in August. A married
coed in 1 93 7 was a startling break with tradition.
and they had to get Dean Runnals' permission.
She appears to have made the right decision. The
party included Benny B u r b a n k's rendition of
"Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep:· and he can still
reach those low notes. D w i g h t Sargent was t h e
m a i n speaker. Judy G u p t i l l ' 6 5 s a n g , and E l m e r
and B e t t y Sweetser Baxter ' 4 1 r e a d a p o e m ..:•Jn
1 93 7 there was a nuptial/Between a Carter and
a Guptial"

•

Ken S t a n ley retired six years ago

from his position as executive director of the

ew

•

Phyllis Chapman Gardner

which does get them away from the home turf

and husband Don still prefer Bermuda as their

now and again

get away place, and they share an interest in golf,

Ke n nedy M a l t a i s

swimming, and cross-country skiing

•

Buell

M e r r i l l and wife Evelyne ' 3 9 are busy trying to

•

A letter too. from Bea t rice
who declared that ' retire

ment really means getting into high gear and
keeping busy every minute of all the days. What

repair their home, which was danrnged by the big

with five children and ten grandchildren they are

California earthquake

kept busy. Their grandchildren range from col ·

•

Rufus Bra c k l ey and

his wife, Doris. celebrate 50 years of marriage in

lege age to pre-school so their activities range

1 9 88 . H i s exercise comes from gardening and

from a trip to Portland Oreg. (Reed College ) , to

restoring an old house • Perhaps he should con
tact Edson Small, who has a registered tree farm

several of us can relate to that situation. The past

on 1 00 acres and enjoys woodworking

•

Adri

anna Rodgers Pa i n e said she is planning to be

reading fairy tales to the youngest. :-\o doubt
two winters Bea and "J\1axie' have spent in Flori
da. They live in East Boothbay 1\ \aine. While at

at our 50th reunion and is staying fit by doing a

home in

lot

both local and state, which she thoroughly enjoys.

of walking

urns)

•

( m u c h of it

in

D.C.

muse·

S h i r ley Maddocks Hatch has had two

books of poetry published (one was written by
her husband, C leon , who died in J u n e 1 986)

•

Richard Chasse has retired as a surgeon but two
of his sons are following in his footsteps. Now that

1aine, Bea is active in garden club work

She recentlv finished courses to enable her to be

a flower sho w j u dge

•

Mary H i tchcock Bax

ter did not enjoy the scare she had in early Oc·
tober. Though it seemed like a heart attack at first
various tests pro\·ed it was coronary artery dis

he has spare time, he is back at Colby taking liber

ease. Mary was hospitalized in an intensive care

al arts courses and cooking gourmet when pos

unit for four days, but has been home in Ware

sible

Howard M i ller is still tending the store

Mass., with daughters Mariellen '74 and i\lar

and reported he is gaining weight. He did take

guerite '70 close by, plus some good friends. She

•

lime off to go to the Orient. and I imagine that

is on a special diet and is attempting to lose

Jersey Society of Professional Engineers. He now

he did some walking then, which should have

does public relations work under Stanley Associ

weight. She has had to give up her practical nurs

helped the waistline

ing job. Surely we all wish Mary impro\·ing health

•

V i rgil H i nc k ley said it

ates. H e and Doris (Peterson '4 1 ) are going to t h e

helps him to stay young and active by having two

Bahamas in A p r i l and have had m a n y t r i p s to E u 

and healing

grandchildren living in the house, and I agree that

from H iram Macintosh. He and Rita are still in

rope a n d Mexico. Doris h a s kept scrapbooks from

that would keep anyone young

•

It was great to have word again

M y ro n Ber

the time they met, and they enjoy looking them

Philadelphia, Pa. They are enjoying their first

ry, although he has retired from teaching chemis

over and reminiscing. Ken revealed that Doris

grandson. Hiram is still the athlete - hiking. bik

try at Michigan Technologic University. still runs

sneaked out the window of the dorm to meet hin1.

ing, working out at the Y. hunting in the Pennsyl·

his agate shop. He has given up traveling so he

"We had the night watchman t imed so she could

won't be at our big reunion

vania mountains, and skiing in January at Lake
Ta hoe. And I must tell you Hiram's favorite

sneak back in"

•

Lots of interesting news from

•

•

All of you who are

taking an active part in t h e preparation for our

memory of Colby - the first warm spring days

retired Air Force Colonel Albert B. Parsons, and

50th reunion, take heed. Arthur Thompson has

some of it will have to wait for the next col u m n .

w hen h e could sit out on t he DKE

offered to help in any way he can

She is not

H i s last military assignment w a s commanding an

"Heaven;' said he. No doubt we all, at our present

sure that it comes under the heading of artistic.

age, welcome spring, especially if we spend

•

porch.

air force base in Turkey, w h e re he was responsi

b u t Margaret Johnson Kenoyer spends hours

ble for 2 3 units in 1 1 countries i n t h e Mideast -

winters in rugged New England

researching and organizing genealogical records

"An

friends, is all t h e news I received this quarter.

of four branches of her family. She, too, had a trip

Hopefully, more of you will respond i n t h e next

gioplast avoided bypass surgery - n o w emphyse

to the Orient and described i t as being the most

few weeks. But since I have a Little space to spare,

ma i s restricting my physical activity. Since I am

incredible journey she has ever taken

Babs

let me take this opportunity to ask you if you've

a well-established insurance broker, I get occa

Walden Palmer and husband Paul '37 did their

yet learned about the Beyond War Movement. I

Turkey to Saudi Arabia to Pakistan. Al wrote:

sional offers from insurance companies to open

•

traveling through the U.S.A . . and she has i nv i t 

•

That, dear

have been active for the past several years in ac

a new agency here [Palm Bay, Fla.]. However, my

ed one and all to v i s i t them d u r i n g the w i n t e r

tivities to help promote peace on our planet. Most

standard approach is that as I approach middle

m o n t h s i n Dunedin, Fla. ( n e a r Clearwater)

recently I have become deeply involved with this
movement. for i t makes the most sense to me at

•

age (at 69) I a m looking forward to retiring from

Margery Smith Cavanagh truly deserves retiring

30 years in the Air Force followed by 1 7 years in

after raising five boys. two girls, sixteen grand

this point in time.

life insurance . . .

childre n , and two great-grandchildren. Well. I

educating people about the severity of our world

"

•

Good stuff coming in fu

Its philosophy hinges on

don't suppose she raised the grandchildren, but

crisis and the real need for a new approach to

have written. The rest of you - please write 1 I

I'm sure she counseled if the need arose

I hope

building a world without war. It presents a new

liked what Lois B r i t t o n Bayless said so much,

you have enjoyed reading about some of your

way of t hinking about conflict, about the world

I'll end w i t h it. "Just getting older and realizing

classmates. I f you haven't written, please do.

we live i n , about other people, and about our
selves. Those involved in this movement declare

ture issues from the 18 classmates (so far) who

our mortality and t h e loss of many dear friends.
Hanging in there, trying to keep a sense of humor,

C lass secretary:

C lass

s e c re t a r y :

SA L LY

ALDRICH

ADAMS, 2 2 Miller St . , Medfield, Mass. 02052.

lfQ

_
_

E L E A N O R T H OMAS

C U RTI S, 4607 W. Alabama, Houston. Tex. 77027.

and enjoying each day as it comes:' May we all
do the same!

•

i-.z

-

_
__-

Apparently personalized postcards do pay off for

are one. The long-term goals are presented sim
attempt to find out more about Beyond War i n
y o u r a r e a if at all possible. and m a y I h e a r from
more of you soon.
C lass secretary: R U T H "BON

IE" ROB

ERTS HATH AWAY ( M rs. H e n ry ) . 2 5 G raham
St . , W.D., Fitchburg, Mass. 0 1 420.

I wrote a dozen in hopes of more news for our
class column and I received two delightful long
letters!

•

Hoover Goffin , still in W. Babylon,

N Y. ( Long Island ) , informed me he is j ust "semi

It's a fact that most of our classmates have retired

retired:' (That sounds like several of us in this

from their jobs, but judging by my mail, we're still

fabulous class.) Since he left t h e classroom eight

very active. Another observation is that we have

that war is obsolete and that we, on this planet,
ply, clearly, and w i t h determined t i m e lines. Do

years ago, h e has "done everything from being a
shipper in an electronics firm to having a desk

a large nu mber living i n Florida and visiting
Maine i the summer. Some of those in that

job i n the credit department of a magazine dis

category are Katheryn Reny Anderson, Frank

tributing company'.' He received a bicycle as a "go

to 454 Bobwhite Drive, Sebring, Fla. 3 3 8 72 (Oc

Jewell, Margery Smith Cavanagh, R u t h H en

ing away" retirement gift, which seems to be his

tober 1 1 to May 1). b u t they're still at their lake

only means of local transportation now. Their

side home in summer. They w rite that daughter

children live in N e w York, Florida, and Kansas,

Mary is director of occupational therapy services

dricks Maren, Babs Walden Palmer, and Mar
garet J o h n s o n Kenoyer. Do you ever have any

Wes and j e a n C o n n e l l MacRae report a move

COLBY
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at Pineland in Maine. Ruth is a nurse in Natick,
Mass., and their son is a design engineer in Lex·

Bonsall Doesn't Quit

ington , Mass. They are blessed w i t h four grand
c h i l dren. They enclosed a newspaper c l i pping
reporting the accident on Martha's Vineyard in
August involving the daughter of Dr. Richard

Few people on Colby's campus can reca ll the days when the Colby Mules played
Harvard in football and the men's hockey team played games on the frozen Kenne
bec River. But Henry G . Bonsall '3 1 remembers. Over the past three years, almost
everyone on MayOower Hill came to know Bonsall's smiling face and friendly greet
ing when he worked as a checker at the dining hall doors. This year he is food serv
ice's "roving food ambassador;' its public relations representative who welcomes
everyone to Colby, passes out maps to new students, and makes two or three trips
daily to each dining hall and the Spa taking students' suggestions for changes in food
preparation and service.
Bonsall i s no stranger to the food business. After graduating with a degree in
busi ness administration and economics, he worked as a wholesale distributor for
Kraft Foods for eight years and for the Canada Dry and Cott beverage companies
before serv i ng a term as Waterville City Clerk in the 1 960s. He managed a Dunkin'
Donuts in Barre, Vt . , then moved back to Waterville lo manage the local Dunkin'
Donuts. "Waterville is really my home," Bonsall said. "I was here in the days when
we could ski on Mayflower Hill when it was still all mayflowers:'
At Colby Bonsall competed in cross-country and track and maintains an interest
in these sports today. Last April he and his wife, Dorothy, accompanied the track
team to A tlanta, Ga . . where be visited one of his daughters but found time each
day to watch Colby's meets at Emory Un iversity. Bonsall says that he participates
in these events because he likes students. "Colby students have changed through
the years:· he commented, "but they're still awfully nice people. Students today are
j ust more sophisticated, and I don't think they appreciate their education as much.
Back then, we had to work our fingers to the bone." He remembers when everyone
was required to take six courses each semester and only three Colby students had
cars.
At 78, Bonsall has no plans for slowing down. This father of five is an avid stamp
collector who has lectured in three states on the topic and recently served his sec
ond term in 20 years as president of the Maine Philatelic Society. He also has been
active in Boy Scouts and on the Governor's Highway Safety Committee. He still attends every home football game.
He has even started a book, which
he works on in his free time and
"doesn't know if it will ever get
finished." But he's not giving up
yet. Bonsall says the book, Don't
Quit at 65, preaches that "if your
body has been busy, don't stop.
You can't quit:'

Dyer: Dr. Candace Dyer Jaurequi, in practice
with him, was severely burned when a can of al
cohol she was carrying for a stove on a boat ex
ploded. Sue Rose Bessey has sent the good news
that Dr. Jaurequi is recovering. Sue also reports
that she won t he Senior Memorial gol f tourna
ment at the Waterville Country Club. Sue and her
husband, Earl, travel extensively and this winter
are plan n i ng to ski in Austria and Switzerland.
She concludes: " I feel that the Class of '42 has im
proved with age l i ke a 'rare vintage wine'"

•

Robinson D. Burbank has retired after receiv·
ing many honors as a research scientist, especial
ly in t he field of X-ray crystallography. A mem
ber of the technical staff of Bell Labs for 31 years,
he still actively pursues his hobbies of hiking,
camping, and canoeing in summer and cross
country skiing in winter. He is also an avid opera
fan

•

William R. Conley writes that he has re

tired from accounting and is into data manage
ment. He's also chair of the Lansing, Ill., planning
and zoning board of appeals, which he says gives
him more publicity than he wishes. He has been
back to Colby only once - for our 25th. Hope to
see you at our 50th, Bill

•

Marion Thomas

Whipple, retired after 40 years of teaching, was
head of the social studies department at Middle·
boro, Mass., High School. She now donates her
time with her photographer husband in research
and photographic projects and i s presently i n 
volved in studying the Southern v i e w of the Civil
War. Their travels have also taken them to V i 
king a n d Newfoundland digs. S h e says h e r interest
in social history was inspired by Dr. Wilkinson's
emphasis on

the

human

side

of history

•

Martha Rogers Beach reports that her husband,
George L. Beach 4 1 , has fully recovered from
quadruple by-pass surgery. Martha, retired fro m
teaching, is now president of the Waterville Wom
en's Association and is involved with the local or
ganization for t h e mentally retarded. She also
writes that her children are scattered from Bel
gium to Maine, so they travel in many directions
to see their six grandchildren. Martha says she
i s very proud of t h e "new" Colby, both the physi
cal plant and all that is being accomplished
there

•

Christine Bruce Shea has sent a letter

received from Muriel McLellan Flagg '43, inform
ing her of the death of our classmate Pat Pow

Susan Jacobson '88

ers Parker last July 2 1 in Blue Hill, Maine. (See
the obituary in the January 1 988 Alumnus.) Pat
was a brave and wonderful person and w i l l be
greatly missed

•

Note your correspondent's new

address.
Class secretary: MARI E "C H R I S" MER
R I L L WYSOR, R.R. #2, Box 190-B, South Harps
well, Maine 04079.

45th re union: June 1 0- 1 2 , 1 988

•

Thanks to

you who responded to my plea for news

•

Elizabeth Beale Clancy wrote to say she now
has a business license so as to sel l some of the
results of her photography. She felt she'd get ac
quainted with Reno, Nev., more quickly by us-
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ing her camera as a means of communication,
preferable, as she p u ts i t , to "wa l k i n g dogs, plac
ing kittens, or making cookies for the PTA:'

•

Kaye M o naghan Corey phoned to talk about
our 45th reunion gift to the College. We hope you
will all remember Colby with generosity

It

•

was great to hear from Mary Lemoine Lape. A
nurse practitioner, she and her husband, Phil, a
surgeon, have retired and are finding this a busy
and exciting time of l i fe . They have six c hildren
and five grandchildren

•

Philip Buck, who

now lives in Northwood, N.H., wrote of the death
of

Dr.

news

Charles

•

Bellevue,

which

is

sad

Marj o r i e Abar Gray has retired after

30 years of teaching and has joined a group at the
Rochester Institute of Technology - the Athen
aeum - an association of "over 55'ers" for intellec
tual and social enrichment. She has also attend
ed Elderhostel and plans to do so again

•

W i l l i a m F i n k e ldey informed us that C a l v i n
H ubbard is a l i v e and w e l l and i n C a n a d a . Bill

east E scape Route for t h e winter months. This

F i e ld i n g, Anita K o n i kow G lassman, Eloise

involves visiting children, camping on the Flori

Knowlton H andy, Floyd H a rd i n g, Bobbie

da Keys, gorging in New Orleans (Jo-Jo's natal

H ol t Sachs, Constance Stanley Shane, H e l e n
Mary B e c k Shoemaker, Fra n n i e Dow Wel l s,

hom e ) , dallying on the beaches of North Caroli
na,

sightseeing in Washington,

D.C., "doing"

Boston, and managing to escape a single snow
flake. This year they included California and

and B i l l W h i t t e m o re

This time, 1 want to

•

quote Eleanor's thought-provoking and evocative
letter in full. Here goes: "I really look forward to

Texas in their itinerary. Fred works part time for

reading the '45 col umn in the Alumnus and am

a Rockland newspaper, and Jo does subst i t u te

disappointed when there is not much nt:V\ s. I

Lois Peterson J o h nson has reason

t h i n k I had better do my share after all these

to consider herself a big success in raising four

teac hing

years. To tell you the truth, most of the news I see

children: Stephen, an emergency room doctor;

in the various columns i s so importa n t , degrees

•

Carol, a former air force captain, now retired and

here and there, research and trips, b i g jobs and

married to an air force officer; Robert, a Hallmark

con tinuing growth for so many of the Colby fam

representative; and Margaret, an air force captain

ily. Well, my life has been rather ordinary and

presently stationed i n Korea. Lois also has six

that i s probably why I have not written before.

grandchildren. She and her husband are campers

I have j ust retired after having worked in an ad

and Appaldchian Trail hikers and take trips with

vertising office for 20 years, have two grown chil

"Seniors" and attend Elderhostels. Lois works

dren

part time in their church office, collects dolls with

worked i n San Francisco for the 30 years of our

porcelain heads, quilts, and anticipates a trip to

and four grandchildren.

My

husband

marriage while we raised our family, until he died

also said that E rn e s t Wei d u l is living "some

Korea

where i n t h e Boston area:· The preceding infor

Marcia Wade Priscu has traveled ex

in 1 984. Now that I am not working, most of my

tensively in recent years. She has a unique hob

time and energy go into playing bridge and travel

mation was obtained with t h e collaboration of

by of creating needlepoint pictures as reminders

Harry Pau l and Ray Kozen '47. Bill continues

of these trips. Her latest picture, representing

ing around to some of the smaller bridge tourna
ments within the state of California. I laughed

happy retirement in Hanover, N . H . , and i s busy
with Dartmouth College's film society

In

•

peasants i n Serbian and Montenegrin costumes,

when I saw your questions regarding fond

is a memento of Yugoslavia. On this trip she

memories of Colby. 1 remember arriving by the

material from the alumni office, I received a clip

"traveled narrow switchback mountain roads to

old milk train (full oi soot ) , meeting friends and

ping from t h e Holyoke, Mass., Transcript Tele

places ordinary tours would never go, to meet

heading immediately for a little restaurant that

gram. I n their "40 Years Ago" column was the note

primitive painters, weavers, knitters, and copper

served spaghetti, and during my first year on the

about "two Holyokers" at Colby College - one of

smiths"

The movie, The Whales ofAugust, was

old campus having to suffer t h e shake rattle and

•

them was Harold Paul. There were also items

•

filmed on Cliff Island in Casco Bay, where Wen

roll of the train roaring through my bedroom ev

about t h e death of B o b Lafleur, remembered

dell '42 and Kay Howes Brooks have a summer

ery night. Aside from this, Colby was a very im

by all of us for h i s personality and athletic abili

home. Read Kay's delightful description of the

portant part of my life, expanding my view of the

ty. He entered t h e service i n 1 942 and i n July

cast: "Harey Carey loved the island so m u c h that

world as no other experience would have. As 1

received his commission as 2nd l i e u tenant with

he returned this summer with his grandchildren.

Bombardier's Wings. He was awarded the Pur

said before, I'm an ordinary person, but Colby i s

Ann Sothern i s very crippled with arthritis but

no ordinary place." N o comment is called for, I ' m

ple Heart, the Air Medal, and t h e Oak Leaf

was a very good egg. Lillian Gish i s a very gra

s u r e , but I have to s a y t h a t I w i s h I ' d written t h a t

Cluster. Bob was 23 years old when shot down

cious lady, and everybody loved her. Vincent

letter, i n essence, at least.

in the Mediterranean area. I remember t h e i m 

Price was the most popular one there and was

p a c t o n our class and t h e sadness t h a t w a s to b e
repeated several times over. It wasn't an easy time

very friendly and un-movie-starish. He kissed
Ruth Howes Mistark '43, Kay's sister, goodbye at

to be i n college

the dock. ( Ruth lives on Cliff Isle and cooked for

•

I'll close with advice from
for

Bette Davis as well as for the crew of 50. See pro

grandparents is a book to be filled out for our

fi l e . ) Colby honorary degree recipient Bette Da

Leonard

Caust.

Len's recommendation

grandchildren, Before I Was a Grandparent (avail

vis was commanding and superior:· Ruth ar

able from Beachtree Press, Box 1 5669, Long

ranged the premiere showing of the picture in

Beach, Calif. 908 1 5, $ 6 . 9 5 ) . He said it will make

Portland, Maine, w i th proceeds going to the is

C lass

secreta ry:

N AO M I

C O L LETT

PAG A N E L L I , 2 Horatio St., New York,

.Y.

1 00 1 4.

tf6--

us consider our ''life experience in ways that will

land

delight and provoke our offspring as well as our

daughter, M iriam, is attending classes at the

selves:· His answer to my mid-life crisis question

Maine Medical Center i n Portland, Maine. Lou

I

was all too true: "Much wisdom b u t m u c h less

sent me the newspaper clipping about Joe

Rhodenizer Fon t a i n e, w h o frequently gets

energy for applying it:'
C la s s

secretary:

ELEANOR

S M A RT

scholarship

fund

•

Louis

D er a n ey's

was

happy

to

hear

recently

from J e a n

Crozier, concerned that it was unreported i n this

together with Doris Meyer Hawkes '47 and Syl

colu m n

via Gray Noyes '4 7. This year they enjoyed a re

•

Please, you out there, send o n to me

BRAUNM U L LE R ( M rs. Albert R . ) , 1 1 5 Lake

or to t he alumni office any items relating to '44.

union with Carolyn Armitage Bouton and her

Rd . , Basking Ridge, N.J. 07920.

YOU make the news, so WRITE. Note m y new

husband, Jim, who were traveling from their

address.

home in Denver to Nova Scotia to visit places that

C la s s

secretary:

NANCY

C U RT I S

were important to Carolyn's mother, who had

L AW R E N C E ( M rs. Watson A . ) , 1 0 3 1 Berkeley

died. O n their way, they visited for several days

Ave . , Menlo Park, Calif. 94025.

with Sylvia, so the group had a wonderful time
together. Jean wrote that they "even had a few
hands of bridge, j ust for old time's sake!"

•

Good

news has come about Rev. B e nj a m i n C. Bubar,
J r . who appears to have made a fine recovery
I am sorry to report the death in September of Joe

from his recent year-long illness. A former su

Crozier. Joe was for over 3 0 years a high school

perintendent of the Christian Civic League of
Maine, he i s now at home in China, Maine, with

and college basketball official. He founded the

his wife, Virginia, and was finally able to attend

South Portland, Maine, Pee Wee Football pro
gram, coached Little League, and served on t h e

It's December 1- been a busy fall, right? Anyway,

a meeting of t h e league's board of directors on

S o u t h Portland B o a r d of P a r k s and Recreation.

news has happily poured in from classmates this

China Lake

May 5, 1 987, was declared "Joe Crozier Day" in
South Portland when the City Council honored

fall, including some we haven't heard from i n

cident, that Bob and Harriet Glashow S inger

years. Cannot g e t i t a l l in t h i s o n e column, b u t

are friends of longtime boating friends of ours.

him with a testimonial dinner for his contribu

want to list everybody's name, a n d will t h e n share

This discovery led to a pleasant conversation with

tions to sports. Besides his wife, Joe leaves two

all their news in the next column or two. They are

Harriet, w h o told me that she and Bob, who live

daughters, three sons, and two granddaugh

Laura Tapia A i t k e n , C o n n i e Daviau Bol

in Rhode Island, recently sold their home and

l inger, Eleanor Carter C u r tice, John Dodd,

moved into a condominium. This seems to be the

Margery Owen Fal l o n , Georgina G u l l i ford

trend among our age peers - and a happy one -

ters

•

Since retirement last year Fred '43 and Jo

Jo Pitts McAlary have evolved an annual North-

•

'IWo weeks ago, I learned, by ac

COLBY
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according to Harriet

•

Please keep the informa

tion coming . . . it's great to hear from you!

Mistark of Cliff Island

Class secretary: HAN

AH KARP LAI P

SON (Mrs. Myron R.), 25 Pomona Rd .. Worcester,
Mass. 0 1 602.

J ust w hat drew the producers of The Whales of August to film the motion picture
on tiny Cliff Island off the coast of Mai ne? Apparently the same things that com
pelled Ruth Howes Mistark '43 to move to the island nine years ago - a quiet life,
friendly people, and "picture postcard" scenery.
The Whales of August, which stars Bette Davis as a blind woman and Lillian Gish
as her sister, is based in part on the true story of author David Berry's two elderly
great aunts and takes place on one weekend the women spend together in their sum
mer home on a small island. Mrs. M istark, a retired director of occupational thera
py at St . Vincent Hospital in Worcester, Mass. . was chosen last summer with another
woman from the island to cook noon and some nighttime meals for the 60 to 65
people who worked on the film. She also rented one of her rooms to the author during
filming.
She fell in love with Cliff Island when she used to visit her mother's summer
home there in the 1950 , and she lives on the island now year-round. Her son, David,
visits from the mainland . Although her late husband found life on the island too
quiet and peaceful, Mrs. Mistark enjoys the small -town atmosphere and the spec
tacular untouched beauty of her home. The island sports a small variety store. a
one-room schoolhouse, and most important, a post office at which the tow n con
gregates each day and "gossips:· Four daily ferries arrive from Portland for those who
want or need the convenience of a larger city, but for the most part people enjoy
staying on the island. Says Mrs. Mistark, the editor of the quarterly Cliff I sland
newspaper, "You get to care for everybody. I f you're in need, everybody rallies
around:'
Last November 1 8, island residents as well as the author and producer tu rned
out for the premiere of The Whales of A ugust at Portland's Nickelodeon Cinemas.
Although none of the stars returned for the showing, the islanders were too taken
with the movie to be terribly disappointed. "It's a very gentle film, kind of sentimen
tal, but we like it. There was criticism that the film was j ust picture postcard scenery,
but t hat's the way the island really is:· Said Ruth Mistark of her move to Cliff Is
land, "It was the best thing I ever did. I t's j ust a good life:·

Here I am again with more news of our class
mates

•

Eileen Lanouette Hughes '48 is now an

editor in the recorded music division of Reader's
Digest in New York. If you buy record or cassette
albums from Reader's Digest, you will see what
she does, as she edits all those booklets that come
with them. Her oldest daughter, Mary Larkin, is
an on-camera correspondent for a show called "A
Current Affair," which airs in New York and is be
ing syndicated. Her younger daughter, Kathleen,
i s a photographer and film editor. "Lanny" spent
her vacation this fall at her house in Easthamp
ton on Long Island • Ray Greene wrote that he
and Carolyn enjoyed a wonderful summer at
their home in Chatham on Cape Cod. The engine
on their new boat hardly had time to cool down
from Friday to Sunday night. H e has taken one
of his sons-in-law into his insurance/financial
planning business just recently

•

Bud and Jack

ie Schlesinger have been busy with grandchil
dren this past summer as well as cheering their
son on. Dan is an international lawyer but also
a serious marathoner. He has his sights set on the
1 988 Olympic Thials. H e won Grandma's Mara
thon in Duluth, Minn . . ran the New York Mara
thon in November, and will go to the Olympic Tri
als in Apri l . Keep your fingers crossed for
him

•

Frederick "Ted" and

Mary

Weeks

Drummond '44 have retired - he from the tax
commission of the Oklahoma Motor Vehicle Di
vision and she from the Waterville school system
as a kindergarten teacher. Ted continues to work
for the preservation of Maine lakes

•

Stan Le

v i n e has had a busy, productive life. H e has
raised four responsible, productive children;
helped his wife, Jacqueline, become a recognized
authority in her book specialty; preserved several
examples of American architecture in Connect
icut, Rhode Island, and Savannah, Ga.; and do
nated important American furniture to museums
in Savannah and Connecticut. Even though he
has retired he is working toward a master of fine
arts degree i n historic preservation from Savan
nah College in Georgia. Keep up the good work,
Stan

•

Dorothy Cleaves Rodgers has finally

done it! She has retired from the Penobscot Bay
Medical Center in Rockland after 1 1 years as a
pharmacy and admixture technician. She has
moved to Scarborough, Maine

•

Louise Kelley

Pape Rochester and her husband, Nathaniel,
have just returned from a two-month odyssey
down the intercoastal waterway to Fort Lauder
dale, Fla. When they aren't traveling, they are
busy with her seven grandchildren. Her daugh
ter has received her Ph.D. in molecular biology,
and her son, Paul '75, received his Ph.D. in phys
iology

•

Betty Wade Drum is another retired

school teacher who loves to travel. She took a five
week tour of Tahiti, Fiji, Australia, and New
Zealand. She said the flowers were beautiful and
the scenery gorgeous during their spring season.
She now directs a hand-bell choir and is learning
to play the church organ. Bach is a favorite. It
seems as though all Colby grads are still busy
whether retired or working
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•

Thanks to all who

answered my questionnaire. l'll expect to hear
from the rest of you before I have to send my next
colu m n .
C lass secretary: J U N E C H I PM A N C O A L 
SON, 1 2 9 J a n e l l e L a n e , Jacksonville, Fla. 322 1 1 .

'18--

4 0 t h re u n i o n : J u n e 1 0 - 1 2 , 1 98 8

•

With no

mail in my box since my last column, I am op
timistically assuming you are all too busy mak
ing reunion plans - contacting old friends and

roommates - to send me news at this time. lf such
is the case, you are forgiven. Firm up your sched
ule and, indeed, yourself for the big weekend
June 10 to 12. The reunion committee has a grow
ing list of "planning to attend," and we hope your
name w i l l be on it

•

ation and carry us beyond the escapades of col

et Sound or Boothbay Harbor but far away. flirt

lege days into an optimistic maturity as it unfolds,

ing with t he Arctic Circle, cruising the blue

with deep tenderness for the human condition
and its attendant frailties • I f you will forgive

waters of Scandinavia and the British Isles. Their

these book reviews, I will forgive your modesty

winter and awakens when they fly there from

and taciturnity. Your classmates want to read

Marblehead and cast off

about you - not my retirement

diplomatic service, H a rland Eastman is busier

reading.

But

speaking of reading, I thoroughly enjoyed reread

and

Damon

without an agent; we have a 40th reunion in 1989,

Maine, home. Make them 6.00 1 ' Harland has

and I'm counting on you to generate interest

finished updating and reprinting the history of

through your contributions. (How's that for a dou

Sanford, and he will continue to re earch this

ble entendre?) Lucille Farnham Sturtevant as

tents

•

under

one

of the

N o r i c e Mahoney Smith w a s among the

guests as was Laura Struckhoff Cline '70 and
Muriel and Remo Verrengia '44
drove

out

to

Dubuque,

•

I ow a ,

We recently
w he re

the

newlyweds are Jiving temporarily. The city, lo
cated on the Mississippi River, has an interest
i n g history, and w e enjoyed seeing all that is be
tween here and there. We returned by way of
Baltimore, M d . , and Ridgewood, N .J . , and visit
ed Norma and Eugene Struckhoff '44 and the Ver
rengias

•

My husband, Francis "Buddy" Fol i 

n o , is busy making plans to drive his Winnebago
to Central America soon. I have been inv1 ed but
I a m only slightly considering the proposition.
Please write to me - I just may be home alone for
the next few months.
C lass secretary:

VIRGINIA BREWER

FO L I N O, R R 1 , B o x 6 1 3, G r a n d I s l e , V t . 05458.

dollars. I f we missed you, please heed your latest
Beal appeal and get your check off promptly

H AT H AWAY

Mark is another classmate with a full schedule.

C H E R RY, 63 Indian Pond Rd . , Kingston, Mass.

He sold his food business but owns the Plymouth

02364.

Rock Gelatin Company. In addition, he and Bob

C la s s

secretary:

M A RY

Roth are involved in buying and renovating old
commercial buildings in Concord, N . H . More?
Mark teaches skiing and tennis, the latter activity
helping to manifest a number one ranking in the
New England Seniors

She had celebrated her 93rd birthday in good
Ralph Field has retired after 37 years of serv

health and in good spirits and is looking forward
to another happy event - the graduation of grand

vice president and special assistant to the presi
dent. He is a past president of the Waterville
Chamber of Commerce and is a member of the
People's Heritage Bank Advisory Board

Don

•

Jacobs is headmaster of Ken ts H i l l School

•

Our

sincere sympathy to Jane M e r r i l l T homas,
whose husband passed away on October 4, 1 987.
Jane is living at 21 Bellevue Road in Lynn, Mass.
0 1 904

•

Colby I remembered. (I could almost blow the
foam off the beer at O nie's once again, and it was
our Miller Library Spa of the Kinsey-Report vin
tage. ) Not a Spenser mystery, Love and Glory is a
picaresque-like accounting of a young man's near
self-destruction t h rough drinking, h i s purifica
tion - almost a religious rite i n the waters of the
Pacific - and his final acceptance of and delight

I will recall fond memories of our beloved See
lye Bixler. And thinking of old friends . . . how
are you, Jack Ely? As for the rest of you keep
those cards and letters trickling in .
C lass secretary: WAR R E N Fl

EGA

W hite Pine K n o l l Rd., Wayland, M a s s . 0 1 778.

R i c h a rd H. King is security adminis
•

D u d i e J e n nings M a l ey has a

new grandson - born to Bill M aley, Jr. '8 1 , another
Colby graduate

•

Win O liver retired in 1 980

from the CIA and is living i n McLean, Va. H e en
j oys

traveling to

places

•

Hawaii

and

other

exotic

Jim H a l l is living i n Dallas and is i n 

volved with a wall fabrics company

Our c o n 

The reunion was indeed great. It was my first one,

dolences to D i c k Bowers, w h o s e f a t h e r died i n

and I really enjoyed it. The write-up in the O c 

•

•
•

AI Riefe is liv
Gerry Frank

tober Alumnus covered the events v e r y w e l l . Do
start thinking about 1 992! I did end up as secre
tary/treasurer and am a little apprehensive about

is alive and well in Chicago. He manages adver

my new job. However, with your help I hope I can

tising and real estate businesses and is very ac

get the news out. I do want to thank Don H a i l 

tive in community affairs. Gerry is a tree farm

Weekend, i t was Love and Glory, the novel by

daughter Emily Isaacs '88. And as 1 pa.-ticipate in
that impressive ceremony (as a trustee) I'm sure

trator for General Electric and living in West
Chester, Pa.

ing in Toronto. What's new, AJ?

Robert B. Parker '54, which transported me to the

A nice way to close out

ice with Keyes Fibre. Most recently he was senior

ter who graduated from Brown

Although a s your class correspondent I was a

•

last year was a pleasant visit with Mary Bixler.

J u n e . Dick has a s o n at Columbia and a daugh

guest of the College over Alumni Volunteer

Mark Mor

terest i n the College. I h o p e y o u w i l l continue t o
be interested, too.

summer in Maine. It was hectic here to say the

floor

•

fund and raised many friends and many more

least - the day before our daughter's wedding. [
dance

trove of local lore and history

decai and I manned the phon � s for the alumni

vice president of the South Central Massachusetts
Colby Alumnae Association continues her i n 

Marsh

was making a many-tiered cake, and Bud was

than ever at his favorite avocation, the care and
reading of books. Old new rare and antique
6,000 works vie for space in his Springvale.

stopped by briefly en route back to Reno after a

building a

Long retired from the

ing the Helen Maclnnes mystery Agent in Place 

Although I have had no
Kitty

•

which reminds me, our class has been a long time

mail. I have had contact with Colby friends and
relatives. Jack

made-in-Maine 44-footer hibernates overseas all

er f o r sending me the information t h a t h e h a d .

er in LaPorte, Ind . His summers are spent in Parry

I'm n o t s u r e what the treasurer's job is as I don't

Sound, Ontario

think we have any money on hand

•

Please send your cards and let

ters to my new address below.
C la s s

presi d e n t :

N E LS O N

•

This year

was especially exciting for my old roommate,
" B U D"

E V E RTS, P.O. Box 802, Needham H t s . , Mass.
02 1 94.

C a ro l i n e W i l k i n s Mc Donough, and me be
cause not only did we have the Colby reunion but
we were able to be together with our husbands,
Dick and Bob, to celebrate the marriages of two

SJ/�--

of our children. Mark Leavitt was married in Au
gust a t

Altamonte

Springs,

F la . ,

to M a r i e

G e a rh a r d . Zachary Leavitt was b e s t m a n f o r his
brother. We had a great time but the weather was
hot1 Lisa McDonough '80 was married to Dean
O'Neill i n Greenwich, Conn . , in October. Her

in bis abilities. In a similar vein, the real life Jud

One of Madison's famous native sons, E r n e s t

brothers, David and Philip, were ushers. Jan

son Hale ( Yankee Magazine, Old Farmer's Almanac)

For t i n , c a l l e d (collect) f r o m N Y N E X . H e has e s 

Pearson Anderson and husband Chuck '53 were
there, and it was great to see t hem. We tried tal.

shares many similar misadventures in his autobi

chewed early retirement and continues supervis

ography, Education of a Yankee. H i s list of "If only

ing New England Te lephone's 3 , 800 operators.

ing a Colby picture at Lisa's wedding as there

I hadn't;' describing t h e drunken incident that
caused him to b e kicked out of Dartmouth, is a
long one; the event is tragically hilarious, but not

When you receive super service, remember

were quite a few Colby there, but, alas, the pic

they're all products of Ernie's charm school.

ture did not come out

Squire Fortin and family now live in Dover,

family wedding picture in the October Alumnus

so comical is the degradation that finally turned
his life around. Both accounts, I hasten to assure
you, are positive. They take a look a t our gener-

Mass.

•

Russ G o l d sm i t h and wife Elaine '53

was super

•

•

Bruce M a c P h e rson's

Fritz Z i egler and his wife, Doro

and son David '80 are planning another summer

thy, are in Columbus, Ohio, and h e is president

of sailing. This crew won't be found i n

of Buckeye Letter Service. They have three sons:

antuck-
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Fritz J r . , 1s in renl estate, M i ke is in Jaw school
is at t he Un iversity of Kentucky �
_ C u s h m a n , M . D.
W i l l i a m F.
, 1s an occupation

an�I ? el' C

al hca l � h speciahst at Dow Chemical Company
_
H1� w i le, Nancy, i s a retired art teacher. They en

JOY s w 1 m m 1 n g in t heir pool and summering in
Boothbay Harbor. Bill said i t is too cold to swim
there1 H e enj ys his new job, ha een three chil
d ren marr i ed, and now has grandchi ldren arriv
mg • In Lakeville, Conn., the Hotchkiss School's
he ad1naster is A r t h u r W. W h i te. Hi w i fe, Cyn
_
1
thia, 1\eeps
busy as the headmaster's w i fe . They

get to mark your calendars for June 1 0 to 12. Re
union will be more fun than usual i f everyone
attends.

Mountain School. and Andy restores antique fur
H arold W. Ken t and h i s w i fe. Joyce,
_
live m Peona, Anz. He i s chief of otolaryngolo
rn t u : e

•

gy, head and neck surgery at Luke Air Force Base.
H e has ve ry much enjoyed working for the air
_
force. Their daughter, Sandra, is a verbatim court
recorder, and their son, Thomas, is a research as
sista1: t at Johns Hopkins U n iversity • Ray and
Manlyn "Merry" Crane Evans love living in
Aguanga , C a l i f. They l i ve in the mountains and
say they are no longer able to see lights at night
from their home. Time to move?

Robert

•

H ooper was part of t h e California reunion con
tingent and is a computer software consultant. He
is also on the board of directors of the Del Va lle
Dog Club

•

One last comment on the reunion -

i t does seem strange t hat b u i ldings that were
_
e i ther built w hi le or after we were at Colby have
been redone1 It certa i n l y does not seem l i ke 35
years have gone by!
C lass

sec re t a r y :

BARBARA

BONE

LEAVITT. 2 1 Indian Trai l , Scituate Mass. 02066.

mences, it seems fi tting to take time out to look

C lass secreta ry: CAROLYN

ENG LISH

back briefly in order to help set a more positive
c_ourse for the future. One of our classmates is set
t111g a � owerful example. Diagnosed last January

Mass. 0 1 863.

'

as havm ? one of the most deadly forms of inoper
able bra canc er, Robert Begin began what he
_
�ailed lllS ,positiveness program'.' Prior to Robert's

11;

illness, the longest anyone has lived following di
agnosis of glioblastoma is 1 4 weeks. Jn manage
ment for Sears for 31 years, he has always been
It's a good thing Bucksport is on the road to Aca
dia N a t ional

Park. Otherwise l

would

have

misse d a very enjoyable visit with AI Lindsay
_

and his delightful wife, Yvonne Al is a junior high
school pnn c1pal

in

M iddl eboro,

Mass., and

Yvonne teaches fifth grade in the same school sys
tem. They have a daughter, J i l l . Al has organized
and accomparned, along with other parents, a 35car caravan of happy eighth graders to the Sea
Wall camping area on Mt. Desert Island for the
past several years. A great incentive for behavior
mod i fication1

•

Jacqueline Wa rendorf S h e l 

ton is an international travel consultant and lives
m Naples, Fla., with her husband, john, who is
reti red. They have two daughters, Karen and
_
Jamee. eedless to say, there has been extensive
travel throughout Europe, Chile, Brazil, Mexico.
Japan, Hong Kong, China, Greece, Israel, and the
Ca ribbean • Linda Burtis Guagliano has two
_
children, Laura, 22, and Michael, 19. She is a le
gal assistant, specializing in l i t igation, in Los An
geles

•

Bill Setser and his wife. Beverly, have

two sons, Randy, 2 1 , and Brad, 1 7. Bill retired last
summer from his work in Houston and moved
to B i rm i ngham, A l a . , to a new job a - technical
d i rector for Indurall Coatings

•

I was wonder-

111g when Dick Noonan would finally retire from
the U.S. Air Force. Well, he did t h i s past July af
ter 30-plus years. He and his wife, Ann Burger
3 5 t h re u n i o n : J u n e 1 0- 1 2 , 1 988

As I write

•

t h i s, C h ristmas wrapping paper and unwritten
C h ristmas cards lie w i lly-nilly about me. When
you read t h i s in the spring, all this w i l l seem ir
relevant,

I'm sure, but i t may explain why

thoughts of Colby are competing w i t h "thoughts
of sugarpl u m s" a t

the

moment

•

Martha

"Marty" Friedlaender was h e r e f o r a visit
Thanksgiving weekend and much was said about
the big 35th reunion coming up i n J u ne. It is
hoped that everyone will return the reunion ques
t i on n a i res ASAP. I t 's t he only way to ensure 1 00
percent input into the choices for invited guests
class officers, and class Jogo/s!ogan, and, o

f

course, it's a chance to unearth those wonderful
old photos of how we a l l looked 3 5 (and more)
years ago

•

Other Colby contacts recently - a t a

pho n a t h o n in Boston - N e lson Beveridge,
_
Ela111e Mark Goldsm i t h , Ellen Hay H o lway,
Roger H u ebsch , and I had fun talking w i t h
m a n y of y o u a b o u t return ing to reunion and also
contributing to the alumni fund (not a bad idea
i f you haven't done so already ! )

•

Marty and

l

_
_

CAC I . 288 Wellman Ave., North Chelmsford

have t h ree sons. Damon is a teacher/coach at
Hotchki s. Curtis is a teacher/coach at I n dian

56

As one year comes to a close and another com

Noon an '53, now live i n Colorado Springs. After
.
vacat wning in Mexico and attendi ng a fam i ly
weddmg m San Francisco, they plan a long visit
to the East Coast in the spring of 1 988. Six chil
dren, all college educated and gainfu l ly em
ployed? You certainly didn't spend all your t i me
flying airplanes. Welcome back
world!
mouth,

•

to the

real

Edwina Dean Fancy lives in Ports
. H . She has retired from 15 years of

teaching and is now a local real estate broker, and
her husband, Donald, is an appraiser. Sounds like
a good combination. They have two children and
are i n t r igued by their first grandchild, now ap
proa c h i n g two years old

•

I know you have all

been wondering whatever happened to Gene
Floyd. Gene received his B.A. from Nassau Com
munity College in Long Island and has been a su
pervisor for the town of Oyster Bay for the past
28 years. His athletic s k i l l s are now showing up
m his golf game. H e and his wife, Shirley, have
three children. We are delighted that you finally
checked i n w i t h us, Gene.
Class secretary: ROBERT F. T H U RSTO
P.O. Box 4 1 4, Bucksport, Maine 044 1 6 .

m control. Now Robert is taking control of his life
_
with a positive attitude. For him, this has meant
setting go als, making sure his fa mily is emotion
_
ally and fmancially secure, and spending "quali
_
ty" time with his w i fe and t h ree grown sons. He
has even recorded tapes for his unborn grandchil
dren . Takmg control of his life has meant that he
has "fired" several oncologists until he found one
with whom he could com municate. His current
physician encourages patients to use illness as an
agent of change. Robert now works with other
cancer patients and their adult children, helping
them to develop the power to survive. H is advice
to all of us: "Don't wai t until you have a dramatic
experienc e in your l i fe to do something about
_
your fa m d y ! " Although chemotherapy has not
shrunk his tumor, i t isn't growing either! After
readmg h i s story, I believe Robert w i l l collect on
his bet with his doctor and go skiing i n January
one year later. We salute Robert for taking charge
of his own i l lness and wellness - an inspiration
to us all

•

Larry Pugh deserves congratulations

once agam. H e received a special recognition
award from t h e Alumni Council for his leader
ship in raising funds for the College

•

Robert

Penn Warren (honorary '56) has recently stepped
down as the nation's first poet laureate. Warren
has been described as the most honored poet in
America but an "ornery cuss whose orneriness is
devoted to seizing upon what might be called not
mere reality but realness" • I enjoyed a brief
chat with Judi Pennock Lilley and husband Al
a l t h e Portland Jetport this fal l . She keeps busy
m her various volunteer capacities, looks great,
an d is always on the go! • Another pleasant sur
_
prise was a call from C hris Layer Larson recent
ly, who was in Portland helping her son, Lee, who
has come to seek his fortune in Maine, get estab
lished. Loved renewing such a good friendship 
w e had started out our married lives together
here m Portland. Husband Lee '55 is an executive
i n t he home office for Scott Paper. They have
brought up three daughters and one son in Wal
lingford, Pa. Their daughter, Claire, gave our
Sarah a wonderful tour of Franklin and Marshall
d u ring our October college trip • Although the
Colby-Bowdoin game turned out to be a last i n 
n i ng disappointment, w e w i t nessed a m u c h i m 
proved Colby football t e a m . T h e College looked
great, and it's always fun to see Sid Farr '55. As
always we love hearing from you - I ' m getting
desperate so please H E LP ' ! !
Class secretary: HOPE PALMER BRAM
HALL ( M rs. Peter TC. ) . One Meadow Creek
Lane, Falmouth Foreside, Maine 04105.

enjoyed lunch with Bob '5 1 and Loretta "Tom

mi" Th ompson Staples. Tom m i cont inues to
compete w i t h J u l i a C h i l d , all the w h i l e demean
ing her efforts. What an outrageous coo k !

•

From the Class of '54, Georgia "Gig" Roy Eustis
came for the t h i rd annual Christmas shopping
day with her old Colbyette singing buddy

•

And

finally, John and I discovered that one of o u r
neighbors is none other than Tim Hussey, s o n of
you-know-who! That's it for now, but don't for-
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C lass secretary: S U E B I VEN STAPLES ( M rs.
Seldon C. ) . 430 Lyons Rd., Liberty Corner, N J
07938.

Another update from info gleaned at the reunion.
Fair warning though - I have enough material for
two, possibly t h ree, columns in my file; expect a

questionnaire this fall so we can keep this up. I
know you all like to read about your classmates

Academic Success

and their families and thev want to read about
you. Anyway here·s the n � ws

•

I talked with

Pete M e rrill immediately after the reunion try·

.
"I h a v e f o u n d great m e a n i n g i n working w i t h students o v e r t h e years to h e l p t h e m
achieve a g reater q uality of life t h rough high academic success," s a i d Vashti Boddie
Roberts '56, who has spent h e r p rofessional life as teacher and administrator.
A Phi Beta Kappa English major at Colby, Roberts earned an M .A. at Cornell
U niversity, was a Ford Foundation Scholar i n the Intercollegiate Program of Gradu
ate Studies at Claremont, and finished her doctorate i n education at the U niversity
of Southern California in 1 982. Now an assistant superintendent of educational serv
ices in a K-1 2 California school district of 1 5,000 students, she looks back over numer
ous colorful positions as steps o n her way.
Roberts' first teaching assignment in 1 960 was at a private boys' school in C h i 
n o , C a l i f . , w h e re she t a u g h t both E n g l i s h and m u s i c f o r five years. She commuted
from Los Angeles 1 00 miles a day. Teaching in a school for teenage boys had its mo
ments, like the day she found her VW bug wedged bumper to bumper between two
t rees. "I had a good idea who did i t and stormed up to the dorm demanding t hey
fol low me," she laughs. They did, meekly lifting the car back to t h e street.
She taught in or was principal of schools in California over the next 2 0 years
and i n 1 980 moved into t h e area of curriculum development, personnel evaluation ,
administrative policy, and budget review in the state public school system. She was
selected as an "Outstanding Secondary Educator" i n America in 1 973 and "Honored
Educator for the Year" in 1984, the same year she was appointed to t he state superin
tendent's Advisory Council o n Black Affairs.
Roberts and her h usband, Wilbert, a quality contro l i nspector for a hydraulic
engineering firm, have two child re n . Sharon , 24, a graduate of the U n i versity of
California at Santa Barbara, works i n computer management. Donald, 2 1 , is a gradu
ate of Otis/Parsons School of Art and Design .
Roberts' career at Colby included Powder and Wig, student government, the
Oracle, and Cap and Gown. She has vivid reminiscences of the College such as playing jazz on the Lorimer Chapel organ, sit
ting in on the perpetual bridge game
with C happi e and Mark Benbow w h e n
t h e S p a was i n the library, and one
semester studying all night for five final
exam periods i n a row. Roberts, who
held two campus j ob s during h e r years
at Colby and still was t hree years on the
dean's list, promotes hard work for "high
academic success. It worked for me;· she
said. "It is a formula t hat can work for
anyone."

ing to get an explanation for his absence and he
sends his best to all of you. Peles daughter Ange
la .

was

graduating

from

high

school

that

weekend, and with wife Sa lly out of the cou n t ry
on business. it was impossible even to make the
Saturday functions as he'd hoped. Angela is no\\"
a Wellesley freshman leaving the .\ lerrills w i t h
o n l y t w o h i g h schoolers Matthew and S a r a h at
home

•

G e o rge Pi erce now living in Barnet

Vt., retired from the U.S. ;\avv after 291,2 \'ear,
of service

•

The president C E O and chair o f the

board of Robe1·t Pettegrew Associates took time
from his busy schedule to make the trip to Water
ville, and it was great to hear his piano music
again. Bob looks terrific - ob,·iously taking bet
ter care of himself than I am - and is pleased to
now own his o\\·n consulting firm specializing i n
publishing, health c a r e a n d banking. Bobs wife
Hope, is currently a trustee of Wheaton College
and president of the Wheaton Alumnae Associ
ation. Bob and Hope's daughter

Caroline. is a

1 987 graduate of Wheaton and their other daugh
ter, Annie is a junior there • The Pettegre\\"s
brought ,,·ord of G l e n n and G a b r i e lla K re b s
I saacson , who are h a p p i l y settled i n S a n Fran
cisco. Glenn is busy with his commercial real es
tate firm, but \rnrd i s that he and Gabv do take
time for a bit of sailing from time to tim e

•

Ken

H a r u ta is still at Bell Labs, working on a theo
retical analysis of integrated circuits. { \Vasn t that
what he was doing at Colby?! Ken and his w i fe
Patience, had a great time at the reunion and
proud l y tell o f their three children: daughter
Mako, a doctoral candidate in math; a son. Evan,
a master's candidate in applied math· and another
son, Gale, who is an art major in his j u n ior year
at Dartmouth. Patience i s active with the AAUW
and has raised record amounts of money for
scholarships for young women

Tony and Bev

•

Jackson G lo c k l e r '60 are truly loyal alums. Both
of their daughters are at Colby - Margot '88 and
Alison '90. Tony graciously remarked that "the
campus looks great and so do all the members of
the Class of '57." (Why was everyone looking at
my nametag when we greeted each other?) I must
say, though, that Tony looks just as he did the day
we graduated. He works at Educational Testing
Services, where he has been for 23 years. H i s field
is computer systems analysis

Ill finish this

•

column off with a few words about my near-term

NFW

plans. After having been a 72 7 instructor for the
last two years, I'm off to Toulouse. France. to learn
the new version of the A-300, sometimes known
as the Airbus. The new model is loaded w ith all
new state of the art avionics (sometimes known
as magic) and should be great fun to fly. I 11 then
be instructing on this airplane, in France for the
better part of the next nine months. This comes
under the category of "a nasty job, but someones
got to do it:• Anyway, till next time, a u rernir.
C lass secretary: B R I A

F. O LS E N

�6

Washington Drive, Acton, Mass. 0 1 720.

30th reu n ion: J u n e 10-12, 1 988

•

Keeping in

touch with you brings news from Maine to
California. Carol Hall Hui of Sunnyvale, Calif.,

C OLBY
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is enjoying being on the homefronl after owning
her own business. She and Gwen Parker Dhe
si, who lives in Santa Rosa, shared a Moscow
Ballet performance with their respective daugh
ters

•

Larry

LaPo i n t e

heads

the

English

department of the Gardiner, Maine, High School
and was named SAD l J's Teacher of the Year. Lar
ry was selected on the basis of his professional
ism and dedication, his superintendent crediting
him with developing the English curriculum for
the entire school system while also devoting time
to extracurricular activities,
meets

•

including track

Margaret Siebrecht Steffenson told

us of her promotion to associate professor of En
glish at Illinois State University. Congratulations,
Peg, and perhaps you can supply me with grace
ful language to apologize to Gail Arndall Good
win for not updating her name completely when
we at last located her in the Bahamas

•

It was

good lo talk to C i ndy Gardner Bevin in Penn
sylvania and to hear that she will try to make our
30th reunion, after we missed each other during
our offspring's years at Colby

•

Speaking of our

30th reunion, Bob Saltz deserves points as a
cheerleader for that great gathering. Linda
Levinson Remis had just returned from a trip
and was on a walk with her husband, in Swamp
scott. Mass., when they saw Bob. He talked re
union to them, urging their attendance. I f each

C arter Cares for Maine

of us spoke to one other classmate we could sur
prise Bob with our turnout

•

A smaller reunion

has preceded our 30th when 1 4 of the original 1 7
Tri Deltas met for a weekend a t Beryl Scott

It's been a year since the historic Fort Halifax blockhouse was swept down the Ken
nebec River in the flood of April Fool's Day 1 987. Democratic State Representative
Donald V. Carter '57, president of the Friends of Fort Halifax, is working to get it
back. All that remained of a large fort built in 1 754, the blockhouse was restored
several years ago on its original site in Wi nslow overlooking the confluence of the
Sebasticook and Kennebec rivers. After last spring's flood, about 30 of the original
timbers were recovered from the Kennebec. Carter observed wryly, "We could have
saved the whole blockhouse if someone had tied a rope around it:'
Digging for the restoration last summer uncovered an Indian campsite with fire
pit, pottery, and artifacts, possibly from the Red Paint People of 4,000 years ago who
are known to have camped along the Kennebec. WCBB, the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin
TV station in Lewiston, began filming a documentary last summer on the restora
tion process.
Carter, a Winslow native, is owner of his own insurance agency. Following army
service in World War II, he worked for the U.S. Government in Germany until 1 953,
when he returned with his German wife, Wilma. His history and government major
at Colby prepared him, he said, for "serving the public:· In 1 962 he ran for his first
public office as Winslow selectman, an election he won by a vote of 958-957, edg
ing out an incumbent of 1 1 years. He's been serving in Augusta ever since, as state
senator i n the 1 960s and as representative from Winslow since 1 969.
House chair of the powerful Appropriation and Financial Affairs Committee,
Carter has great concern for Maine's resources and serves on numerous commis
sions that oversee these interests. He chairs both the Committee to Study the Im
pact of Game and Non-game Species on Maine's Economy and the Atlantic Sea Run
Salmon Committee. He also chairs the legislative task force on railroads, a body
that aims to preserve and enhance Maine's railroads before they are lost through
neglect. Maine's primary resource, its citizens, receive careful attention also. For
merly chair of the Health and Institutional Services Committee and of the Interim
Appropriation Subcommittee to Study Tuition Costs of State Wards, now chair of
the Interim Subcommittee on Alcohol and Substance Abuse, Representative Car
ter serves their interests. "I love the state of Maine," he said. "To keep it like it is and
let it make the most of its resources without depleting the resources is my primary
concern:·

G lover's home in West Hartford, Conn. Guests
during the weekend, other than that group, in
cluded Colleen and Bruce Blanchard, Norman
and Charlotte "CiCi" Clifton Lee '6 1 , and John
Reisman '55. Sounds like a lot of food was con
sumed - after a three-hour lun ·h it was on to a
five-course Italian dinner at Marietta Pane's
mother's home. !Navy Captam Marietta is the
new chief staff officer at the Naval Education and
Training Center in

ewport, R.I.) A more impor

tant aspect of that special weekend was the
laughing and crying and hugging and sharing of
painful as well as joyful stories, a microcosm of
experiences that could no doubt serve as a reflec
tion of our class. See you June 1 0th and, Mariet
ta, as a special favor to me, would you bring the
six medals you're authorized to wear?!
Class

s e c re t a r y :

M E G AT H L I

,

LOIS

MU

SON

20 Ledgewood

Lane,

Cape

Elizabeth, Maine 04 1 07.

C lass secretary: KAY GERMAN DEAN, 295
Pierce St., Leominster, Mass. 0 1 45 3 .

60--

It was a pleasure to meet Roger Dumas and his

son, Matthew '9 1 , at the fall Sons and Daughters
Banquet. ( He looks uncannily like he did when
we were in school. Does he share this secret?) He's

NFW
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been in investment banking but is retiring from
this career

•

Also there, with their son Jeffrey

'80, were Bob and Carlene Daisy Kelleher. Had
a quick chat with M a re n Stoll S h e r m a n , who
was busy selling her candles at the Colby Crafts
Fair held that weekend

•

While visiting with

Eunice Bucholz Spooner, who lives in nearby
Oakland, got to speak with Janice Rideout Carr,
who called from California, where she is still
teaching math

•

Per usual our first Christmas

card came from C a rol Wickeri Cast i n e, who
writes from Champlain, N.Y. . before the snow
sets in

•

Had multiple news accounrs about

Gordon St. J o h n , who has become the head
hockey coach at the Cranbrook/K.ingswood High
School in Bloomfield H i lls, Mich. His ideals for
sound hockey land he's been coaching most of the

with the years. Other simple pleasures mentioned

Capital Management. Dick had previously served

were quiet evenings by the fireplace. reading

for five years as vice president and chair of the

books sharing with friends; in short. living ful

stock selection committee at Kidder Peabody in

ly, day-to-day, year-after-year. "The things we

New York. Does that move to Reading mean a

weren't doing but wish we were" often reflected

quieter way of life for our peripatetic Colby

the same type of life-enriching pleasure s - our

"mover and shaker?"

hobbies. traveling, exercise/sport activities. The

C lass secretary:

· 1 c H O LSO:-.J

L I N DA

latest questionnaire tries again to elicit some of

GOODMA

this "important stuff:' Yours truly will try lo bet

Hill Rd . , Oakdale. Conn. 06370.

. Fernwold Heights Farm

Lynch

ter capture your lively replies for all to read in
our columns. But we need your input and want
your ideas for improving the output.
C lass secretary: EDWIN " N E D" GOW,
RFD Box 395, Canaan, Conn. 060 1 8.

time since he left Colby) rest with discipline and
conditioning, plus the basic skills. ! How did your
first season go?) • If you '60ers are reading this
and haven't responded with news for our class let

classmates' It's a good thing that my tenure as

ter, NOW is the time! Thanks.

class secretary is coming to an end in June, be

C lass

secre tary:

25th re u n ion: J u ne 1 0- 1 2 , 1 988

BEVERLY J A CK SO N

GLOC KL ER ! M r s. Anthony S.). 39 Whippoorwill
Way, Belle Mead, N .J . 08502.

Greetings

cause my loyal correspondees have deserted me
Among the many responses received from class
mates who could not attend our 25th reunion last
June but wanted to send news to other class mem
bers are the following

6 1...--

•

ancy Rowe Adams

•

wrote from Vicenza, Italy, that she is counseling

this month' I received two letters from classmates
since my class newsletter went out i n October
and no clippings from the Colby clipping service.
This will be the slimmest column ever

•

Jim

M c C o n c h i e responded t o my comments in t h e

soldiers, raising teens Soni and Sam, and looking

class newsletter about his w i f e L i n d a , working

forward to summers in East Boothbay where old

for Michael Dukakis. He wrote: "Linda is not

friends are encouraged to visit. Christmas time

-

skiing in the Italian Alps is also high on the

working on the campaign. (She is now executive
assistant to Kitty Dukakis.) . . . However, I am.

Adams's list of family events.

As a member of the

This column is being written as December snow

daughter, Laurie, is at Dartmouth along with Bar

tee, I would love to hear from classmates interest

bara Davenport's son, Jeff, and daughter, Town 

ed in helping Mike Dukakis become president by

quilts sleeping grass, and bare branches shiver

ancy and John's

in the wind. My thoughts float lo the question Di

ley; Sharon Gear Drake's son, Curt; and Dick

ane Scrafton C o h e n Ferreira wanted to ask

and

classmates: "How about a mini class reunion in

Jeff

Hawaii?" Anyone interested?

Joan
•

! Dignam

'63)

ational Finance Commit

campaigning, hosting fund raisers, et cetera. I can

son,

be reached at 6 1 7-229- 7738 (daysJ. Stan Dubitsky

Among the academic faculty at Mississip

'65 and I had lunch with M i ke Franklin and Jim

S c h m a l t z's

Regina Foley

pi State University is Ben Blaney, who is an as

my Johnson '62 as guests of Lt. Colonel Johnson

Haviland from Farmington. Conn . . Dennis Di

sociate professor of German and whose family

at Hanscom Air Force Base. I t was a nice oppor

o n n e from North Andover, Mass . . and yours

includes son, Weston, 13, and twins Bill and Teal,

•

tunity to visit with members of classes near '63

truly met "in the halls" like yesteryear when we

11

returned to Colby last September for Homecom

cludes N icholas Gross, who is an associate

John Wilson wrote me in August 1987 to say that

ing/Alumni Volunteer Weekend to get "pumped

professor of classics and had his book, Amatory
Persuasion in Antiquity, published in 1 985. ''.Amo,

he would be on sabbatical leave this year from

up" in workshops with our counterparts from
other classes. Only the weather was dreary - the

•

The University of Delaware faculty in

for a change. Looking forward to our 25th!"

•

his job as teacher of French and coach at Belmont

amas, amat;' Nick? His family includes wife Janet

High School. !Some of you may remember that

visit was great! Lots of changes on campus. I f you

and children David and Laura

Peter Beau

John and Nancy [Godley '65] taught at a Lycee

haven't been back for a while, you should. It'll be

mont wrote that he had played competitive men's

Tecnique during the 1983-84 academic year.) John

a real "trip"

Two other suggested questions

hockey until he was 40 but continues his job as

will be returning to France for much of Septem

come to mind for you to think about: "With ad

senior vice president for the First Federal Savings

ber and October to videotape many of their

•

•

vantage of hindsight, would you attend Colby if

Bank of Delaware. He lives in

you had the choice again, and why?" and "If you

with wife Fran a n d children Peter, 1 7, a n d Anne,

He plans to edit these tapes and use them i n his

could retake one class you had at Colby, what

14

S u z a n n e M a r t i n Bro n s t e i n wrote that

teaching next year. John mentioned that he has

would it be?" Let m e know the answers

Lee

she is living in Park Ridge, N .J . , with second hus

taken up a couple of new sports- windsurfing

H olcome M i ll i ke n unburied her first question

band, Richard, five sons, "his and hers;' and is a

and golf - and is enjoying them both. He plays

naire just in time. She and husband Arthur live

senior programmer analyst. For those of us who

some tennis and jogs to keep in shape. In response

in Carlisle, Mass .. where she is an outreach coun

remember Suzanne as a fine, budding dramatic

to my "spare time" question, John said that his is

selor for the over-60 population. Arthur is presi

actress, "I started in the theater in the '60s inspired

taken with activities with his boys, Seth, 16, and

dent of Acorn Structures. They both still ski but

by Dr. Irving Suss, but ended up in the '80s in high

have really gotten into bicycling - for two weeks

tech!"

Among one of the class book responses

Ben, 13. They all spend time at their cabin on
Deer Isle, Maine, usually in August, and this sum

•

•

•

orristown, Pa . .

French friends in their homes and workplaces.

that intrigued me was one from Gail Macomber

mer spent three weeks at the French School of

lands. Their two sons are away at college, and

C heeseman, who is co-owner, with her hus

Middlebury College, where Nancy is working

their daughter is a high school senior

Lee

band, Doug, of Cheeseman's Eco-Safaris and In

toward her M.A.

joined Claire Lyons for their annual lunch at the

ternational Wildlife and Photography Tours. Trips

column in the spring Alumnus, though my dead

Museum of Fine Arts, i n Boston, and each won

included tours of Brazil, Australia, and New

line is early December. I cannot. therefore. bring

a flower

Ve n t re

Guinea, and safaris were being planned for Tan

penned eloquently one problem with preparing

zania, Seychelles, and Kenya. Maybe she can help

Reunion, but I can tell you this: many classmates

land answering) questionnaires: "Questionnaires

plan your next exotic trip!

have responded with their Anonymous Question

never bring out the very important everyday

of an August 1 987 exhibition of a one-artist show

naires and their Biographical Sheets. C a t hy

things we do which are the real fiber of most peo

for Ellie Tomlinson , a well-known Marblehead

M c C o n n e l l Webber was very pleased with the

in France last fall and a week in the San Juan Is

ple's lives .

arrangement

•

A n n Weir

•

. because we tend to measure our

lives in jobs done, titles acquired, and salaries

•

News was received

•

You will be reading this

you a current picture of the progress of the Big

artist. The exhibition featured paintings in oils,

early responses, and I can tell you that the suc

watercolors, and pastels of familiar Marblehead

cess of the book will depend on the number oi

earned. True, doing a job you enjoy and which is
challenging is wonderful; but I think for many of

scenes such as Gashouse and Devereux beaches.

us who take the time to send our bio sheets in.

Ellie, who has had more than a dozen solo shows,

This Reunion Book will be a great update for each

us, especially us liberal arts people, the impor

teaches art at the Tower Day School

From

of us to keep long after the reunion memories

Reading, Pa .. news has been received of Dick

fade. So thanks to each of you who took the time

tant things are all the little pleasures in a day or
a week:' Quite a few replies cited the very real
pleasures - and challenges - of raising our chil
dren, watching them - and u s - grow and change

•

Schmaltz's appointment as executive vice presi

to write i t out and mail it in! If you haven't already

dent, head of investment strategy, and member

contacted your favorite friends at Colby to e n 

of the investment policy committee of McGlinn

courage t h e m to attend our reunion, today would

COLBY
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be a great l i m e to do i l . If you do not have phone
nu mbers for classmates, the alumni office will
pr vide them . Or call me at 207-8-+3-6445, and
I will gladly do t h e same. You could help me by

Clippings from the alumni office bring us news

send i n g a postcard or note in the next few days

promoted to vice president and investment coun

so I'll have some news for my summer col u m n .
A b l a n k p a g e won't be m u c h f u n ! Ta ke c a r e o f
yourselves until we m e e t face to face i n J u n e a t
Colby.
C l ass

secre t a r y :

KAREN

BEG A N N Y

BRYAN ( M rs. William L . ) . R F D 2, Box 6560, East
Holden, M a i n e 04429.

of the following three ill ust rious classmates:
Ke ith Robbins of Simsbu ry, Con n . , has been
sel of Phoenix Mutual Life Insu rance. Ke ith
earned his j u r i s doctor degree from the U n iver
sity of Con necticut School of Law

Jay Fell's

•

most recent book, Mining the Summit, publi shed
in

late

1 986,

exa m i n e s a

1 0-mile,

isolated,

6 2,..____
C lass secretary: SUSAN DAGGETT DEAN
( M rs. Ross A . ) , 2930 1 N. I 1 4th St .. Scottsdale,
Ariz. 85255.

mineral-laden region i n the Colorado mou ntains
that is of sign i ficance lo Colorado's mining his
tory. Jay followed up his chemistry degree at Col
by w i t h a master's degree in American history
and a doctorate degree in American economic
history from the U n iversity of Colorado

•

Jim

Sa lisbury is now work i n g at the U.S. Embassy

H e re I am back once aga i n as class secretary to

as a result of his recent appoi ntment as the U.S.

20th reunion: J u n e 1 0- 1 2 , 1 988

State Department's fisheries altache in Japan. Jim

lax i n the warm J u n e sun, smell the lilacs. and

had been the general manager of the Portland

rem i n i sce with old friends - a reunion i n June.

( Ma i n e ) Fish Exchange. He spent time teaching
• Another '66er pro

Colby memories are on many mi nds. Jane

pinch hit for Barby Darl i ng. By now you have

i n Japan in the late sixties

•

Come re

received and returned (have you?- if not, please

tecting our int erests overseas is Doug Keene of

Finkeldey Stephenson remembers friends and
going to her first "beach party" when i t was 30

do it now ! ) the brief 25th reunion update request.

Muscat, Oman. Doug is deputy chief of mission

degrees. Jane's a medical school social worker

I was really pleased with the great response so

at the American Embassy. Bet h Adams Keene

now with two children, Kate, 10, and Sarah, 5,

far - many of you included notes with some news

is a teacher and assistant principal al the school

whom she will probably dispatch i f they ever pull

and expressed your enthusiasm and anticipation

she helped establish in M usca t . We assume U n 

for the reunion, albeit almost two years away.

c l e S a m w i l l send you all home to M a i n e for your

Savage recalled his favorite professor, John

We'll be in touch with those who generously

25th College reunion

offered to help with the planning. We have big

are still al college. John Carvellas is chairman

Sutherland, and the smell of Colt 45 • The smell
of "Oni e's.'' great people, and the competition be

plans afoot, so stay i n touch and put i t on your

of the economics department and assistant aca

tween frats without a n imosity mean Colby for

calendars now

demic dean of St. M ichael's College i n Ver

Pete Swett. Pete is having a ball with his son Bil

•

A few brief notes. Ken Palmer

•

Many of our classmates

any similar stunts

A writer, Robert Basil

•

bas been named executive vice president of

mont

Noyan Arsan is professor of account

ly. 7, "a little jock just l i ke his dad:' Pete owns his

Cbamberlayne J u n ior College in Boston. In this

ing and finance at West Georgia College, and Jan

own photography business and specializes i n chil

role as the college's chief executive officer, he will

Holt Arsan is director of developmenUalumni af

dren's portraits

be responsible for the daily operations of the col

fairs at Georgia State U n i versity

•

ew

• '"Sitting bells' i n Woodman
Hall where I met my husband, Joe '66, while he
waited for his date to get ready" i s a strong Col

bining Cbamberlayne with Mount Ida Junior Col

England College in New Hampshire

Anne

by memory, wrote Meg Schwartz Loomis. Meg

lege. Ken, w ho is a CPA, has an M . B. A . from

Ruggles Gere is an English professor at the

and Joe adopted Bobbi Jo and Brad five years ago

Babson. H e and his wife, Betsey (Stevens '65), and

University of Michigan

and have loved watching them grow into lovable

their four daughters live in Newfields, N . H .

ticing social work , Carol Rodgers Good is now

teenagers

Congratulations to Jon Choate, who was selected

teaching it. She recently became assistant profes

Panepento replied F E A R . Fear of driving with

a s one of three mathematics teachers i n Mas

sor of social work at Eastern Kentucky U n iver

sachusetts to receive state level recognition i n the

sity

I n add it ion to r u n n i n g his own business,

Barry's four kids, ranging from 9 to 1 7, and his

Presidential Awards for Excellence in Science and

Barbour Compu t i ng of Cape Neddick, Mai ne,

job as senior technical instructor for Taylor I n 

lege and will be instrumental in the work of com

•

•

Jim Draw

bridge is director of development for

•

•

•

After 18 years of prac

•

When asked about Colby, Barry

the legendary John Winkin to baseball games.

Wes Barbour teaches computer courses to adults

strument keep h i m busy these days

by the National Science Foundation. Jon is chair

at the U n iversity of New Hampshire

fondly remembers Colby and a t i m e of i n no

Mathematics Teaching, a program administered

•

Bobbie

cence

•

Peter Roy

Dave Parker, currently a public affairs

man of the math depa rtment at the Groton

Brewster is a real estate agent w i t h the firm of

School, where he coaches football and giris' hock

Shannon & Luchs i n Washington, D.C., but she

director, recounts the following: "In the dawning

ey. In addition, he is coauthor of the Bank Street

is spending time at American University as a can

of the Age of Aquarius, Animal House, and the
Vietnam War, Colby's visionary gatekeeper, Dean

•

Writer, develops software at the Bank Street Col

didate for her master's degree i n architectural his

lege of Education, and teaches graduate computer

tory

courses a t Lesley College

I had a note from

dent at the U niversity of Louisville w h i le also

to arrange for me not one but two involuntary

Karen Knudsen Day. who is international purs

working as coordinator of special events at Louis

sabbaticals, enabling me to return rehabilitated

e r for TWA and also has her own firm, "Decors

ville's J . B. Speed Art Museum. Pam traveled and

as a model student"

by Day." She wrote that she ran i n to John

studied in I taly last summer

Bill Donahue,

calling herself a domestic slave, recalls trudging

Kreideweis on a flight to St. Louis and said that

a lawyer from Windsor, Vt . . enjoyed a recent trip

•

•

Pam Harris Holden is an art history stu

•

George T. N ickerson '24, wisely had the foresight

•

Nancy Fischer Reale,

John is now working for Ernst & W h i nney, an ac

to Paris, France, while t h e Densens, Peter and

to class through the snow, living i n Averill H a l l ,
eating i n Roberts U nion, and s w i m m i n g i n the

counting firm, as senior manager i n i t s national

Ellie ( Eichmann '67). fled Iowa, where Peter i s a

ocean on Spring Weekend. Now Nancy's three

doctor, for six European cou ntries on a wonder

sons keep her too busy with their sports travels

aerospace and defense contractor services group,

Carleton Akeley

ful business trip

news next issu e - i n the meantime, keep those re

band, Joe Hewitt, both college librarians i n North

i s still amazed by Professor Evans Reid, who

Carolina, left their books to take a trip to Australia

could give an hour lecture on organjc chemistry

and New Zealand this w inter

Jan Atherton Hoffman, who married Bill Hoff

w i thout being stale or outdated. Carleton's two
children, five stepchildren, and four stepgrancl

man of P h iladelphia i n June of 1 987. Jan is a

c h i ldren help keep him up to date

plies to the update comi ng - the 25th is one event
not to m i ss'
Class secretary: CECE SEWALL POITER.
42 M iddle St . . Lex i ngton, Mass. 02 1 73.

C lass secretary: MARCIA H A R D I N G AN
DERSON , 1 5 Brechin Terrace, Andover, Mass.
0 1 8 1 0.
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•

Susan N u tter and her hus

to think about spring dips

based i n both Los Angeles and St. Lou i s . More

•

Best w i shes to

•

•

Frank

•

D u n to n t h i n k s of Colby and driving to Boston

Martha DeCou, a reference librarian from Boul

in the snow. Frank took a Bare boat charter i n the

primary school principal in Wiscasset, M a i n e

der, Colo. . announces that she and Don Dick will

British Virgin Islands that he highly recom

be married on May 14, 1 988, i n an outdoor

mends

ceremony 9,000 feet up i n the Colorado Rockies!

publisher of M in i a t u re Magazines, a series of

Our best wishes to you, Couie, and thank you for

publications

allowing me to end t h i s column on a high

of Fuller Brush

note . .

president of the Bangor-Waterville Chapter of the

Class secretary: MEG FALLON WH EEL
ER ( M rs. W i l liam A . I l l ) , Box 493, West Boxford,
Mass. 0 1 855.

•

Meanwhile Bob Hayden was named
•

David Bryan became president
•

Sally Connor Parks became

National Association of Accou ntants. Congratu
lations all

•

Bill McKinney also has a new book

out, American Mainline Religion, published by Rut-

gers University Press 1see Ex Librisl

Kalman

•

Si nofsky a plastic surgeon, is li\'ing in t h e

Nutter Goes by the Book

Worcester

1 a s s. . a r e a with his w i f e . Mi llie. a n d

t h e i r t h r e e children

•

J o h n Leopo ld , n o w o u t

of politics, h a s given up his private law practice
and has been appointed district judge for Colora

As director of libraries for North Carolina State University, Susan K . utter '66 i s
responsible for t h e overall administration of North Carolina State's D . H . Hill Library
and its five branch libraries, which together make up one of the 1 20 major research
libraries in the United States. Space management, technological development, and
planning for future l ibrary services at an additional North Carolina State campus
are j ust a few of the challenges of her position .
'We're the most heavily used library in North Carolina. We serve everyone i n
t h e state, as well as o u r o w n community;' explained Nutter, w h o cites Colby Professor
of English Pat Brancaccio as the person who encouraged her to enter the field: "He
developed in me an appreciation for libraries and the difference they can make in
research and the educational process:· After graduating as an A merican literature
major, she obtained her M . L. S. from Simmons College i n 1 968 while simultaneously
working for the M . I .T. libraries i n a progran1 that was a pioneer in the field of library
computerization. At M.LT. she became the associate director for collection manage
ment and technical services and did further graduate work at the Sloan School of
Management.
N utter, who grew up i n East Bridgewater, Mass. , left M.LT. because she was
"committed to this kind of position:' North Carolina State, w hich has an enrollment
of 24,000, i s w ithin 2 0 miles of Duke University and the University of North Caro
lina at Chapel Hill. The three institutions have a long history o f cooperation, and
together their library systems hold nearly ten million books. 'We have jointly de
veloped a public access system that enables a user to search all catalogues at the
same time;' Nutter said. The computerized system used at the North Carolina univer
sities i s the only one of its kind i n North America.
"It's been a real adjustment;' she said of her move, after she, her husband, and
her two stepchildren managed a commuting marriage for seven years. Nutter's hus
band, Joe Hewitt, is the associate university librarian at the University of North Caro
lina at Chapel H i l l and a professor at the school of library and information science.
Nutter and H ewitt also cooperate in
another i m portant part of North
Carolina life - basketball . " I am real ·
l y addicted to college basketball;' she
said, admitting that she roots for the
North Carolina State Wolfpack's nem
esis: "We have season tickets to both,
but I'm really a Tar Heels fan:' This
fact would seem to bode well for con
tinued smooth cooperation between
the libraries at the two schools.

ENC

do's 1 8th judicial district. He was in Boston for
Alex Palm e r's 40th, where he saw Gary \\'eaver
and Rich Beddoe. John also stays in touch w i t h
P e t e Rouse administrative assistant to Senator
Tom Daschle 1 0. . S. Oak . I . See you in the Spa
C lass secretary: JA

N SE 10

IAN Box

1 09, Sandwich, Mass. 02563.

6<J-

__
___

C lass secretary: DO

NA MASSEY S Y K ES

2505 SW Crest Lane, Rochester.

1inn. 55902 .

7Q

_
_

Dr. Peter MacKinlay really gets around. Peter
wrote that he spent five weeks in Chma - sailing
on the Yangtze River and visiting Hong Kong. Fu
ture travels called for Puerto Vallarta over the
holidays, perhaps Tibet , and celebrating his 40th
birthday "Canyon Ranch-style" in Tucson, Ariz.
Peter reported proudly that he i s in better physi
cal shape now than when he was at Colby. H is
reason is unique. He has been in weight training
with a Soviet Olympic specialist who runs a pri
vate club in Chicago, Peter's home base

•

From

Vermont comes word of Wallace Tapia, who has
been made senior tax manager in the Burlington
office of Smith, Batchelder and Rugg, New E n 
gland's largest regional accounting firm. Wally d i d
postgraduate w o r k at the University of Vermont
after Colby and has logged over 10 years in pub
lic accounting. H e is married to another of our
classmates, Mona Bur ne t t, and they live in Col
chester, Vt., with their two children

•

Kudos

goes to Elinor Bartel M i l ler. who in addition to
her jobs as program director of Pine Tree Legal
Assistance and mother of three, has been honored
by the Jewish Federation's Community Council
of Southern Maine for her broad leadership role
in Portland's Jewish community. The prestigious
award was conferred on her for many years of
hard work with temple youth, the aged, Hadas
sah, chairing the Portland Community Hebrew
School Committee, and heading the National
Council of Jewish Women's religious affairs com
mittee. Elinor's love of her heritage has prompt
ed her to share her knowledge with all age groups
and

in

many

capacities

in

her

communi

ty • Turning back to some of the que tionnaires
o f the past year: Martha B e l d e n K l e i n e r m a n
responded t h a t she balances t h r e e children ano
a thriving law practice i n Boston's South Shore.
Her husband, Mark, operates a catering business.
Martha wrote that she has time to enjoy her work
but not to travel

•

Deborah H awks Kelley, also

in the Bay State ( M i lton ) . and her husband have
adopted a daughter, Katrina. Debbie teaches lan
guages, and some of her former students are now

COLBY
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Reaching Out and Touc hing Maine
" I 've n ever worked f o r anyone else ;' expl ained Thomas

dinner downtown in Little Italy. Sid Farr '55, Col·

D. M c Brierly '69, who was

g r a p h Company. A f t e r serving as a general accountant in several of the company's
New E ngland locations, Mc Brierty a nd his fam i ly moved Lo Cape E lizabe th, Maine,
last May w h e n he left N ET&T's Boston office for their Portland site. Current Colby
tudents may note t h a t M c Brierty's original job resulted from an on-campus inter·
v iew w i t h an N E T&T recru iter.
The move north has been a pleasure for M c B rie rty, w ho pointed out that "com·
m u t i ng from Cape E l izabeth to Po rtland i s a lot easier than d riving into Boston ev·
ery day'' S m a l l joys such as t h i s are l i kely i mportant to a man who i s responsible

$350 m i l lion i n annual revenue and
2 , 1 00 emp loyees. "As far as numbers of employees goes, we're i n the top

for the d i rection of a n organization with over

1 5 i n the state. To say the least , it's a big venture;' said McBrierty, whose duties range
from ove rseeing the day-to-day provision of phone service to dealing with "the ex·
ternal enviro n ment"; that is, maintaining a good rapport w i t h state and federal
gove rnment and keeping abreast of legislation conce rn ing the telecom m u n ications
i n d ustry.
H i s prior involvement with Maine state government helped McBrierty prepare
for h i s new position. Fol lowing t h e court -ordered d isso l u t ion of AT&T i n

1 984, he

spe nt much of his t i m e i n Augusta testifying before the Maine Public Utili t ies Com ·
mission. "I had to justify and explain the financial ramifications of that change;· added
M c B r ierty. That was no simple task, since the public was slow lo accept the new
rules. As c hief o f accounting for Maine, h i s i m m ersion i n and fa m i liarity with the
complexities o f t h e company's operations i n t h e state readied h i m for his new
c ha l lenge.
"Colby was extremely good to m e . I could never have gone to Colby w i t hout
a scholarship t h ey gave m e ," said McBrierty, a business admi nist ration major, who
credits former Colby baseb a l l coach John W i n k i n w i t h advice and help i n obtai n ·
i n g m o n e y to cover t ui tion f o r t h e second semester of h i s freshman year. U n t i l r e ·
c e n t l y M c B rierty w a s t h e coach, as h e g u i d e d his son's baseball t e a m as well as h i s
daughter's basket ball team . " I ' m n o t s u r e they appreciate i t yet;' h e sa id , noting t hat
his kids were not a lways t h r i l l e d to
have their fat h e r serve as coac h . Un·
doubtedly

t h ey'l l

come

to

value

McBri erty's efforts, j u st as more than

500,000 M a i ners appreciate his com·
pany's phone service every day.
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Here in Baltimore, Steve and I are in

We recently hosted a very successful organizing

recen tly named vice presi dent for Maine of the New England Telephone and Tel e ·

more than

•

the process of getting a local Colby Club together.

by's alumni secretary, came down from Water·
ville to help us gel going. The group was good
sized and enthusiastic, so we are looking forward
to future events and to strengthening our ties with
Colby through alumni participation from afar.
Hope 1 988 is good to all of you. Don't forget to
keep me posted as to your news and that of any
classmates who might cross your pat h .
C l a s s secretary: L A U R A STRUC K H OFF
C L I N E !Mrs. Steven D.), 6602 Loch Hill Rd., Bal·
timore, Md. 2 1 239.

7/.,.__

-

-

I hope that 1 988 finds everyone hale and hearty
and eager to respond to the next round of class
questionnaires. My last column seems to have ex·
hausted every scrap of information from my
trusty post-reunion batch. However, I'm count·
ing on the same great response. In the interim,
former class secretary Janet Beals !who must
have ESP about this sort of thing) wrote that she
remembers desperately needing updates and gra·
ciously provided some about herself and husband
David 1elson. They're still living in Denver,
Colo., but have made some job changes. Janet is
working as a waitress in a five-star restaurant
called The Rattlesnake Club, and David is em ·
ployed as the rooms division manager at the lo·
cal Sheraton. They had journeyed East recently
to attend 20th high school reunions and were
eagerly anticipating Nancy H a m mar Austi n's
December visit. And a final personal message
from Janet: "We'd love to hear from any Colby
people who get to the Denver area" • Also, news
from New Hampshire has reached me that Ken·
dall Didsbury was honored last summer by the
Tilton School. Ken has been presented with the
Jesse Murton and Irene Clark Durrell Chair of
English Literature in recognition of superior
teaching. Congratulations, Ken! Having returned
to the teaching ranks again this fall, I was espe·
cially pleased to learn that Ken's efforts had been
rewarded. I'm currently teaching Latin at
Leominster !Mass.) High School, serving as class
advisor to the class of 1 99 1 and dealing with the
ramifications of adopting a kitten who appears
to be the feline equivalent of a pit bull dog. On
account of the latter, it was a real pleasure to es·
cape the house to attend Steve Dane's wedding
to Jodi Stratton in Marblehead, Mass., on Novem·
ber 2 1 . The bride was beautiful, the groom was
handsome, and quite a few Colby alumni and
alumnae were present to toast their happiness.
Among those seen i n attendance were Nancy
eckes, Bruce Dumar! '72, Bill and Mary Ellen
Glennon, Richard "Ken" and Beth Kenworthy,
and Dave and Debbie Bittenbender Collins '72.
Dave and Debbie have finally completed the last
step in their move from Washington, D.C., to
Maine and closed on a home in the Portland area.
Since I had been rather dreading writing this
column due to what I thought was the lack of
material, I was overjoyed to accept Bill Glennon's
offer !after only minor arm twisting) to "guest·
write" this column. Well, I didn't need to take you
up on the offer this time, Bill. But I'm going pub·
lie with it because one of these issues, I will be
contacting you. One final note, Barry Kelly: your

DU brothers spent some time at Scooter's wed 
ding recalling your/their exploits of yesteryear.
Let them hear from you.
Class secretary: L I N DA C H ESTER, 46 Lin
coln St., H udson , Mass. 0 1 749.

and Liz Ross W i t h n e l l . Ellen works for the
Washington Post in data processing. She had a
great trip to London last fall (and has never looked

prettier ' ) . Liz and David live in Rockville, Md.
with their children, Jennifer and Andrew. Liz re

cently "retired" to be at home. David is an attor
ney for an energy law firm in Washington, D.C.,
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As promised, continued news from your ques
tionnaires, as I write to you amidst Christmas
preparations. After 1 3 years i n Africa, Rebecca

where Guy has his own commercial photography

the unique and humorous news from Sally
Chester Williford but have run out of room. Sal

business and Anne is the executive director of the
Connecticut Coalition Against Domestic Vio

ly, I'll begin with you next time!

lence

his Ph.D. in English at SUNY is Steve Hake, who

1 1 1 1 2 Broad Green Drive, Potomac, Md. 20854.

is excited about his plans to return to Taiwan af
ter grad school to continue teaching literature in
a Chinese University. Steve and rus wife have four
children, all fluent in Taiwanese and Chinese •
Renovating a recently purchased Victorian home

has studied, taught, and translated in Egypt and

in Reading, Mass., keeps Russ H arris and his

Dick

j u st moved to New York State after working in
Los Angeles and the Philippines. He's planning
a fourth trip to lnclia this winter

•

From Poland,

N.Y. , J o h n Crabtree wrote of his job i n transpor

1 5t h reunion: June 1 0- 1 2 , 1 988

A.s our 1 5th

•

reunion rapidly approaches, I want to urge every
one to think once again about returning to visit
Mayflower H il l ! Having visited Colby twice re
cently, I can attest to how the campus has
changed (definitely for the better! ) , with much

tation management with St. Johnsbury Trucking

new construction and many renovations. It's al

and his life at home with wife Barbara and "wild

ways great to gather with old friends so come and

Indians" Eric and Evan. H e greatly regrets Col

see for yourself- I promise you won't be disap

by's decision to disband campus fraternities. H e
and Paul McGurren enjoy a n annual fishing trip
to Maine

•

And three long-term bachelors are

no longer single. H e n r y Ogilby married Anne

pointed. I recently heard from Seth D u n n , who
i s director of professional services at the Child
and Fan1ily Service of Springfield, Mass. Seth
lives in Northan1pton and enjoys long clistance bi

Phillips i n May. They met i n Switzerland. They

cycling i n western Massachusetts

are now restoring an eighteenth-century farm

mer Lois Leonard Stock organized a retrospec

house

tive of the artwork of her late husband, Philip.

Boston

along the
•

M a i ne

coast

and

live

in

W i l l iam Goldstein married Cenlee

Faitlur i n August. They live i n Fairfield, Iowa,

Last sum

•

The collection was on display i n Milwaukee be
fore moving on to Portland

•

I received word

where Bill works as legal counsel and professor

that Bob M c G u r n , who has been teaching high

at Maharishi International University

school English in West Buxton, Maine, for the

•

And

Jim Colburn plans to marry Peggy Amon in ear

past seven years, i s making a splash i n the field

ly 1 988 after a trans-Atlantic courtship; she's from

of drama . A year ago, Bob was the regional win

England. Jim lives i n Denver, works i n real estate

ner of the Irene Ryan Best Actor Award at the

appraisal, and devotes his spare time to church

American College Theater Festival. Last April he

activities and fitness

was scheduled to go on and compete with other

•

From her lovely old coun

try farmhouse on a winding lane in South

regional winners at the Kennedy Center for the

borough, Mass. (that's my description, it's a very

Performing Arts i n Washington

special

Cochrane

ni i n the Freeport area may recognize a familiar

described her busy job with M.l.T.s alumni associ

face i n their local weekly, The News. Jeanne Irv

ation. Her free time is limited, but she and her

ing Angel. in addition to her job with the Port

place ) ,

Katherine

Reed

husband, John, do extensive gardening and delve
into the history of old homes. Katherine and I
ere Colby roommates and had the greatest
weekend i n late September on campus for
Homecoming

Weekend.

There

I

•

Colby alum

land school system, wrote the "Freeport News"
column for the paper. Be sure to check it
out!

Gary Lawless i s owner of Gulf of Maine

•

Books i n Brunswick and i s also owner and origi

saw J o h n

nator of the Blackberry Press, a small publishing

Koons, w h o practices dentistry in Waterville and

company. Gary has recently republished works

continues to do much volunteer work for Colby,

by several previously popular but now out-of

and Larry and Janet Perethian Bigelow '73 . Larry

print Maine authors

has a demanding bank position, and the couple

prize

in

has two young children

test

Jonathan LeVeen h a s shifted career

•

Judy Moreland Spitz

sent me a great long letter from Waterford, Conn.

•

•

Dick Cass won second

Redhook's 1 9 88 short

story

con

direction and last spring joined Duffy Darrow, an

She is married to Bob, an obstetrician/gynecolo

advertising and public relations agency operat

gist, and mothers three sons. She also works at

ing i n Camden and Bangor. Most recently, he was

updating their older home, extensive volunteer

familiar to Boston area classmates for his on

activities for school and hospital, crafts, and fit

camera

ness. Judy keeps i n contact with Ann B o n n e r

Hart joined Eliot Bank last year as vice president

V i d o r , P e t e r and Pam Mause Vose, and J e n ny

of construction lending. Previously he was a vice

reporting

with

WBZ-TV

•

M ichael

Smuts Kilpin from South Africa. Our classmates

president i n the real estate group at the Bank of

have such varied lifestyles and locations

New England

•

C l i ff

Finishing his M . A. at Yale and beginning

•

Class secretary: JANET HOLM G ERBER,

Zimbabwe and upon returning to the U.S. plans
•

in the Alumnus' Guy Freeman , Anne Menard
'75, and their two children live in Hartford. Conn .,

post-Colby years is a rich and colorful one. She

Kay n o r h a s worked f o r the Transcendental

naires in the last few months. Hopefully, the news
won't be too old by the time the column appears

and Liz most recently was an attorney for the
• I was anxious to end with

Routh Ismail plans to return to the U.S. i n ear

another M.A. degree, in interpretation

_____
__

Thanks to all of you who completed the question

j ustice department

ly 1 988. The wonderful story she wrote of her

Meditation organization since graduation. H e has

7'f

•

Roberta Rollins Wallace is

and E l l e n J o nes-Walker both teach English as

very busy these days, balancing family, part-time

wife busy. Russ is a real estate appraiser in "real
life" • M a rj o r i e Moore "Mardi" Fish is a
graphic artist at a small printer/publisher i n
Woods Hole, Mass., where s h e h a s been work
ing half time since the birth of her daughter in
April 1 986. Mardi never anticipated that she
would travel extensively. However, Japan, Hong
Kong, China, and Wales are a few of the places
she

and

date!

•

her

husband

have

frequen ted

to

Another Massachusetts resident. Don

Levis and his wife adopted an infant girl from
Colombia in 1 986. An avid golfer, Don works as
an assistant controller at the Analytic Science
Corp. in Reading • Dr. George Knauer I I I
wants t o know where his old organic partner, Dr.
Brent Cote, is' ln spite of having to give up snow
skiing, George is settled in to a growing practice
as a cruropractor in West Orange, N.J.

Jeffrey

•

Barske also has a question: "where is the Worcester
Alumni Club?" Jeffrey is a vice president and
branch administrator at Mechanics Bank in
Thompson, Conn. , where he lives with his wife
and two daughters, a horse, and a pony

•

that Laurel "Laurie" Bedig passed the

ew York

I trust

bar exam in July and is currently adjusting to life
in a large Manhattan law firm. Laurie visited ] .
Watt Bradshaw i n t h e Shenandoah Valley not
too long ago and reported that he and his wife
were about to move into their new solar home.
Laurie would like to know the whereabouts of
Molly Steffey

•

Prudence Hoerter Parks re

cently resigned from her full-time federal lobby
ing position with Washington Gas Light to spend
more time with her two children and open up her
own law practice

•

Anne Graves McAul i ff

(class v.p.) and Scott Hobden (class pres.) met
with Sue Conant Cook '75 to assure the success
of our next reunion i n 1 989. Starting well i n ad
vance, we're sure that a number o f changes are
i n store. Mark your calendars now! Some of you
lucky souls will be drafted for planning this gala
event. UntiJ next time Class secretary: CAROL D. WYNN E, 7
oyes Ave., Waterville, Maine 0490 1 .

7s
Hello once again' I n the news this time is J o h n

a second language in Anchorage, Alaska. Like

work, and part-time graduate work i n library

C o pp inger, w h o w a s recently promoted to vice

many of you, they are remodeling their home. Of

science. That's all the news for now. Remember

president and manager of a treaty underwriting

special interest i s their indoor kitchen garden,

our 1 5t h !

built to complement their health-consciousness
by providing fresh produce all winter

•

I regu

larly see Ellen K i nney McCarthy and David

C l a s s secretary: J A N ET

unit of the Skandia America Group. John is now
PERETHIA

a C.P.C.U. with 1 2 years experience of treaty rein

B I GELOW ( M r s . Lawrence C . ) , 144 Washington

surance underwriting under his belt

Ave., Needham, Mass. 0 2 1 92 .

Potter resigned from his position on the Water-

•

COLBY

Larry

39

v i l l e, Maine. city cou ncil last summer. Although

and wife Yvonne now have th ree children

in the midst of his third term. Larry, a lawyer, also

Nancy da Silveira is a visual anthropologist and

decided to leave his law practice i n order to be

received the Albert Wesley Frey Award for her

rece ntly completed work on her first major eth

come a teacher N o word on where his ambitions

nogra phic fi l m , t i t l ed "Flight of the Dove:' She

mo,·ed him to

excellence a s a bank assistant vice presi
dent • Mark Richardson started up h i s own

p ro d u c ed

•

Pat Clark Estes, currently

president of the Central Maine Chapter of the Na

and

d i re c t e d

this

film

about

•

a

Portuguese-American Comm unity in Southern

e rn Massachusetts

management
Ga.

•

Elizabeth H i rsch Ward

•

con s u l t i n g

Joanne Karlin

f i rm

in

Rosw e l l ,

ordhagen says that

tional Federation of the Blind, is actively cam

California and its Holy Spirit festival

paigning f r the rights of legally blind ( t hough

D. Bourne, Jr. is a contact specialist for the U.S.

partially sighted) people to be taught Braille

I

General Services Ad mi nistration. His marriage

received a short note from C urt Gowdy, Jr., up

working for herself in marketing analysis

to Melissa Butte rfield i n May was well attended
by classmates, including Brad Cohen, Don Gen

Gottesfeld quit practicing law to become direc
tor of new projects at a small publishing firm in

•

dating me on his latest adventures. He is now the

Robert

•

Amy Schenck Frankel is now V P of marketing
for !.:Orea] Cosmetics

•

Mona Pinette enjoys

coordi na t i n g producer of ABC's "Wide World of

tile, John Mason ' 77 , and best man Jamie Bourne

Sports:· H i recent credits include production of

NYC and has done quite well there

'8 1 . Bob and Melissa spent their honeymoon in

spo rts-minded:

the '87 World Series, and he is c u rrently prepar

Great

Britain

Mary Mabon Colonna

•

is

finished

the

C la udia

•

•

Jeff

For the

Thornsjo Takacs

YC Marathon in the top

10

i n g for the Calgary W i n ter Olympics. H e finds

spending time at home with her two children. An 

double enjoyment/trouble on the home fro n t ,

percent - Good Show!

nie and Benj a m i n . She and her husband. Robert,

w h e r e he and wife K a r e n are the parents of twin

pervi es the creation of the computerized Nation

a computer consu l t a n t , recently renovated their
75-year-old home. Mary is working at the Hen

al Archives, his Rotisserie League baseball team

daughters - Charlotte and Katherine - born Au
gust 20, 1 987. Congra tu lations, Curt! You may

ry Clay Frick Family Museum preparing for a

(way to go!)

fi nd that bringing up kids will be the biggest

1 990 open ing

(Cape Elizabeth H igh School) made it to the 1 986

prod uction job eve r 1

On a personal note, we

t i t l e exa m i n e r al Scheier, Scheier and Graham.

Maine

had a mini Colby reun ion al my house last fall

Sam, her oldest. just began kindergarten but

Other news: Ken and Judy Beland are expect

•

•

n

Kate Co e, mother of two, is a

•

Bill Yoder not only su

has finished first or second four years in a row
•

State

Charles Burch's lacrosse team
High

School

Championship!

•

when Bev O'Brient Carne and Deb Field Hoff

Burke (3) is sti l l a l home. They a l l spent a week

ing in July. Thanks to all who answered the ques

m a n n dropped in for a visit. Bev had husband
M i ke a n d 1 8 -month-old J e n n i fe r in tow, while

i n Kennebunk relaxing on the beach this summer.
Kate recently began studying Kung Fu and finds

of changes. I have forwarded all address changes

Deb brought along her husband. Doug. Both Deb

it both relaxing and muscle building

Rebecca

to the a l u m n i office, i n case anybody wants to

and Bev also brought along large t u m m ies, as

H u shing is president of her own advertising

find anybody. Speaking of which, anybody heard

both were expecting new additions at year

agency called Advertising. Marketing and Promo

from Awetu Simesso lately?

end

Stuart Cushner wrote that 1 986 was a

tional Services. She's been spending most of her

gold banner year for h i m . He got married to Shar

time bui lding her business, com pleting her e n 

•

•

o n , a real estate broker, and opened his own or

tire questionnaire with a work-related

t hodontal practice in Taunton, Mass. H e also

swer

•

an

his career as a professional student. Currently
he i s studying composition with P u l i tzer Prize

elected presi dent of t h e Tau nton Dental Socie

w i n n i n g composer Bernard Rands at Boston

JackieJones H uckle is a teacher of English

University and has joined the Boston Composers

and French and lives in Walpole, Mass. Her sec

Consortium. Last summer he was a fellow in the

ond child, David. was born la t year. Welcoming

Center for Compositional Studies at the Aspen

•

him home was four-year-old Laura. Jackie's hus

Music Festival. Although his classical composing

band, N i c holas, is a French professor • From
Bon ita Springs. F l a . , Elizabeth Ernst Thomp

has taken a back seal (according to Arthur). he
has had over a dozen arrangements published by

son wrote that she is involved in rental manage

Chester (London). Eschig (Paris). Universal (Vien

ment. She married husband Robert i n 1 986, and

n a ) . Although I have more news, I thought I'd stop

soon thereafter they temporarily relocated to

here for now.
C lass secretary: PAMELA M . CAM E, 34

Mali, West Africa. There E l izabeth served as as
sociate d i rector of forestry/soil conservation for
the Peace Corps

•

H a r r i ngton St.,

ewtonville, Mass. 02 1 60 .

•

I received

the Colorado Department of Highways. Sarah
wrote to send in her reunion questionnaire, and
it's a good thing; I had almost no other news. She
wrote that her job involves 'protecting Colorado's
cult ural heritage from the wheels of progress
it's usually me against the engineers!" She is now
ies of historic guidebooks to min ing towns in the

news of ( a l most) a n y n a t u re is appreciated!

state. Besides that. Sally serves as treasurer and

Remember, you don't need a questionnaire in or

director on the Board of Colorado Preservation

der to write to t h i s col u m n ist . . . happy sum

and is on the steeri ng committee representing

mering!

the Mountains/Plains region on the National Al

Class secretary: BAR BA R A CARROLL

liance of Statewide Preservation Organizations.

PETERSON, 92 1 Dolphin Drive, Malvern, Pa.

76�--

1 0th reu n ion: June 1 0 - 1 2 , 1 988

a letter from Sarah Pearce, a staff historian for

at work on her third book and the second in a ser

Well, that's all for now. Any

1 9355.

Class secretary: DEB COHEN, 2 5 1 3 Brenner
Drive. Lawrence, Kans. 66044.

A r t h u r Levering s a i d he is continuing

works for the Harvard Community Health Plan
in that capacity. Recent honors incl ude his being
ty

tionnaire; please keep sending news in the event

Despite a l l the work, Sall y has had a chance to
H a p p y spring, to those who have i t . N ick Jans,

visit with David and Marti Legg Christophe,

who recently moved to Alaska, may have to wait

Mary Rolerson Hebert, and Theanna Poulos
Another classmate involved w i t h

another few months. When he's not teaching and

H in man

coaching basketball. he's w r i t i ng

writing and history is Margaret C . Murphy, who

•

Other suc

cessful artistic people we know: Vinnie Martuc
ci, who wrote/arranged 13 episodes of a children's

•

co-authored Paterson and Passaic County: An nlus

trated History. She began the project with her

Michael Yaeger, who seems to be

father but had to complete the book herself af

Now that I'm in the Boston area, I can report on

single-handedly keeping t heater alive i n Snow

ter his death in 1 986. Although she could rely on

individuals "up close and personal:' Most recently

mass, Colo., and thereabouts

his extensive notes, she had to conduct additional

I

who is a writer/story editor for "Valerie's Fami

ran

into a nu mber of classmates

at

the

TV series

•

•

Zach Wechsler,

research a t libraries and town halls in Passaic

Colby/Tufts game. includingJim Hayes. He's still

ly"

Leonard

County. She is a consul ta n t with Nolan, Norton

working a couple of days a week at Digital i n per

Saulter has set up two practices and received the

and Co., subsidiary of Peat Marwick in Lexing

sonnel a n d logs i n additional time from h i s com

C h i ro p r a c t o r

ton, Mass.

puter work station at home. J i m mentioned

mouth

recently having received a resume from someone
who had attended Bowdoin. The resume dropped
to the floor and when q uestioned he said, "Bates
maybe, Bowdoin never ! "

•

A n n D unlap Le

Bourdais and husband Peter have three children
ranging in age from three years to six months.
Spr i n ti n g after kids and playing tennis are her
current fitness activities

•

Ambrose Cheung is

a research associate at Rockefeller University. He

40

COLBY

•

Successful

•

of

busi ness people:
the

Year Awa r d

in

Yar

Peter Cohn runs his own finance com

pany (and plays the harmonica)

•

Kim Ayer

•

Historic Massachusetts, a statewide,

non-profit preservation organization, has named
Chris Noonan to i t s board of directors. H istor

McVeigh is a successful bond manager in North

ic Massachusetts increases public awareness of

Jim Torrance helped found an in

historic preservation, develops research and

ville, Mich.

•

vestment advisory company i n Fresno

•

Bruce

Thomson has been promoted to vice president

educational programs, and networks interested
professional disciplines and preservation organi

of the international division of the National Bank

zations

of Detroit

•

l had the good fortune to attend a cou

Richard Healey was named Real

ple of Colby weddings this past fall. John "Chip"

tor of the Year for his accomplishments as vice

Child married Wendy Sears on September 2 6 in

president and general manager of a firm i n north-

Falmouth, Mass. Several Colby classmates also

•

attended, and it was nice lo catch up with Ted
Smythe, whom I hadn't seen since graduation.
Ted says he'll travel to our reunion from North
Carolina. I think he wants to show off his
Southern
Ted

•

accent.

And C hr i s

Bring

some

barbecue,

o o n a n married Susan Alex

ander in Mendon, Mass., on October 1 1 . A whole
slew o f Colby folks helped Chris and Susan
celebrate the event. A cold and rainy day couldn't
put a damper on the affair as the Noonan home
provided a warm, cheery atmosphere, as usual .

hoped to add Spain and Portugal to her list in

1 987, Jacqueline Low recei\'ed her \ l . B.A. from

1 987-88. Besides work and traveling. Lynne's in

Boston University bought a condo in Brighton

volved in theater (she's on the board of directors
of a local professional theater). weaving. aerobics,

J\1ass .. and chan°ed jobs and companies (she s
now corporate payroll supervisor at Analog

skiing

Devices)

•

C hr i s t a

H u tc h eo n

O'Meara j u st

celebrated her first wedding anniversary with

Wyo.

•

Jay Moody mo\·ed from Jack on

to Portland J\ l aine, i n J\lav 1 986. He's a

hubby John O'Meara and writes from Palm Beach

lumber salesman

and

his wif�

Susan

i

a

that "Florida's fun, but l miss New England:'

property manager; they windsurf in their spare

Christa is an assistant vice president of Chemical

time

Bank and Trust , and John is a publisher

land after six years in Jackson: word has it that
he wants to become a travel agent • Jon Co\'ell

•

Kyle Harrow's gone back to school in cardiovas

•

Warren Pratt also mo\·ed back to Port

Speaking of history, reunion planners are brac

cular health and exercise at Northeastern Univer

ing themselves for a record-breaking 1 0th on June

is a DJ\IS programmer and owns a landscaping

sity, to prepare for a new career in corporate

1 0 - 1 2 . It's not too late to make plans to become

company. His wife, Sue. is head teller at Cape Cod

fitness. Kyle now lives in Scituate, Mass. , with her

a part of it. I look forward to seeing you there .

Bank & Trust: they were building their own home

husband, Richard Kantor, who is a senior buyer

in Eastham.

Class secretary: J A M ES S. C O O K, J R . ,
RFD 1, Box 3470, Albion, Maine 049 1 0 .

for Grossman's

• Back in January of last year,
Ross Moldoff wrote that one of the things that

C lass secretary: D IANA P. H E RR.\L\ N �
3 6 0 E . 6 5 t h St., A p t . 3 H N e w York !\ Y 1 002 1 .

"eats" up hi� spare time was his girlfriend. Soon
that girlfriend will become Ross's wife. Ross will
be married to An1y B. Price in July of this year.

7q_

and they will live in Salem, N . H . , where Ross is
the town's planning director and Amy is a teacher.
That's all for now. See you next issue.

______

Last July, Bob Ham married Faith Lyman !John

C lass

JAN E

secretary:

LEDEBUHR,

V E NMAN

4 5 9 0 Rocky H ill Way, Williams

ton, Mich. 48895.

ter described as explosive) article concerning

Lym a n's sister) and then settled down in Ard
more, Pa. Bob's working on his M.B.A. at Villano

there just a few weeks later. Eric and Teruni now

BO--

live in Boston, where Eric is an economist with

Corporation, Portland, Maine: Ted Tinson is now

the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston

Other

manager-operations analysis corporate finance,

weddings include those of Jonathan Murphy to

while Ted Reed's a product manager for the de

Catherine Knapp in Rhode Island last July and

velopment and acquisition of Preferred Provider

va University and Faith is a reporter/editor for the
Group Health Association in Wash ington, D.C.
They honeymooned in Ireland and may have just
missed Eric Rosengren and his new wife, Teru
ni Chanmugam, who were also honeymooning

•

Received word on two promotions at UNUM

Kathy Per k i n s to David McKechnie in Ken

Organizations

nebunkport, Maine, last June. Jonathan and

Grimmig had their first child, a boy, this past

Catherine now live in Sayreville, N .J . , where

winter; Lisa worked with J.J. Kenny until Janu

Catherine is pursuing her M . B.A. and is a buyer

ary 1 986, when she opted for a shorter/more

for Zayre of New York. Jonathan is a direct mar·

relaxed schedule of accounting work i n a bou 

•

Mark and Lisa Paskalides

keting manager for Brooks Brothers. Kathy and

tique near their Summit, N .J . , home. They see

her new husband live in Union, N . H . , where

quite a bit of David '78 and Marti Legg Christophe

Kathy's studying law at Franklin Pierce Law

'78

Center and David works at Wayneflete School in

master's in l i b e r a l studies l a s t y e a r at Wesleyan

Portland, Maine

•

Larry Sparks

was

finishing

up

his

After completing a fellowship

while coaching the college's women's hockey

at the Mayo Clinic, B r u c e V i a n i accepted a po

team. H e planned to return to teaching at Kim

sition as an anesthesiologist at the University of

ball Union Academy this year

Vermont Hospital in Burlington, Vt. He lives in

Jabar Vei lleux are busy with their two sons,

•

the area with his wife, Michelle, and two kids,
Kyle and Heather

•

Elsewhere in New England

•

David and Jody

David Anthony, 4, and Dylan, 3 , and frequent
moves - they've lived in Florida, Georgia, and

and i n the field of "helping people;' Tom Handel

now Mission Viejo, Calif.

accepted the position of executive director of

four children's cookbooks published, called the

Mobius in Damariscotta, Maine. and Robin

"Viking Little Chef Series," and four more are on

•

Liz Martin has had

Tow l e Glynn accepted the position of executive

the way - they've done so well they're now being

director of the Nutfield U n ited Way serving

marketed with children's aprons. I n her spare

Chester (her home town), Derry. and Londonder

time, Liz i s quite active with the Junior League

ry, N .H. Robin's husband, Dennis, completed his

of NYC and their rape awareness poster pro

degree in electrical engineering shortly after

gram

Robin took on her new job in August

live in Freeport, Maine, with their son, Chip

•

After liv

•

C harlie and Mari Samaras White '81

ing in Dallas, Tex . , for three years and complet

(another baby was expected i n 4/87). Charlie

ing her law degree, Katherine Bleakney began

received his M . B.A. from U VA and is now with

working for t h e Comptroller of the Currency in

L.L. Bean, while Mari's an attorney

Washington, D.C. She's anxious to see other Col

he's finished his P h . D. at the University of Wis

by alums in the area; perhaps she ran into Pat
Collins, who is a natural resources attorney with
the firm of Cotten, Day and Doyle there. Pat
spends her free time playing tennis and swim
ming and is thrilled that she has only five more
years o f college loan payments left !

•

Ly n n e

Graybeal, a l s o a n attorney in Washington .
state, that is . . . practices in general corporate
law, mergers and acquisitions, copyright and
trademark law.

In

1 984 Lynne traveled to

Sweden, Finland, and t h e Soviet Union and

_
81..,_--

Just finished reading an interesting (maybe bet

•

Rich Gedman's childish tactics which was fea
tured in The Boston Globe's Editorial Section on
July 30, 1 987. The author? Steph \"ratios. Glad
to see Stephanie takes time from her busy sched
ule to speak her mind occasionally!

•

Ne\\'s

from the homefront is that J o n a t h a n Light is
no\\' the proud father of identical twin boys. Ryan
and Matthew Waters Light. He and his w i fe
Melissa Waters, have their hands full ' John is an
assistant vice president at J\. l ellon Bank, where
he manages the money market loan book •
Mary Coe C o n n o l l y missed our fifth reunion,
but she had a good excuse. She had recently given
birth to son Stephen on May 9 , 1 986. I t's no sur
prise that Steve is already quite an athlete

•

Career news is that Paul O'Connor was appoint
ed general manager of

ew England Resins and

Pigment Corporation in Woburn, Mass. Paul re
sides in Exeter, N . H .

•

Mari Samaras \Vhite

earned her law degree from Suffolk University
but spent her third year at University of Virginia
Law School. She lives in Freeport,

laine, with

her husband, Charlie '80, and two children

•

Pamela A. Heleen has been appointed an assis
tant vice president of Pittsburgh 1 ational Bank.
She went on to receive her M.B.A. from the
University of Pittsburgh after graduation from
Colby

•

My family has moved to a small coun

try town in New Hampshire. We are enjoying life
in the rural conununity of Deering. Please be sure
to let me know all the wonderful things that are
happening to youl
C lass secretary: PAULA B U R RO U G H S
. H . 0324 .+ .

R R 1 , B o x 1 1 8A, H i l l boro,

Now that

consin at Madison, Jim, Jennifer, Christopher,
and Laurie M un s o n Lowe live in Holland,
Mich., where Jim's an assistant professor of clas

1 ews is sparse, so I think it's time to catch up on

sics at Hope College; Laurie's glad to have fi..oi s hed

your latest doings by means of a questionnaire.

her Ph.T. (puttin' hubbie through - she worked at

Some important nuptial notices, howe\·er.

a bank) and settled into the life of a homemaker

cy Briggs was married to W. Jay Marshall in Oc

•

J o h n Monroe was to finish his tour as "Senior

-

an

tober. Both are employed by Sugarloaf Mountain.

Medical Officer" at the Naval Weapons Center in

1ancy is the conference sales manager for the

the Mojave Desert this past July and begin a

corporation, while Jay is the executive director

three-year residency program in ophthalmology

of the ski club

at the U.S. Naval Hospital in San Diego

to Katherine Spencer '83. Katherine works for the

•

During

•

Tod d Donovan was married
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Peabody Terrace Children's Center in Cambridge,
Mass. Todd is employed by Massachusetts Finan
cial Services of Boston

•

An interesting note

about the last two weddings is that all four par
ticipants

are

practicing attorneys

•

Mark

Heroux married Marcia Miller and the couple
now resides in Westminster, Colo. Both are em
ployed in Denver, Marcia with Perry and Butler
and Mark as a tax attorney with the Internal
Revenue Service

•

Deidre Duffy was married

to Joseph Donohue in October. Both received
their law degrees from Suffolk University and are
practicing in Boston. Deidre is with the firm of
Tobin & Sullivan, and Joseph is employed by Latti
Associates

•

Brian Russell, recently married to

Kathryn Nickerson '84, is working at Dunn and
Bradstreet in New York in their associate manage
ment program • One final non-wedding note .
Mary Radlhammer reported a recent employ
ment change. After a year at Dunn & Bradstreet
in Cambridge, Mary has moved her computer ex
pertise to Houghton Mifflin in Boston, where she
is a technical support representative in their busi
ness software division. By the time you read this

I hope that you will have received a question
naire. Please send it back filled with your latest
and greatest achievements and keep in touch.
Class secretary: E M I LY E. C U M M I NGS,

74

!yrtle St. # 1 , Boston, Mass. 02 1 14.

Talking Turkey
I f tourism i n Tu r key catches on, Paulette Lynch

'8 1 very li kely will be talking it up.

On a Fulbright Scholarship, Lynch last September completed a study of the impact
o f tourism development on local Turkish economies. After becoming acquain ted
with Turkish naval officers at the Monterey Institute of International Studies where
she earned a n M . A . i n international policy studies i n

1 985, Ly nch wanted to be

come fluent in the language. She took courses informally after proposing a Fulbright
project t hat the Turkish government was eager to have a foreigner investigate.
To urism, j u st getting off the grou nd, was appealing because it's difficult to get
information i n Turkey and tough to get it to outsiders. I n libraries in Istanbul Lynch
explored the literature of the tourism industry, and then she examined government
policy intent ions. As a traveler she observed the coun try first -hand, all of this cul
mi nating i n a report to the government and i n a n article recently pub lished i n Lon
don. While she learned more about financial circles and politics, she learned to speak
the language as if she'd been in the country for six years i nstead o f six months.
Lynch t h i n ks that travelers "who are willing to put up w i t h a few discomforts"
will find whatever t hey want i n Turkey. The coun try offers beaches and rui ns, o f
c o u r s e ("more than i n Greece"), and the Tu r k s , p r o u d of their hospitality, will take
a t raveler by the hand. And the food is l i ke Greek food - it's l i ke some of the food
i n Israel, too - an d fresh vegetables and fruit are easy to find on every street cor
ner. I n rugged eastern Turkey, although bus transportation is excel lent, life is much
as i t was

5th reunion; June 10-12, 1 988

•

Greetings!

I hope all of you are eagerly awaiting our fifth
year reunion that is quickly approaching! Do any
of you remember Susan Rogers? She attended
Colby our freshman and sophomore years. I
received a note from her mother with some news
of her, for all of you who knew her. Susan trans
ferred to Guilford College in Greensboro, N.C.,
after sophomore year. She was recently married
in Greensboro. Susan is currently working as a
banking loan officer and management trainee
with NCNB in Burlington, N.C., where she re
c e n t ly was honored as the top personal
lender

•

Scott Footman, Robin King, and De

borah H olmes Bean are all living in Maine.
Scott is a real estate broker in Bangor and is plan
ning to open his own real estate firm soon. Robin
is employed as a sous-chef and has recently taken
up welding. !She wonders where you are, Brian
Wood s.) Deborah is living in North Edgecomb
with her husband, James, her stepdaughter, Car
rie, and her daughter, Rebecca Anne. She is kept

2,000 years ago.

Today, however, water shortages and electrical outages of a few m i n utes to a
day may vex the traveler used to American comforts. It's all new even to tour guides

very busy caring for the children and making
t h i mbles in her spare time for Gimbel and
Sons

•

Janet Deranian wrote that she has been

and hotel developers. Even though Turkey is trying to improve hotels for the well

employed as assistant curator at Shaker Village

heeled, t h i ngs are j ust not organized ye t . The way to travel i n Turkey, Lynch said,

in Canterbury, N . H . , since graduation

is to expect snafus. As the Turks say, relax, "it'll all work out somehow:'
Lynch married i n California i n

1 986. On the couple's trips all over the country

•

Rick

H emond also lives in New Hampshire. He is
completing his fourth year of a Ph.D. program in
chemistry at Dartmouth

•

Mark Hopkins is

for two months after the Fulbright was completed, Kenneth Peterson, a journalist,

currently employed as the central regional

tackled some writing assignments for UPI. After spending Christmas with Lynch's

manager

parents i n Lyn n , Mass . , they returned to Monterey last January. Lynch said she might

manufacturer in I l linois. He is responsible for 23
states • Deena Schwartz Ball is working as a

stay i n Monterey and teach high school or might go o n for a P h . D . , but for now she's
still t a l k i n g Turkey.

for

Pharmacaps,

a major softgel

marketing coordinator/print buyer for a new
direct mail insurance firm in the Philadelphia
area. She and her husband, Curtis, recently pur

RC

chased a home in Havertown, a suburb of
Philadelphia

•

Deborah Fanton is also em

ployed in the area of marketing. She is the
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manager of marketing communications for BBN
Advanced Computers in Cambridge, Mass. Her
husband, R i c k M a n l ey, is the director of local

selling cars at Dave's father's auto dealership. Bri

following classmates on their recent marriages:

an invites any Colby supporters to shop for their

C heryl Linden berg to Steve McCue '86, Kay

vehicle at IRA Olds-Toyota in Danvers, Mass. He

G a m m o n to Micky Ferrucci '85. and K r i s t i n e

aid commission for the Massachusetts Legisla

promises a special deal if you mention this

ture

Davidson to Steven Young. K a y is living in Pom

column

Jeff " H arpo" Martin owns his own

fret, Conn., where both she and Mickey are teach·

construction company in Marblehead, Mass. He

ing at the Rectory School, and Kris and her hus·

works with Eric Van Gestel and Brad Whitak

band are living in Vinalhaven, Maine, where she

•

Ashley Lasbury, Scott Dow, Abby "Avi

va" Sapers, and Elaine M c C lellan N ie m a n are
all currently working in the insurance field. Ash

•

ley is employed in customer service, while her

er '85. Eric hopes soon to enter the field of solar

husband, Scott Dow, works as an insurance sales

is the island's piano teacher

energy

of congratulations go oul to Jon Doehr who was

man in Hartford. Aviva is involved in life insur

•

Five classmates took a trip to Florida

•

A different type

ance and executive benefit sales in the Boston

this January: Brian Hesse, Dave "Rosie" Rosen

one of three recipients of the ECAC Award of

berg, Harpo, Craig "Norm" Alie, and Warren

Valor in 1987. This award is given to those "whose

area. She recently made the Million Dollar Table,

Burroughs. Warren is an investment banker in

accomplishments in sports deserve recognition

an insurance award. Elaine is self-employed as

New York

a life and health insurance sales person in New
Jersey • Christopher Easton is now a research

vides home equity mortgages and financial
Sheila Ryan is

technician

Ackerm an , who is obtaining his ma ter's in ap

getting her doctorate from UVM. She'll be an

plied human physiology at Hahnernann Univer

army doctor when she gets out

sity in Philadelphia

Mo.

•

at Jewish

Hospital

in

St.

Louis,

N ora Putnam is employed as an attor

ney in Southern California

•

Joanne Iyo is en

•

Nathan "Waldo" E merson pro

advice out of Saugus. Mass.

married Janet Kelley '86

•

•

•

N i l s Gjesteby

John Ayer married

Kathryn N ic kerson recent

joying her third year of teaching third grade in
Closter. N.J. • N a n c y Goers passed the Nation

ly married Brian Russell '82 . She works as a

al Teacher's Exam . She asks where Todd C o f f i n

cytogenetic technologist at New York Hospi

and Susan Shaver are

tal

J o h n M u nsey is em

Debbie Pizzari

•

as being truly triumphant"

•

The list of gradu

ate students continues as I've heard from Peter

Cheryl Cole is a full-time

•

grad student at USM in Portland, Maine
Papapetros

is a

dental

student

at

•

Nick

Tu fts

•

Vincent Quirk is at Duke's Fuqua School of Busi
ness, and Ta m m y Wolfe is also at Duke

•

Many thanks to all who have written . A

R i c h a rd H a s t i ngs is at Suffolk University's

ployed as an engineering geologist in New York

special thanks to Brian Hesse and Bill Rogers for

School of Law, Brad Fay is attending the Univer·

state. H e and his wife, Patricia, recently bought

making this column more complete.

sity of Connecticut, and Richard R a i nv i l l e is

•

C lass secretary: KATHRYN M. SODER

an 85-year-old house and are in the process of
renovations

•

Meridan Bennett is currently in

graduate school at the University of Utah

•

•

studying at Cornell

•

At the other end of the

B E RG , 5 Smith Farm Trail, Lynnfield, Mass.

classroom, you'll find H eather C. Anderson

0 1 940.

teaching English at Episcopal High School in Ba

Richard Robinson wrote that he is working i n

ton Rouge, La.

Tampa a s a real estate broker f o r Cushman and

Pomfret School i n Connecticut

Wakefield of Florida

I received my M .B . A .

Kerney Zuehlke is a full-time t u t o r at the Kents

from the University of Colorado, Boulder, in D e 

Hill School in Maine, where her husband, Bill '86,
is teaching biology. These two newlyweds are

•

cember. In addition, I w a s married on January 1 6,

•

Fenn Rjder is a teacher at the
Elizabeth

•

1988, to Douglas E. Stark in Boulder. We spent

keeping busy as they are also dorm parents to 85

our honeymoon relaxing for two weeks on the is

high-school boys!

land of Martinique i n the French West Indies1

for the Brookline school system in Massachusetts,

Please continue to keep me updated on any news.
Class secretary: D E LI S A A. LAT E RZO

Class secretary: A N

-MEG WH ITE, 1 8 Day St.

#205, Somerville, Mass. 02 1 44.

•

Rebecca Sears is a teacher

and A l l yson Goodw i n , also in Massachusetts,
is working as the associate director of alumni and

STA R K , 4887 White Rock Circle, # E , Boulder,

parent programs at

Colo. 8030 1 .

News from overseas: V i n n i e Pao l u c c i is play

86--

J o h n M i l l e r, J i m Frew, D wight Tra i n er, Amy

orthfield Mount Hermon

•

ing professional hockey in Holland and keeping
plenty busy with his "new family"

•

M a rtha

McTavish has joined the Peace Corps and teaches
English i n the Tonga Islands of the South Pacif
ic

•

Out west in California, Priscilla P h i n n ey

is an editorial intern at the Beyond War Founda
tion , researching and writing articles for their

M e lker, and Katie Colbert landed in Portland,

monthly publication

What's news? Rob Davis has been busy. I n 1986,

Oreg . . shortly after graduation, following a jour

gun a three-year internship in Arizona as a com

he was principal of Davis Real Estate Partners,

ney i n search of jobs. The five combined majors,

munication specialist for the army

a company that devised strategy, secured financ·

talents, and efforts to open Pizza Oasis, a small

ing, and negotiated deals that include two apart

business offering a selection of gourmet pizzas for

ment buildings. In 1 987 Rob worked with Joseph

sit-down dining or home delivery. The group

Schneider Associates as a consultant. He led

hired a cook and even scheduled two private taste

engagements i n aerospace, medical, and valve

tests to help perfect their pizza recipes! Although

industries. He also got his M.A.L.D. at the Fletcher

they had to build a bathroom, tear down walls,

School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University

and renovate the building formerly owned by an

in

insurance company before moving in, they find

ba!

international

business

relations.

Caram

Ed McCartin was awarded the j uris doc

that they are "finally living off wages" from their

tor degree cum laude at Seton Hall University. He

venture. In addition to an alma mater and a 50-

will serve as a law clerk for Judge Warren Bro·
dy, Superior Court of New Jersey Appellate Di

to 60-hour workweek, John, Jim, Dwight, Amy,

vision

pride, and self-confidence in Pizza Oasis. Reflect

•

•

Any Colby alumni passing through

and

Katie share enthusiasm, entrepreneurial

Korea would be welcome at the home of Rob

ing on her success in business, Melker said, "I feel

Gra h a m . He is working for Reebok and living

that I can go and do virtually anything."

in Hanshin Village, Busan, Korea

•

Bill Rogers

was "down under" in both Australia and New
Zealand for six months hiking and scuba diving

C l a s s secretary: G R E TC H E N A. BEA

,

The Harvey School, Route 2 2 , Katonah, N .Y.
1 0536.

before starting his first year at the University of
Colorado School of Law in Boulder

•

Landmark School on the Northshore area of
greater Boston

D a w n Lepanto is quickly

•

climbing the ladder at Crate & Barrel

•

Carol

H i ldebrand and Jeff Rae are living the fast life
in Somerville, Mass., along with M i ke Brown
and Tom Delea

•

While Dave Rosenberg is

studying for his M.A. in finance, B r i a n Hesse is

Cynthia Castro has be
•

Three of

our classmates have settled in the Windy City:
Dana Feitler is a banking associate for Continen
tal Illinois National Bank & Trust and is living
with Liz Sedor, who i s working for the Leo Bur
nett advertising agency as a client service
trainee

•

Anne C la r ke is a marketing analyst

by day and working on her M . B.A. at night

•

Back on the East Coast in New York City you'll
find Elaine DeBernardine working for Winston
Personnel. and E l a i n e M u l l e n working with
Link Consulting Associates as a research assis
tant

•

Lori Otten is also working in the Big Ap·

ple for Alpha Graphics

•

T i n a Zabriskie is

working for Crown Publishers i n Manhattan, and
Kathi H ar n e tt works for an investment bank
ing firm • C y n d i Murphy is a pharmaceutical
sales rep for Parke-Davis on Long Island • Here
in Portland, Peter Murphy is pursuing his career
in banking with People's Heritage. And as for
Heather S. Anderson and myself, we're enjoy

Tom U n 

derwood is teaching dyslexic students a t the

•

87-----

I have lots of news and not much room so I'm go
ing to get started right away by congratulating the

ing the wonderful world of insurance. Heather
is a sales manager for Combined Insurance, and
I'm working as a district agent for Pruden
tial

•

That's all the space I have for now. Thanks

for the numerous responses I've received - keep
them coming1
C lass secretary: LUCY T. LEN

ON , 269

Commercial St. , Apt. 4F, Portland, Maine 04 1 0 1 .
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M A R R I A G E S
Jan A. Atherton ' 66 to William F. Hoffman, June

Susan Mary Dugdale '74 to Thomas Prescott

28, 1987, Small Poi n t , Maine.

B l i n n . August 1 6, 1987, Bedford, N . H .

J o h n S. Estabrook '69 to Linda Lundeen , De

Helena Ann Bo n nell ' 78 to Lewis Eugene Gil

cember 26, 1 987.

man, J r . , August 1 , 1987, London, England.

J o h n A. C h i l d '78 t o Wendy A. Sears, Septem
ber 26. 1 987, Falmouth, Mass.
Jean Hanna McCrum '78 to Kris Keoki Hender
son, September 19, 1 987, New Canaan, Conn .

In Sheffield, Mass., on August 15, 1987, a large Colby group celebrated the
marriage of Melissa Rustia '86 to Paul Groshek '86. Front row: Tricia Martin
Raphael '86, Jayne Grossman '88, Nina Shah '86, Brian James '85, Susan
Roberts '86, Kathy Braverman '86, Melissa Rustia Groshek, Paul Groshek,
Regan Hargraves '86, Sue Pearson '86, jehane "Gigi" Zahker '86, Fred Hor
wood '87, Ben Hankinson '88, Moira Hautan '86. Back: Harry Raphael '84,
Don Freedman '60, Kurt Fischer '86, Pete Pagano '85, Evan Dangel '86, Dan
Cul/aty '86, Hank Kinsley '86, Holly Harris '86, Mark Needham '86, Ned
Stinson '86, Lisa Foley '87, Mike Marchetti '86, Karen Kozma Downey '86,
Lincoln Downey '85, Paul Johnston '87, Terry Appleton '86, and Dave Wilson
'86.

A Colby crew makes a splash at t h e wedding o f Kevin Starr '85 a n d Daire
Fontaine '84. Front row (left to right}: john Lemoine '83, Sean Hooper '85, Bill
Cusick, Jr. '8-J, Mike McGrath, Lloyd Hill, Jr. '83. Second row: Lisa Mana
'85, Kevin Stan; Daire Fontaine Starr, Jane "Cookie" Kendall '84, Beth Carter
'8-J, Dianne Grundstrom '8-J, juiie Stebbins '84. Back row: Tim McCrystal '84,
Shannon Morrissey '85, Mike Brown '84, Unknown Friend, Jim Brown '83,
and Steve Botsch '83.

Nickerson and Russell wed July 25, 1987. First row (left lo right}: john Nivi
son '82, Greg Marco '83, Chris Murphy '82, Tom Zito 'BJ, Brian Coakley '82.
Second row: Jim O'Sullivan '82, Me/ise Maggioni '81, Janice McKeown '82,
Kathryn Nickerson Russell '84, Brian Russell '82, Peter Nickerson '57, Alex
andra Johnson Nickerson '57, Richard Nickerson '54, Kim Nickerson Potem
ber '79, Kristen Nickerson '90. Third row: Bill Storey '82, Joe Johnson '75,
Matthew Nickerson '85, and Mark Maher '83.
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Colby alumni, students, and staff were among the guests at the marriage of
Jennifer Shackett '87 to Thomas Berry, June 21, 1 987, in Bristol, N.H. Kneel
ing: Ellie Clark. Front: Tom Berry and Jennifer Shackett Berry. Second row:
Carol Kenerson '87, Gretchen A. Bean '86, Kris Kelley '87, Dede Boothby '87,
Kelly Malloy '87, Sarah Dooley '87, john DeRham '88. Middle: john Conkling
'57, Fr. john Skehan, Peter Gibson, Mike McTernan, Elseke Membreno '87,
Branner Stewart '87, Geoff Alexander '86, Lindsay Carroll '87. Back: Charlie
'!Wigg '57, Charmaine '!Wigg '87, Julia '!Wigg '58, Mark Bialock '83, Ralph
Galante '60, Chris Watt '87, Carl Lovejoy '79 and Ben, Laura Shaver '87,
Laura Brown '87, Marianne MacDonald '87, Chris Brena '87, Jon Doehr '87,
Lisa Schreck '87, and Sam Conkling '89.

R. Christopher Noonan '78 to Susan Beth Alex
ander, October 1 1 , 1 987, Mendon, Mass.

B I R T H S
A daughter, Alice Marie Ford, to Mary and

Corinna L. Baldi ' 7 9 to Paul P. Tamburini, Sep

Stephen D. Ford '68, September 2 1 , 1 9 8 7.

A daughter, Hana Elizabeth Thomson, to Bruce

A daughter, Traci Marie Layman, to Rita and J e 

27, 1 987.

tember 19, 1 987, Hartford, Conn.
Marcia M . G o m ez '79 to Robert E . Netley, Oc
tober 3 , 1 987, New York, N Y.
Patricia A. Maguire '79 to Clifford Cutler
David, Jr., October 24, 1 987, Bucks County, Pa.
Mari-Ann Whittemore '79 to Steven L. Faloon,

'77 and Jennifer Davis Thomson ' 7 7 , October
rome F. L a y m a n '7 1 , J u l y 7, 1 9 8 5 .

A son, Robert Henry Campbell, to William H . and
A daughter, Mara L e e Smit h , to N a n c y a n d An
drew E . Smith ' 7 1 , June 12, 1 986.

A son. Taylor Kayatta, to Renee and David F.
Kayatta ' 7 8 , January 1 7, 1 985.

Andrew J . Dumont '80 to Rochelle J . Dionne,

A son , Adam John Crook Hueners, to Derek

1 987, Dixfield, Maine.

A son, Michael Kayatta, to Renee and David F.
Kayatta ' 7 8 , May 20, 1 9 86.

Crook and Janet Hueners ' 7 3 , August 1 0, 1 987.
A daughter, Mary Catherine Woodbury, to Cathy
A daughter, Emily Katherine Dreyer, to William

and Robert S. Woodbury ' 78 , September 1 7 ,

and Mary Eckhoff Dreyer ' 74, February 1 5 ,

1 987.

1 987.

Linda M. Clifford '8 1 to William P. Hadley, Sep
tember 19, 1 987, Granby, Conn.
Paulette M . Lynch '81 to Kenneth Peterson,
May 1 7, 1 9 86, Monterey, Calif.
Jean M a r i e Appellof '82 to Robert Segal, Sep
tember 1 2 , 1 987, Hartford, Conn.
Lorene L . Douglas '82 to Kenneth J . Clark, July
25, 1 987, Arlington, Tex.
Ellen Farnham Huebsch '82 to Gary Lawrence
Anderson, September 1 9 ,

1 987.

A daughter, Kirsten Aleta Svensson Crook, to
ber 3, 1 987.

Susan]. Lindberg '8 1 to James Weaver, May 30,

Susan Marshall Ca mpbell '78, January 1 4,

Scott and Ingrid Svensson Crook ' 7 3 , Novem

Jr., May 1 0, 1 986, Colby College.

August 22, 1 987, Bingham, Maine.

A daughter, Alexandra McNeil Luce, to Kate and
W. Blake Luce ' 7 7, March 1 7, 1 987

1 987, South Dart

mouth, Mass.
Christopher Paul M u rphy '82 to Margaret
Ellen McGonagle, October 24, 1 987, Newport,
R.I.
Delisa A. Laterza '83 to Douglas E . Stark, Janu
ary 16, 1 988, Boulder, Colo.
R. James O'Neil '83 to Joyce C. Hartwig '84,
August 29, 1 987, Poughkeepsie, N Y.
Sheryl Ann Battit '84 to Lucius Biglow II, June
20, 1 987, Cambridge, Mass.
Jeffrey D. C l e ments '84 to Nancy L . H eselton
'84, October 1 7, 1 9 87, Camden, Maine.
E. Binney Hare '84 to Norbert Peabody, Janu

A son, Andrew John Crispin, to John L . '79 and
A daughter, Kristina Elaine Levis, to Donald and

Susan Oram Crispin ' 79 , February 27, 1 987.

Tobi C laiman Levis '74, April 12, 1 986.
A son, Matthew Bergstrom Lovejoy, to Caroline
A daughter, Margaret Joseph Ruder, to Frederick

and Carl J . Lovejoy ' 79, October 2 3 , 1987.

and Elizabeth Christensen Ruder ' 74, January
1 8 , 1 987.

A daughter, Kayleigh Renee Bailey Powers, to
Thomas E. and Cheri Bailey Powers ' 7 9 , July

A son, James Aaron Goeller, to Deborah and

15, 1 987.

J o h n Scott Goeller ' 7 5 , December 1 7, 1 986.
A son, Matthew Thompson Sadler, to Richard
Twin daughters, Charlotte Taylor Gowdy and

' 7 9 and Susan Thompson Sadler '80, Decem

Katherine Redmond Gowdy, to Karen and Curt

ber 3 , 1 986.

Gowdy, Jr. '75, August 20, 1987.
A son, Joseph Stephen Slowinsky, to Joseph and
A daughter, Lisa Carolyn Marshall, to Diane and

Stacey Cox Slowinsky ' 79, December 22, 1986.

David Marshall '75, October 1 0 , 1 987.
A son, Benjamin Whitney Thorndike, Jr., to Ben
A daughter, Sarah Elizabeth Reisman, to David

jamin '79 and Joanne Lynch Thorndike '80,

J . and Gale Rooney Reisman ' 7 5 , August 23,

March 30, 1 987.

1 987.
A daughter, Chelsea Lauren DiProspero, to Art
A son, Scott Wentworth Houser. Jr., to Scott '76

and Caroline Weeks DiProspero '80, February

and Janet San t ry Houser ' 7 8 , June 5, 1 987.

1 9 , 1 987.

A daughter, Sarah Forbes Lernonick, to David and

A daught�r. Elizabeth Mary Francis, to Bill and

M a r y Tu t t l e Lemonick '76, October 24, 1 987.

Lynn C o llins Francis '80, December 1, 1 987.

A son, Andrew Innes Peale, to Carol Mclntyre

A son, Christopher Nicholas Grimmig, to Mark

Peale ' 7 6 and James I. Peale ' 7 7 , November 8,

and Lisa Paskalides G rim m ig '80, January 8,

1 986.

1 987.

A son, Cameron Marr Vokey, to Mark K. and

A daughter, Cali Rodes White, to Charles '80 and

Melissa Day Vokey '76, March 1 4, 1 987.

Mari Samaras White '8 1 , April 3 , 1 987.
A son, Stephen Joseph Connolly, to Joseph and

Stephen J . Michaud '84 to Denise E . Morin ,

A son, Foster Pease Chamberlin, to Christopher
and Joanna Pease Chamberlin '77, December

Mary Coe Connolly '8 1 , May 9, 1 987.

Manchester, N . H .

2 , 1 987.

ary 4, 1 987, Cambridge, Mass.

Twin sons, Matthew Waters Light and Ryan
Harry S . Raphael '84 to Patricia]. Martin '86,

A son, Sean Harrison Cowie, to James '77 and

Waters Light, to Melissa and Jona than Light '8 1 ,

August 1, 1 987, Williams College.

Kathleen Keegan Cowie ' 7 7 , April 1 7, 1 987.

September 2 4 , 1 987.

T. Lincoln Downey ' 8 5 to Karen Kozma '86,

A son, Keven Dorain Green, to Richard and

A son, David Walter Maley, to Janet and William

1987, Detroit, Michigan.

Melanie Dorain Green '77, April 1 3, 1 987.

B. M a l ey, J r . '8 1 , May 1 8, 1987.

Gregg Bach '87 to Melissa]. H ruby '87, August

A daughter, Laura Ann LeBourdais, to Peter and

A daughter, Elizabeth Eleanor Webb, to James

Ann Dunlap LeBourdais '77, August 1 1 , 1 987.

and Alison Jones Webb '8 1 , June 30, 1 987.

1 5, 1 987, North Conway, N . H .
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Jeanne Moulton Wood ' 1 7, September 25, 1987,
in Cave Creek, Ariz. She was married to t he late
Fra n k l i n H Wood, J r . There are no known sur

H e len Warren C u m m i n gs ' 1 1 , November 1 9,

1 987, in North Bennington, Vt . , at age 99. Born
in Fairlee. Vt . , she was an active supporter of the
College, particularly as a Friend of Art. One of
her gifts to Colby was the donation of the Willard
H. and Helen W. C u m m ings art collection. In
1 946 she and her husband established the
Skowhegan School of Pa inting and Sculpture at
t h e i r farm in Madison, Maine. H e r late son, the
portrait painter W i l lard Warren Cummings, was
also associated w i t h the school. H e r other in
terests included the Bangor Theological Seminary
and the Sou t h Solon Meeting House, w h i c h she
and the community restored in 1 942. Her late
brother and sister, Ernest Warren ' 1 4 and Gladys

Maine Central I nstitute in Pittsfield before at
tending Colby. A m�mber of Sigma Kappa sorori
ty at the College, she went on to teach al various

vivors.

schools in Maine, including Coburn Classical In

Mary Margaret Rice '2 1 , October 7, 1 987, in

of Colby from 1 934 lo 1 944, a position in which

Berkeley Heights, N .J . , at age 88. Born in Oak
land, Maine. she attended Coburn Classical I n 
s t i t ute in Vassalboro. S h e grew up n e a r t h e
present Maynower H ill campus o n t h e Rice's Rips
Road, "the Via Appia," she once wrote, "along
which I trudged to the temples of learning at Col
by:· Following graduation with a major in La t i n ,
inspired b y the teac hing of Professor of English
Carl Weber, she went on to a master's degree in
Latin from Columbia University and took gradu
ate courses at Rutgers, New York University, and
the U n iversity of Vermont. She was a teacher of

stitute, and she served as the alumnae secretary
she traveled extensively, promoting the College
and fund raising. In 1 945 Colby awarded her an
honorary master of arts degree. When her hus
band, Joseph Coburn Smith '24, accepted a posi
tion with a New York fund raising company, the
Smiths traveled a great deal through the eastern
half of the U nited States. She retired to South
Portland, Maine, but frequently journeyed to Eu
rope. enjoyed the Smiths' summer camp at Atte
an Lake near Jackman, and made annual winter
treks to visit her son, George Otis Smith '49, and
his family in San Francisco. She was very active

Latin and English at Red Bank ( N .J . ) High School

Warren Struse ' 1 5, both attended Colby. She is

in camera clubs, receiving one first place award

for 40 years and for many years served as chair

survived by a son. H . King Cummings, honorary

and several honorable mentions in photography

of t h e foreign language depart m e n t . She was

M.A. '69, t h ree daughters,

Helen Vanderbilt.

contests. Her husband died in 1 975. She is sur

Class of 1 92 1 class agent for two years and was

Muriel Palmer, and Joan Cummi ngs, 1 7 grand

a member of the National and Monmouth County

vived by her son, five grandchildren, and a great
grandchild.

c h i l d ren, and 18 great-grandchildren.

Retired Teachers associations. She was prede
ceased by her sister, Lucile Rice Wheeler ' 1 8, and

Ralph J. Burroughs, Sr. ' 1 4 , October 2 , 1 987,

by her brother-in-law, Evan Wheeler ' 1 4. Sur

in Fryeburg, Maine, at age 96. H e was born in

vivors include two nieces and a grandnephew,

Wakefield, N . H .. and married Luella Sanborn.

Edward S. Hoe '69.

la, attended school in New Hampshire. At t h e

Frank K l e i n holz '23, D.EA. '68 . October 3.

time of his d e a t h . he w a s a retired electrician a n d

1 987, in Miami Beach, Fla., a l age 86. Born in

power station operator who h a d worked with t h e

Brooklyn, N.Y., he was educated in New York
area public schools before winning a scholarship

c l u d e a daughter-in -law, M r s . R a l p h J . Burroughs,

to Colby. A year later he received a law student's

Jr., and a friend. Edward Larrabee, of Ta mworth,

qualifying certificate from the New York State

N.H.

Board of Regents and subsequently graduated
from the Fordham Law School. At 36, the success

Edith Pratt Brown ' 1 6 , November 1 3 , 1 987, i n

ful lawyer decided to try his hand at painting. He

C l i n ton, Mai ne, at age 9 3 . S h e was a graduate o f

left his law practice in 1 940 when he won a prize

Coburn C l assical I n stitute before entering Col

offered by the Carnegie Institute. For the mid-life

by. She was a C h i Omega sorority member in

change in careers he was often called "the

addit ion to being t h e Young Women's Christian

Brooklyn-born Gaugin," and he was classed with

Association president during her senior year. She

a school of "modern romantics:· Children at play

taught at Maine Central Institute i n Pittsfield and

and crowded city streets are common themes in

a t C l i nton H igh School and was head of the Lat

his paintings, which are in many private and

in department for 20 years at the Oak Grove

major art collections around t he world, includ 

School i n Vassalboro. After t he deaths of her

ing t h e Metropolitan M u s e u m of Art, t h e Car

mother and her husband,

negie institute, and t h e Fine Arts Museum of

Howard Kingsley

Brown, she did graduate work at a n u mber of

Moscow.

schools, incl uding t he U n iversity of New Mexi

honorary doctor of fine arts, citing "the deep com
prehension, compassion, and humanity" his art

co, Temple

U n i versity,

Yale

University,

the

In

1 968 Colby awarded

him

an

U n i versity of New Hampshi re, and the U niver

exhibits. H e is survived by two daughters, Lisa

sity of Maine. She traveled a l l over t h e North

and Anna. a son, Marco, and a nephew. Burton

American continent and was especially interested

Krumholz '48.
ovem

tan Peninsula. A 50-year Arcana Literary Club

Gertrude Claire Fletcher Lowery '23,

member, she was t h e president of t h e Kennebec

ber 18, 1 987, in Houlton, Maine, a t age 85. Born

Union of Women's Clubs, District 1 0 director. and

i n Monticello, Maine, she graduated from Rick

chair of t h e Federation of Arts Department. In

er Classical Institute i n Houlton before she en

1 962 the College presented h e r with a Colby

tered Colby. A member of Chi Omega sorority,

Brick. Predeceased by her sister, Eva Pratt Owen

she went on to teach at both Monticello H igh

' 1 4 , and by her brother-in -law, Robert Everett

School and the Monticello elementary and junior

Pratt ' 1 4, she is survived by her sister-in-law, Lucy

high school. She t hen became a principal of the

Taylor Pratt ' 1 7, and by two nephews and a cousin.

school system in Monticel lo, retiring after 27
years of service i n education. She cont inued to

Ethel Duff Barton ' 1 7 , October 1 1 , 1 987, in San
Corner, N e w Brunswick , Canada. A graduate of
Ricker Classical Institute in Houlton, Maine, she
then attended Colby, where she was a member
of Chi Omega sorority. She taught at Thomaston
H i g h School i n M a i n e for a year, then married
H a rold Edwin Barton, a preacher and Bible
teacher. She was a member of t h e First Baptist
Church for 67 years. She is survived by six daugh
ters, two sons, a sister, a brother, 48 grandc h i l 
dren. and 43 great-grandchildren.
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Omega sorority. She taught school at Chebeague
Island, Maine, and in Massachusetts. She and her
family moved to Florida i n 1 92 7 and she con
t i n ued teac h i ng school in Archer. Fla . , and at
Spelman College in Atlanta, Ga. She was an ac
tive member of South Jacksonville Presbyterian
Church, PT A., and Garden Clubs of Florida. She
is survived by her husband, James, four children,
t h ree sisters, including Grace McDonald Jones
'25, two brothers, a second cousin, Ruth Dow '27,
and six grandchildren.
Charles W. "Jake" Shoemaker '25, October 30,
1 987, in Tavernier. Fla . , at age 85. Born i n New
York City, he attended West Orange High School
before matriculating at Colby. A member of Phi
Delta Theta fraternity, h e worked for the New
York Telephone Company for 32 years after
graduation, retiring i n 1960. H e was a class agent
i n t h e early 1 950s. Following reti rement , he
moved to the Florida Keys, where h e pursued
hobbies such as fishing, gardening, bowling, and
traveling. H e i s survived by his wife, Florence,
two sons, including John '57, three daughters, in
cluding Nancy Shoemaker Anderson '60 and
Carol Shoemaker Rasmussen '60, 18 grandchil

in t he study of Mayan architecture i n the Yuca

Jose, Calif., at age 92. She was born in U nion

Maine, she went to Deering High School before
attending Colby, where she was a member of Chi

H i s t h ree c h i l d re n . Ralph, J r . , Robert, and Luel

P u b l ic Service Company. K n o w n survivors i n 

Alice B. McDonald M i l ls ' 2 5 , August 1 6, 1 987,
in Jacksonville, Fla . . at age 85. Born in Portland,

serve Colby as a class agent. She was a member
of the Aroostook County Retired Teachers Associ
ation. Order of Eastern Star, and the Monticello
Methodist Church. H e r husband, Merle Fra n k
Lowery ' 2 2 , d i e d i n 1 982. S h e i s survived by sons

dren, and 10 great-grandchildren.
Clara M . Collins '26, August 1 0, 1 987, i n Yar
mouth, Maine, at age 82. Born in Portland, Maine,
she attended Deering High School before attend
ing Colby. After graduation she did further study
at Harvard, Montclair State Tuachers College, and
Seton Hall University. She taught high school
mathematics in South Orange, N .J . , for many
years before retiring i n Portland. A member of the
Central Square Baptist Church, a past president
of its Friendship Circle, and a member of the
Maine Retired Teachers Association, she is sur
vived by a nephew, Stephen Collins, and t h ree
grandnephews.

Leland F. Lowery '5 1 and Carlton M. Lowery '5 1 .
a daughter-in-law, Nydda Barker Lowery '49,

M . Edward Nee '28, August 1 4, 1 987, i n Mas

seven grandchildren, and five great-grandchildren.

sachusetts at age 8 1 . Born i n Norwood, Mass., he
went to schools there and also attended Hebron

Ervena Goodale Smith '24, November 20,

Academy. After graduating from Colby, where he

1987, in Portland, Maine, at age 88. Born in White

was a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, he

Sulphur Springs, Mont . . she graduated from

received h i s master of education degree from

Boston University School of Education. He taught

ber of the Mid-Maine Chamber of Commerce and

at St . Mary's High School in St . Albans. Vt . , for

An amateur radio operator, she was also a mem

the Oakland Lions Club and a director of both the

ber of the Waterville Teachers Association, the

several

years and

then

taught

history

and

mathematics at Norwood Junior High School for
27 years. H e was a past president of the Norwood

Key Bank and the Maine Publicity Bureau. Own

Maine Audubon Society. and the Maine Associ

er and operator of the Bear Spring Camps in

ation of Retirees. Her husband, Frank died in

Rome since 1 946 - E .B. White was the camp's

1 985. She is survived by a daughter and son-in

Chamber of Commerce, a member of Norwood

most famous friend and regular - he was a mem

Council No. 252, Knights of Columbus, a mem

law, Paula and Richard Abramson ' 7 1 , a brother.

ber of the Maine Innkeepers Association and the

a sister-in-law, a granddaughter, three nieces and

ber of the Massachusetts Teacher's Association,

ew England and American Hotel and Motel as

and a football coach and official for many years.

sociations. His daughter Lynn Mosher Bushnell

He and his late wife, Lillian, a member of the
Planned Giving Council, were loyal supporters

was an assistant to the dean and a photographer
at the College for several years. He is survived by

of the College. Survivors include his nephew,

his wife. Marguerite. four daughters, four sisters,

Kevin McCormick '7 1 .

including Virginia Mosher '4 1 , and two grand
children.

falo, N.Y., at age 79. Born in Waterbury, Conn . ,
a member of Kappa Delta Rho fraternity while
at Colby. After working for the Alling Rubber
Company in Troy, N Y , he joined the U.S. Rub
ber Company in 1 940, retiring in 1970. 1\vo of his
cousins, the late W i l liam S. Curtis '32 and J.
Robert Curtis '33, attended the College. H e is sur
vived by his wife, Edith, two sons, a sister, and
five grandchildren.

Shirley Knjght U p ham '40, February 2 3 , 1 987.
in Florida, at age 68. Born in Biddeford, Maine.
she attended Scarborough High School. A busi
ness major during her two years at Colby, she was
a member of Delta Delta Delta sorority. She
graduated in 1 940 from Simmons College with
a B.S. in business and went on to be a secretary
at Bowdoin College. Later she was a secretary for
the National Recreation Association and had two
children. Her stepmother is Frances M. Nason

M i n n i e Viola Rowell H a r v ille '32, September
20, 1 987, in Skowhegan, Maine, at age 77. She

'27. Her husband, Lewis. predeceased her by
several years.

was born i n Solon, Maine, and attended high

Erlolya Bacon Varcoe ' 42 , September 4, 1 987,
in Albany, NY, at age 68. She was born in Sid

Castine Normal School and graduated from Far

ney, Maine, and later attended Williams High

A j u nior high

mathematics teacher in

the

School in Oakland, Maine. After graduating from
Colby with a major in French, she taught school

Madison-Anson. Maine, area for 39 years, she also

in Milbridge, Maine, for a year. After marriage,

served as the coordinator of food services and

she

taught

at

Boght

Elementary

School

in

residences for the Skowhegan School of Painting

Colonie, N.Y., for several years before joining the

and Sculpture. She was a member of the East

staff of the North Colonie School Board. She re

Madison Grange, Keystone Order of the Eastern

tired in 1 986. She was a member of the Latham,

Star of

NY, Calvary United Methodist Church. A year

Solon,

and

the

C e n t e nary

U ni ted

Methodist Church in Skowhegan. She is survived

ly visitor to her summer camp on Lake Messalon

by her husband, Francis, a son, Brian '69, a

skee, she attended both her 40th and 45th Colby

brother, and several nieces and nephews.

reunions. She is survived by her husband, J.

Ruth Weston Edgerly '33, August 1 9 , 1 987, in

brothers, five grandchildren, and several neph

Lewiston, Maine, at age 75. She was born in

ews and nieces, including Carol Bacon '65.

Richard

Varcoe, two sons,

a daughter,

two

Madison, Maine, and graduated as valedictorian
at Madison High School and repeated at Colby,

Joseph F. Crozier '44 , September 14, 1 987, i n

where she was a member of Alpha Delta Pi

Portland, Maine, at a g e 66. H e w a s born in Port

sorority and Phi Beta Kappa. After Colby she

land and attended Portland High School and

received her master's degree in Latin at Mills Col

Coburn Classical Institute before entering Colby.

lege in California, and later she studied at the

He served in the army during World War I L A

University of Southern California as wel l . She

chemistry major,

he became involved with

taught at Good W i l l High School i n Hinckley,

refereeing intramural and high school basketball

Maine, from 1 934 to 1 937, and then at Marlboro

games while at Colby. H e was a member of the

School in Los Angeles, Calif., and Wilson High

National Association of Approved Basketball

School in Long Beach, Calif., until 1 960. She was

Officials, officiating for more than 3 0 years. He

head o f the department of foreign languages at

founded the Pee Wee Football Program, coached

Wilson. She then returned to Madison and mar

Little League, and served on the South Portland

ried Robert Edgerly that year. She was an active

Board of Parks and Recreation. A communicant

member of the Madison Congregational Church

of Holy Cross Church and a member of its Men's

and the Retired Teachers Association. 1\vo of her

Club, he was also an employee of William S. Mer

aunts attended the College, as did two cousins,

rill Company for nearly three decades, retiring

Barbara Weston Noyes '29 and Helen Gray

in 1 973. H e is survived by his wife, Jeannine, two

Weston '24. She is survived by a brother, Edwin

daughters, three sons, a sister, a brother, and two

B. Weston, three stepsons, two stepdaughters, six

granddaughters.

teen stepgrandchildren, and two stepgreat-grand
sons.

Doris Lyon Hesdorfer '46, September 1, 1 987,
in Augusta, Maine, at age 63. She was born in

Bertram G . Mosher '36, November 28, 1 987, in

Maine, he attended Bath High School and Coburn
Classical Institute before coming to Colby, where
ty and captain of the ski team. H e spent two years
in the army during World War I I as an enlisted
man in the Ski Troops 1 0th Mountain Division.
He was employed for many years by the Norr
wock Shoe Company in Skowhegan, Maine. in
the production and shoe development depart
ment. H e i s survived by his wife, Jennette, and
by a stepbrother-in-law and stepsister-in-law.
Marion Brush Love '50, July 23, 1987, al the age
of 59. She was born in Mount Vernon,

Y, where

she graduated from the A . E . Davis H igh School
before attending Colby. She was a psychology

school there before entering Colby. She went to
mington (Maine) State Teacher's College in 1 955.

Robert W. M i tchell '49, November 1 7. 1 987 in
Spring Hill, Fla., at age 64. A native o f Bath

he was a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraterni

S. C u rtis Blakeslee '30, October 5 , 1 987, i n Buf
h e attended Amherst College for a year a n d was

a nephew.

Norwich, Conn . . and attended Maine Central In

sociology major and a member of Sigma Kappa
sorority, the Outing Club, the International Re
lations Club, and the House Committee, and was
president of the Panhellenic Council. For several
years after graduation she was assistant treasurer
of the Glen Ridge Savings and Loan Association.
She was predeceased by her father-in-law, Isaac
Dewey " Ike" Love ' 1 9, and by a cousin, Deborah
Brush Morse '52. She is survived by her husband,
I. Douglas Love '49, her three sons. her sister-in
law, Elsie Love Scull '45, her uncie and former
College trustee, John W. Brush '20, and a cousin,
Julie Brush Wheeler '56.
George V. Toomey, Jr. ' 50, October 25, 1 987, in
Lakeland, Fla . , at age 66. Born in Lawrence,
Mass., he attended Lawrence High School before
matriculating at Colby. A member of Phi Delta
Theta fraternity. he was a history-government
major at the College. He played basketball for his
fraternity, played on the baseball team, and cap
tained the varsity football team before becoming
a history teacher and coach at Waterville High
School in 1950. Later he taught at Livermore Falls
High School in Maine and at Wappingers Falls
Central School in New York. An air force veteran
who earned six battle stars and a presidential ci
tation in his three-and-a-half years of service in
England and Germany during World War I I . the
retired school teacher and member of the Resur
rection Catholic Church moved to Lakeland in
1 980. H e i s survived by his wife, Margaret, two
daughters, a son, a brother-in-law, Calvin Hub
bard '43, and three grandchildren.

Philip J. Bies '5 1 , May 7, 1 987, at age 60. Born
in Brooklyn, N .Y. , he attended St. Augustine's
High School. H e entered the U.S. Navy Air Corps
in 1 944 and following his discharge in 1 946 he
did accounting and payroll work. He also worked
as an insurance investigator w h i le he was at the

Rome, Maine, at age 72. H e was born in Rome

stitute in Pittsfield, Maine. While at Colby she

and educated in Oakland , Maine, before attend

majored in French, was a member of the Glee

ing Colby. While at the College, he was a mem

Club, a reporter for The Colby Echo, and a mem

Club and a member of Lambda Chi Alpha frater

College, where he was president of the Newman

ber of Alpha Delta Pi sorority. After graduating

nity. After graduation he served as director of the

he maintained for 51 years. After receiving a B.S.

from Colby she earned a master's degree in

business relations department, Motors Insurance

degree in business administration, he was a

elementary education at the University of Maine

Corporation, in

weather forecaster during World War II with the

and was a teacher in t h e Belgrade, Oakland. and

of four children and is survived by his wife,

U.S. Army 25th Weather Squad. H e was a mem-

Waterville grade schools for more than 2 5 years.

Roweena.

ber of Zera Psi fraternity, a close association that

ew Yor k City. He was the father
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J ea n n e Hallee Hawkins ' 5 2 , October 29, 1 987,
in Cypress, Calif .. al age 56. Born in Waterville,
Maine,

H O N O R A R Y

wrote a book called Europe in the Spring, an ac
count of the 1 940 German offensive. Colby

he attended Waterville H igh School and

was the class valedictorian before e n rolling at

Arnold B e rn h a rd, L. H . D. '84, December 22,

Colby. A French major, she was also the president

1 987, in New York, N.Y., a l age 86. H e was the

o f the German Club and a m e m ber of the Wom
en's Student League, the Women's Union Commit
tee, and Alpha Delta Pi sorority. She was award

awarded her an honorary doctor of letters degree
in 1 94 1 for being "one of the best informed and
significant women of the day:· More was to come

founder and chief executive officer of Va lue Line

in this remarkable woman's career . She won a

Incorporated, the world's largest invest ment ad

seat in Congress as a Republican in 1942 and was

ed a Ful bright grant in 1 952 to teach English at

visory service. Born in New York City, he grew
up in Newark, Del . , and Rutherford, N .J . , and

reelected two years later. A member of the House

the College Moderne des J e u nes Fi lies in Ajaccio,

later

Corsica. She wa a m e mber of the Am erican As

s h e retired from Congress in 1 946. President

attended

Williams

College,

where

he

Military Affairs Committee during World War I I ,

majored in English and was a member of Phi Beta

sociation of University Women, a past president

Eisenhower appointed her ambassador to I taly

Kappa. After a short period as a drama critic for

of La Palma Ceritas Chapter, a Cypress school dis

in 1 953. She resigned her post i n 1 957 and later

Time, he moved on to pursue a career on Wall

trict advisory committee member, and a recipient
of the Parent-Teacher-Student Association honor

wrote a column for McCall's magazine. After her

Street. He lost his job with Moody's Investors

husband died in 1 967 she moved to Hawaii,

Services in 1 9 3 1 because of the Depression but

ervice award. Cypress College honored her for

later that year founded Arnold Bernhard & Com

where she remained until 1 98 1 . She then moved
lo Washington, where she served on President

her outstanding contributions to her com m u n i 

pany. In 1 93 5 he brought out the first Value Line

t y . She is survived b y h e r husband, Robert

Investment Survey. Today the publication, which

was a consu ltant to the National Security Cou n 

Hawkins '5.i, two sons, three daughters, six

ranks 1 , 700 stocks for their projected market per

cil. H e r o n l y daughter w a s ki lled i n an automo

brothers, two sisters, and a granddaughter.
E. R i c hard C e r ru ti '6 1 , November 9, 1 987, in

formance, is read by more than 1 34,000 sub

bile accident i n 1 944. She is survived by two

scribers. Renowned for his 1 2-hour work days,

stepsons, H e n ry Luce III and Peter Paul Luce.

he was recognized by his peers as one of the

Norfolk, Va . , a l age 48. Born i n Manhattan, N .Y. ,

world's most successful and respected investment

he studied at the Naval Post Graduate School and

counselors. A lifelong friend of education, he was

the Defense Intelligence School after graduating

a lifetime trustee of the University of Bridgeport

from Colby. H e then served for eight years in the

and a founder of the Colby Parents Association

office of Naval I n telligence d u ring the Vietnam

H e was also a director of the Children's Eye Care

War. Presi dent and ow n e r of

Foundation, Friends of Animals, and the National

ationwide Re

sumes of America, he was associated with the Big

Cancer Cytology Foundation. He is survived by

Brothers of A m e rica and the Special Olympics.

his wife, Janet, a son, Arnold Van Hoven Bern

Survivors include his wife, Barbara, two sons and

hard '57, a daughter, Jean Bernhard Buttner, and

a daughter, and a sister.

five grandchildren, including Edith Bernhard '87.

J oel M . G re e n feld '69, September 26, 1 987,
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1 987, in N ew Have n , Conn . , at age 95. He was a

he attended Longmeadow High School i n Long

brilliant teacher, a renowned author, and a mem

meadow, Mass. , before entering Colby. An eco

ber of the world's community of scholars. He

nomics major, he went on to receive a j u ris

earned a B.A. degree from the U n iversity of

doctor degree from Georgetown U n iversity Law

Michigan i n 1 9 1 4, his M . A . from Columbia
University, his B.S. from Oxford University, and

practice in northern Virginia. He i s survived by

his P h . D. from Harvard University. H e was a

his wife, Carolyn, a son, his parents, and a sister.

Rhodes Scholar twice and was also a Guggen

Connolly Keating ' 7 1 , August 29, 1 987, in Den

heim Fellow. A member of the faculty of Swarth
more College from 1 92 5 to 1 945, he also served

ver, Colo. . at age 38. Born i n Glen Cove,

.Y., he

F A C U L T Y / S T A F F

Brand Blanshard, L . H . D. '56, November 1 8,

McLean, Va., at age 39. Born in Springfield, Mass.,

Center in Washington, D.C. He had a private law

Reagan's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board and

as president of the American Philosophical So

was a n English major at Colby and participated

ciety. He went on to teach at Yale University,

i n Powder and Wig and varsity skiing. A real es

where he twice chaired the department, until his

tate agent i n Maine and later in Colorado, he en

retirement in 1 96 1 . For five years he held the Ster

joyed skiing and later became involved in hang

ling Professorship of Philosophy, one of Ya le's
most distinguished chairs. The Philosophical As

Dorothea V. H urd, December 5, 1987, i n Water·

the Continental Divide. On a hang gliding vaca

sociation chose his two-volume work. The Nature
of Thought, published in 1 940, as one of the ten

tended local schools and lived in Waterville all

gliding. I n 1 980 he glided 30 miles from Williams
Peak to Dillon, Colo., at 2,000 to 5,000 feet above

ville, Maine, at age 77. Born in Waterville, she at

tion i n Hawaii i n 1 982 he flew over the 1 0,000-

outstanding works on philosophy produced in the

her life. An employee at the Colby Spa from 1958

fool volcano Haleakala. H e died i n a gliding

U n i ted States since 1 900. He received numerous

to 1 980, she will be fondly remembered by Colby

accident in Colorado.

honorary degrees from colleges and universities
across the country.

Eric M. Hoffenberg '86, September 1 1 , 1 987, al

alumni as "Dot '.' She is survived by a son, Charles,
a daughter, Marlene H u rd Jabar '54, a son-in-law,
A n t hony Jabar '54, eight grandchildren, includ

age 24. He is survived by his parents, Iris A. Baker

Clare Boothe Luce. Litt.D. '4 1 , October 9, 1 987,

ing Jody Jabar Vei l leux '80,

and Harvey Hoffenberg, a sister, and grand

in Washington, D.C., at age 84. Born in New York

grandchildren.

parents.

City, she went on to become one o f the centu ry's

J o s h ua H. Wolfe '89, September 20, 1 987, in

Stuffed Shirts, a collection of satirical stories about

most i n fl u en t i a l wom e n . In 1 930 her first book,
H ai nes. Alaska, at age 20. A graduate of North
Yarmouth Academy, he was a mathematics major
at Colby. He had been on a fishing and duck hunt
ing trip in Alaska w i t h his father. Leaving early
for England, w here he was participating i n Col
by's J u nior Year Abroad Program at the U n iver

and six great

Richard Kellenberger, M.A. '60, December 5,
1 987, in Hightstown, N .J . , at age 73. A resident

New York society, was published. She accepted

o f Waterville for most o f his life, he was a profes

a job with Vogue magazine in 1 930 and soon af

sor of French at Colby from 1 946 to 1 976 and was

terward moved to Vanity Fair, becoming manag

the chair of the department of modern foreign

ing editor in 1933. A year later her first play, Abide

languages. A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Ober

With Me, was performed on Broadway. Her 1 92 3

lin College, he went on to receive his doctorate

marriage to George T. Brokaw e n d e d s i x years

from Princeton University. His activities at Colby

later in divorce, and i n 1 93 5 she married H e n ry

included participation on many committees and

R. Luce, the founder of Time and Fortune maga

extensive travel for professional development. He

Christine Wolfe, and by a sister, H e i d i .

zines. With her vision they soon created Life
magazine. Despite her first play's failure, she pur

was a Friend of Art. He was also an active mem

Omission

sued her writing career. I n 1 936 The Women was

vestry for many years. His wife, Margaret Buch

a smash hit on Broadway. running for 657 per
formances and later being adapted for fi l m . In

n e r Kellenberger, who also taught at the College
before their marriage, died i n 1 985. H e i s sur

1 940 she traveled to Europe as a journalist under

vived by a son, Charles, a daughter, Betty

contract to Life, and from her experiences she

Washington, and three grandchildren.

sity of Sussex, he was k i lled i n a plane crash. He
is survived by his father and mother, Peter and

I n the October 1 987 obituary for Ethel Alley Bax
ter '23, identification of her late husband, Edward
T. Baxter '25, was inadvertently om itted.
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